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Abstract
This thesis examines why and how a small, regionally isolated group of closely related
clothiers in Somerset and their merchant kin in the adjacent south coast ports took on
the risky venture of establishing a new textile industry based on fine Spanish wool from
the late sixteenth century.
English wool had been the best available in Europe for at least four hundred
years. It was the mainstay of the English export economy, first as raw wool, then as
finished cloth. The thesis explains why Spanish wool became a viable alternative to fine
English wool in English cloth manufacture. It fills gaps in the historiography of this
industry, in understanding why English sheepmasters moved away from producing fine
wool, and how Spanish wool was introduced. The thesis provides a detailed study of
successful entrepreneurship in an early modern setting, and adds to the literature on this
understudied topic.
The thesis’ main argument is that the clothiers and merchants in this study
developed a new textile industry using Spanish wool by creating a cradle of innovation.
Their tight social networks, reinforced by a common Puritanism, were crucial in
integrating the essential components of their trade. This trade could have broken down
at multiple points, and for many reasons, but these merchants created robust structures
to avoid, or repair, this eventuality. These networks and structures allowed them to
make informed judgements about the opportunities available to them and to manage
their associated risks. They innovated in developing new sources of raw material
supply, producing new types of cloth, and developing new markets. They were
pioneers, of the Newfoundland and New England trade triangles trading cod for
supplies of wool, oil, soap, and dyes from the Iberian Peninsula, and also in promoting
their cloth within the new markets that emerged as the English commercial world
expanded. They were politically adroit, avoiding the potentially disruptive commercial
effects of the Cockayne project, the English Civil Wars, and the Interregnum.
The first chapter analyses, through agronomic theory, why the supply of fine
English wool was declining and that of fine Spanish wool was improving in the
sixteenth century. The following four chapters examine issues and events over the
eighty-year period, from the 1570s to 1660, during which the Cardinal and Spanish
Cloth industries were initiated and then matured. Focused upon the activities of the
principal families involved in these industries, the events of this period are viewed
through the themes of entrepreneurship, kinship, and religion. Chapter 2 discusses the
i

creation of Cardinals – the first cloth made with Spanish wool – through the accounts of
William Leonard. The third chapter documents the emergence of Spanish Cloth in the
early seventeenth century, how the industry survived the disruption of the Cockayne
Project, and how the supply of Spanish wool was secured through the emerging trade in
cod from Newfoundland and New England to Spain. Chapters 4 and 5 analyse the
emerging Spanish Cloth industry in detail through the accounts of the Ashe family. The
effect of the Civil Wars and Interregnum are assessed. The integration of raw material
supply, production, and marketing by this entrepreneurial group is analysed in each
chronological period.
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Introduction
For over four hundred years, from the eleventh century up to the sixteenth, English wool
was the best in Europe. Its fine quality underpinned England’s largest export industries
of wool and then cloth. For the next four hundred years, merino wool, first from Spain
and Portugal and then from other countries, has been the finest. The tipping points
occurred in the mid to late sixteenth century, and were initially evident in textile
industries on the Continent and then soon after in England. In England, some clothiers
first replaced the English wool they used in the wefts of the woad-dyed woollen cloth
with Spanish merino to create a cloth they called ‘Cardinals’. These clothiers, and their
merchant kinfolk, then succeeded in developing industries based on a new and colourful
medley cloth made partly or entirely of Spanish wool. This textile was known as
‘Spanish Cloth’. 1 The legacy of these entrepreneurial families was to establish in
England, by the late seventeenth century, woollen industries based on fine Spanish
merino wool, which replaced the declining industries based on fine English wool. It was
a significant pivot in English textile and industrial history. In the longer term, from just
over a century later, these developments contributed to attempts to produce merino wool
in England and led to the establishment of merino industries in English colonies and to
the changes wrought by those industries.
The past and current historiography of the adoption of Spanish wool in English
textile manufacture has assumed a steady and fairly uneventful progress. The first
comprehensive accounts were written in the 1680s, about a century after the
experimentation began. By that time, Spanish Cloth clothiers had mastered the art of
producing a lightweight fine cloth made entirely of Spanish wool. They had also
secured their supply of Spanish wool and expanding markets for their cloth. The
Spanish Cloth industry grew threefold from 1628 to 1640, while other woollen
industries, even if still larger overall, were rapidly contracting. 2 But was it all that
simple? The chronological sequence of the manufacturing innovations is not, in fact,
that clear.
1

Eric Kerridge, Textile Manufactures in Early Modern England, Manchester, Manchester University

Press, 1985, pp. 34–35.
2

B. E. Supple, Commercial Crisis and Change in England 1600–1642, Cambridge, Cambridge

University Press, 1970, p. 260.

1

This thesis addresses why and how Spanish wool was first adopted in English
cloth manufacture and how a small, regionally isolated group of English clothiers and
merchants were able to make and market new types of cloth made of Spanish wool. The
first eighty years of the industry are analysed. It is not well understood why these
clothiers began using Spanish wool, nor how they initiated the Cardinal and Spanish
Cloth industries. This raw material replacement was not inevitable. Clothiers in other
regional textile industries transplanted from continental Europe to England in the
sixteenth century, made a conscious choice to shift to English wools rather than persist
with continental or Spanish wools.3 I explore why a small group of clothiers started
using Spanish wool and how they and their merchant kin implemented new production
techniques, reorganised raw material supply through new trade routes, and developed
and expanded their domestic and international markets for the finished products. There
must have been strong imperatives to warrant such effort. This was a highly risky
entrepreneurial endeavour that could fail at any one of multiple points.
I analyse these developments through the thematic lens of entrepreneurship,
focusing on innovation, risk-taking, and judgement, an approach which provides new
insights into early modern entrepreneurialism.4 The thesis explores some broader social
aspects of early modern English society, particularly the roles of kinship and religion in
entrepreneurial behaviour and I expand upon the idea of familial entrepreneurship in the
early modern period.5 I argue that these entrepreneurial clothiers and merchants created
a cradle of innovation tightly defined by kinship and strengthened by a common Puritan
belief. This allowed them to better manage the risks and opportunities inherent in their
entrepreneurial endeavours, especially those involving long-distance trade. They
achieved both horizontal and vertical integration of raw material supply, production,
and marketing. This achievement was in the face of lingering nationalistic support for
English wools and in a time of major social and economic change, which offered
significant rewards but also very real risks of failure.

3
4

Kerridge, Textile Manufactures, p. 35.
Mark Casson and Catherine Casson, ‘The History of Entrepreneurship: Medieval Origins of a Modern

Phenomenon’, Business History, vol. 56, no. 8, 2014, p. 1223.
5

Barry Supple, ‘The Nature of Enterprise’, in E. E. Rich and C. H. Wilson (eds), The Cambridge

Economic History of Europe. Vol. V: The Economic Organization of Early Modern Europe, Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, pp. 406–07.

2

Methodology
Innovations in industry do not generally appear in historical records until they are well
established. Also the sources can be silent on innovations that fail. I have searched for
the very beginning of an industry more than four hundred years after the event.
Undertaking such an uncertain search has paid off as I have uncovered substantial
evidence from the earliest period of this industry, which has proved useful in analysing
why and how it developed.
By probing archival records, it has been possible to reconstruct the technical
breakthroughs made between the 1580s and the 1660s in making cloth from Spanish
wool. I found merchant and clothier business accounts to be the most reliable sources to
do this, as they were private documents with no advantage in being misleading or
dishonest. Their limitation was that not all transactions were recorded. Merchants kept
suites of account books, either for different parts of their business, or to meet their
understanding of double entry bookkeeping. Only a sample of these suites of accounts
survives. Other sources, such as government documents and public statements about the
textile industry, often self-serving and written to sway debate, were not necessarily
balanced or even truthful, but they sometimes have been the only sources available.
Genealogical studies of the participants provided clues into the networks of horizontal
and vertical links in the emerging industry and highlighted the importance of tight social
networks to successful innovation in early modern industry and trade.
The same records allowed analysis of questions around the supply of raw
materials and the marketing of new types of cloth. The Cardinal and Spanish Cloth
industries always relied on international trade for both raw materials and markets for the
cloth. The industry arose during a period punctuated by severe trade perturbations, such
as war and trade embargoes. But at the same time, there were also opportunities in the
expansion of Atlantic, Mediterranean, and Far Eastern trade. The strategies pursued by
the clothiers and merchants in these spheres moulded the emerging industry, both in raw
material supply, and marketing of their cloth.
I explore the creation of this new industry through a chronological narrative,
which fills gaps in historical knowledge. The other main lines of inquiry running
through the thesis are explorations of broader sociological themes. Social networks are
known to be crucial to early modern trade. 6 I investigated which networks these

6

Richard Grassby, Kinship and Capitalism: Marriage, Family, and Business in the English-Speaking

World, 1580–1740, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2001, pp. 413–17; Naomi Tadmor, ‘Early

3

clothiers and merchants used, including kinship, common religion, neighbourliness, and
political orientation. The themes I study include how these clothiers and merchants built
their social networks to create durable business partnerships and ensure succession. I
look at how these families built links from local through to international economic and
political events and how the imperative of economic security influenced political
behaviour.
Given the historic confusion, I have adopted a unique nomenclature in this study
to distinguish between the different types of cloth that have been identified over time as
‘Spanish cloth’. They were all the same general type of medley, but made with different
sorts and combinations of English and Spanish wools. This nomenclature is described at
Appendix 1.

Selected literature review and conceptual framework
This literature review covers issues and topics that are common to more than one
chapter. There are also detailed examinations of more specific historiographies within
the chapters. My research intersects with a number of fields of research, each with their
own debates and interpretations.
Entrepreneurship and processes of economic change in an early modern setting
The theory of entrepreneurship, and more broadly of the processes of economic change,
provides a background to the activities of these clothiers and merchants. Applying the
theory allows an examination of their commercial actions in building a new industry, of
the importance of their social networks, and of how their actions played out in local,
national, and international trade.
Historians have identified that changes to the early modern English economy
were caused by three key factors, these being alterations to population, property
relations, or institutions. According to Wrightson, the outcomes flowing from these
changes were shaped by individuals’ capacity to respond and hold their own or thrive in
the face of these developments;7 that is, it was a milieu that favoured entrepreneurial
individuals. Furthermore, the textile industry was likely to be affected by many of the
changes, given its centrality to the early modern English economy.
Modern English Kinship in the Long Run: Reflections on Continuity and Change’, Continuity and
Change, vol. 25, no. 1, 2010.
7

Keith Wrightson, Earthly Necessities: Economic Lives in Early Modern Britain, New Haven, Yale

University Press, 2000, pp. 201, 332.
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The relative contributions of these causal factors are debated. Some historians
believe population growth was more important while others favour institutional change.
In sixteenth-century England, the population was growing and shifting from the
countryside to the cities, creating expanded markets for agricultural and manufactured
products. Postan saw population growth as being sufficient in itself to generate
sustained economic growth. Brenner focused upon how changes in local class relations
affected agriculture, with some farmers becoming more capitalist and taking advantage
of the enclosure of fields and associated farming innovations. North focused upon
enhanced protection of property rights leading to incentives for a broad range of
profitable activities. In reality, population, changing class relations, and more secure
property rights all contributed to economic change.8
Wrightson synthesised the arguments for and against all of these influences and
summarised the processes of economic change occurring between the sixteenth and
eighteenth centuries. He argues that a growth in the demand for goods, partly external in
origin and partly generated by the population growth of the sixteenth century, drove
these processes. There was tension because while there was rapid change at local,
national, and international levels, there was little or no institutional safety net for most
people and they continued to rely upon the maintenance of their household economies
for stability and security. Economic strategies were adapted to continue to pursue
household security but in circumstances that kept changing. Lordship was transformed
into landlordship and property rights hardened and grew exclusive. This loosened the
grip on permissible agricultural practice, with the more enterprising individuals
benefiting from the rapid expansion of enclosure. In manufacture, the relationship
between masters and journeymen became more distanced as the guild system declined.
The putting-out system spread and textile manufacture began to be organised along
semi-industrial lines. Wage dependency, especially in the textile industry, became more
prevalent. Commercial networks elaborated and intensified, with more specialisation in
the roles of individuals in trade. New methods of raising finance and improvements in
transport, especially shipping, allowed international trade to expand. The increasing
growth of the state as an independent actor in the economy, the development of sound
8

The arguments put by Postan and Brenner can be found in T. H. Aston and C. H. E. Philpin (eds), The

Brenner Debate: Agrarian Class Structure and Economic Development in Pre-Industrial Europe,
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1985. For North’s thesis, see Douglass C. North and Robert
Paul Thomas, The Rise of the Western World: A New Economic History, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1973.

5

currency, parliamentary representation, and the emergence of joint stock companies
with royal backing, all facilitated trade. But there were also fluctuating government
policies of encouragement, restraint, intervention, or disengagement with various
sectors of society, which could disrupt trade. 9 Dillard described a mercantilist
philosophy of supporting and directing private enterprise through government
intervention having both pros and cons.10 Mercantilist measures could go too far and
have the unintended effect of retarding economic development. The ‘golden mean’
between too much and too little government participation was rarely found.

11

Regulation of technical specifications of textile manufacture was one of those issues
where the balance was hard to find. As Wrightson implies, entrepreneurial individuals
could best cope with these significant changes.
An ‘entrepreneur’ is ‘one who undertakes an enterprise; one who owns or
manages a business; a person who takes the risk of profit or loss’. The word did not
appear in English use until the 1850s. 12 The Oxford English Dictionary identifies
‘venturer’ as a synonym for entrepreneur, being ‘one who ventures in various senses’,
and ‘adventurer’ being ‘a person who undertakes or invests in a commercial adventure
or enterprise; one who ventures capital in some project especially trade; a speculator’.
The clothiers and merchants I examine here describe their activities as ‘ventures’ or
‘adventures’ in their accounts, especially activities where there was some heightened
risk. They were speculating on the development and marketing of new products,
sometimes into uncertain markets. As ‘venturers’ they were entrepreneurs.
Many economists who have written on entrepreneurship have concentrated upon
the modern firm. However, the Cassons have developed a general theory of
entrepreneurship, which can be applied to the medieval and early modern periods. 13
9

Wrightson, Earthly Necessities, in particular, pp. 332–33.

10

Dudley Dillard, Economic Development of the North Atlantic Community, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall,

1967, see chap. 10, ‘Mercantilism’, pp. 163–78; see also John Maynard Keynes, The General Theory of
Employment, Interest and Money, London, Macmillan, (repr.) 2007, esp. chap. 23, ‘Notes on
Mercantilism’.
11
12
13

Dillard, Economic Development, p. 176.
See the etymology under the entry in the Oxford English Dictionary (OED).
Mark Casson, ‘Entrepreneurship: Theory, Institutions and History. Eli F. Heckscher Lecture, 2009’,

Scandinavian Economic History Review, vol. 58, no. 2, 2010; Casson and Casson, ‘History of
Entrepreneurship’.
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Their views are influenced by Schumpeter’s, with his historical perspective, his focus
upon the function of an entrepreneur as an innovator, and on the psychology and
personal traits of the entrepreneur.14 The characteristics of innovation, risk taking, and
judgement recognised as essential in the modern entrepreneur were equally relevant in
the early modern period. Entrepreneurs need will power, imagination and creativity,
self-confidence, a willingness to take risks, and the courage to challenge the status quo.
But underpinning all of these traits is the need for good judgement to recognise good
and bad opportunities, to innovate when the time is right, to weigh evidence, and take
calculated risks. Good judgement is based on better theory and better evidence. The
Cassons posit that entrepreneurs benefit from having a broad education and
understanding of both disputed (theoretical) and undisputed (factual and practical
information) knowledge. They also benefit from being part of broad and trustworthy
social networks to gain knowledge, to build partnerships, and for financial credit.15
The types of innovation identified by Schumpeter include: the invention of a
new commodity or variety of an already known product; producing the same product in
a new way (i.e. a technological innovation); opening up a new market for goods;
exploiting a new source of supply of raw materials or semi-finished goods; and creating
a new form of institution to produce or market goods.16 All of these types of innovation
are evident in the developing industries using Spanish wool. The sequence of events in
entrepreneurial activity is that an entrepreneur will identify a deficiency in a market,
and then seek to address it through some innovative strategy. This deficiency is often a
mismatch of demand and supply; demand is subject to changes in fashion, population,
or social structure, while changes in supply occur through discovery of new resources or
scientific or technical advance. Sometimes it may be a matter of better matching
producers with consumers through improvements in transport or communication. Once
entrepreneurs have set up a new market, and are successful, others will imitate them,
and the most efficient will survive. Early movers may be able to maintain an advantage
from innovation if they can get a monopoly.
14

Casson and Casson, ‘History of Entrepreneurship’, p. 1225; Joseph A. Schumpeter, The Theory of

Economic Development: An Inquiry into Profits, Capital, Credit, Interest, and the Business Cycle,
Cambridge, MA, Harvard University Press, 1934, pp. 82–94.
15
16

Casson and Casson, ‘History of Entrepreneurship’, pp. 1223–25.
Joseph A. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, London, George Allen & Unwin, 1976,

in particular, p. 132; Schumpeter, Theory of Economic Development, p. 66.
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Risk is inherent in business and is heightened in entrepreneurial ventures.
Business risks in the early modern period were managed through social networks within
which trust could be developed and assured. The longer-term mitigation of risk was
generally managed within the family matrix. Kinship was important in patterns of
ownership and succession and also in day-to-day business. Mathius stated that in a time
of high mortality, flexible succession strategies were needed, and marriages were
important in drawing talent into the family.17 Grassby showed that active participation
by women in the family business was important for ensuring continuity and succession,
in both the short and long terms.18 Given the weak institutional context of early modern
business, the trust built within the extended family was a means of reducing transaction
costs. It was also a means of securing credit to maintain, and more critically, to develop
new business. Risk could be shared, for example, through joint cargoes and joint shares
in ‘adventures’ to make the individual losses bearable. The reliance on kin is a constant
throughout the Tudor and Stuart periods, but as institutional structures began to develop
in the Stuart period, there were alternatives to the family. Joint stock companies,
insurance for cargoes, and naval protection made trade less personally risky.
Kinship theory
Tadmor has written a succinct review of the historiography on the role of kin in
economic development. She identified three chronological approaches. The first was
that of Max Weber and Emile Durkheim, among others, which she called the ‘master
narrative’. Weber and Durkheim postulated that kinship contracted to a nuclear core in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in the face of modernising forces in society.
England was seen as having a leading role in this erosion in the force of kinship.19 In the
1960s, historians such as Peter Laslett, Alan Macfarlane, and Keith Wrightson argued
that the nuclear family was typical of English society in the medieval period, and
therefore was not the result of modernisation. These historians still supported the older
view of an erosion of kinship in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and thought this
process promoted both a greater reliance on neighbourly ties and, at the other extreme,
on individualism. In both responses, the contraction of kinship is accepted, but the
17
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causes differ. However, some of these historians, such as Wrightson, accepted that the
merchant community did have a distinct reliance upon kin, different from the more
qualified reliance of the local community on their kin. 20 He states that ‘In trade,
relatives provided an “operational extended family” of trusted individuals with shared
commercial interests, who provided credit, advice, support, and contacts’. 21 Macfarlane,
the most radical of these historians, gave a broad definition of the nuclear family,
stating inheritance in England was very flexible and based, especially in trade, primarily
on competence and only secondly on primogeniture. He speculated that the most
effective way to organise an economy was through ‘a form of social structure which
encourages artificial groups to form, enhancing loyalty and cooperation through idioms
of kinship, though the ties are more flexible than blood ones’.22
From the 1990s, there has been a third ‘neo-revisionist’ approach to the role of
kin. By focusing on particular times, places, and groups, these recent studies show the
enduring relevance of kinship to English society. Many of the examples that Tadmor
gives to support this neo-revisionist position are economic ones. She cites the networks
of merchant families, particularly those in overseas trade that Grassby has written about.
Muldrew’s work on the ‘economy of obligation’ emphasises the importance of kin in
providing credit.23 Other examples show the importance of kin in raising capital and
risk-minimisation in economic action. Other broader illustrations of the enduring role of
kin cited by Tadmor relate to political and occupational networks and marriage
negotiations, although these similarly have specific application to commercial affairs.
Tadmor concludes by stating that ‘one wonders to what extent it was this pattern of
enmeshed kinship and family … rather than the small conjugal family … that lay
behind England’s commercial and political expansion, both prior to industrialization
and alongside it’. Grassby is more certain.24
Grassby provides one of the most detailed analyses of the role of kinship in early
modern English commerce. He says ‘the business family operated within a bilaterally
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extended, dense, tribalistic network’.25 He too sees kinship as a flexible structure that
extended well beyond the nuclear family, describing networks of kin that could treat
outsiders as family or be absorbed through marriage. 26 Firms often descended by
inheritance through extended kin or the female line rather than through male heirs.
Marriage was used to gain working capital, including expertise, and to merge businesses
and ensure continuity of the firm.27 Grassby is also aware of the shortcomings of this
family-based system stating that ‘the internal needs and obligations of the family often
conflicted with the prosecution of external business. But it presented a united front to
the world and had a structure that was designed to withstand these strains’. 28 He
concludes that the great strengths of ‘familial capitalism’ more than outweighed the
weaknesses. 29 Family networks could corner markets and share risks, and had lower
transaction costs in monitoring behaviour. Grassby recognised that trust could be
grounded in religious belief but it was more effectively secured by a common value
system shared by kin. The early modern family business was usually a partnership. The
firm acted like a family and families functioned like firms. While individual
entrepreneurship might initiate a fortune, it was consolidated through the family.
Grassby considers that in Stuart England the extended family was replacing the nuclear
family as the preferred business model to cope with increasingly extended markets,30
encouraged by the fact that descent within the nuclear family could not be guaranteed.
Grassby concluded that ‘in the early modern period kinship and capitalism
complemented and reinforced each other; their relationship was not antagonistic but
symbiotic’. 31 Kinship networks could therefore be expected to be crucial in the new
textile industries.
While my research has found women played important roles as clothiers and
merchants, there are opposing opinions among historians about the role of women in
25
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rural textile industries. Clark, in her study of the seventeenth-century West Country
textile industry, thought that women had been active in family partnerships working
from the home (‘family industry’) but that women took little if any part in the
management of clothiers’ or wool-merchants’ businesses.

32

Similarly, Hudson

considered that putting-out structures, such as those seen in Wiltshire, would have
disadvantaged women.33 However, Sharpe thought women could have been involved in
the textile industry.34 She identified active participation of women in trade in Colyton,
Devon in the seventeenth century and thought this was necessary for the economic
dynamism of the region.35 Women did play roles in other early modern industrial and
urban settings. Erickson believed it was relatively common for women to be running a
London business, hazarding a guess that 15 per cent of masters’ wives were involved in
the trade of their husbands.36 Howell stated that it was the family production unit that
was the means by which women gained high-status jobs, including as managers, and
this remained the case as long as the family production unit retained its role. With the
reorganisation of production and increasing strength of the craft guilds, the position of
women was eroded.37 Spinks and Broomhall also considered that the active role played
by women in the heyday of the new draperies of sixteenth-century Leiden was a product
of the family business model.38 It seems there were opportunities for women in early
32
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modern business in certain business models and to ensure continuity. The new textile
industries may have presented such opportunities.
There are a number of features of the West Country rural textile industries that
could influence durability and inheritance. The clothier was establishing a relatively
complex business with vertical integration of production tasks. It was in the overall
financial interest of the broader family to maintain the integrity of the textile business
and ensure beneficiaries in the next generation inherited it functionally intact. Crucial to
this strategy was the control of fulling mills, and generally on watercourses suitable for
dyeing cloth. Gaisford stated that the owner of a fulling mill could also manage the
marketing of the cloth brought there by other clothiers to be fulled and this generated a
far greater return than what could be gotten from merely fulling the cloth.39
Shared religious belief
Most of the clothiers and merchants in my study were Puritans. The place and
importance of common religion in social networks and in commerce has generated
enormous debate, especially the place of Protestantism and particularly Puritanism. The
developing historiography of the social origins and commercial relevance of Puritanism
has been summarised by Lake and Questier.40 They track the debate on origins firstly
from the relationship of Puritanism to the development of capitalism promoted by
Weber and Tawney.41 Weber, and then Tawney among others, argued that Protestantism
and particularly Puritanism supported traits that encouraged industrious activity. Recent
scholarship has refuted this view, however, and these traits are no longer seen as unique
to any particular brand of religion, let alone shared among all Protestants or Puritans. It
has been shown how unsuited some Puritan beliefs were to economic activity, as
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explored, for example, in Paul Seaver’s study of Nehemiah Wallington. 42 This diversity
could be especially expected among the early English Puritans of the late Tudor period,
when Puritan philosophy was developing and in flux.
Lake and Questier move to the argument of the reformation of manners and
control of society sought by some Puritans, such as the community of Dorchester
described by Underdown. 43 Puritanism here is seen as a response to social and
commercial change. The operation of the market dramatically changed in the late 1500s,
with changing attitudes to credit and usury being an obvious case, leading to cultural
change as Muldrew states.44 His broader thesis is of a surge in litigation, peaking in the
late sixteenth century, as lines of credit expanded, trust was frayed, and disputes over
debts increased. Lake and Questier conclude that Puritanism was a reaction to a
perceived crisis of order, arising from social and commercial change, and a
corresponding need for moral order. A more recent consensus is to interpret the
common religion within business communities as a means of building trust through
shared values and thus lowering transaction costs, just as kin networks did.45 This is
more consistent with Collinson’s view of early Puritanism as a form of sociability,
rather than an attempt at social control.46 I examine these explanations, drawing on the
examples of the commercial anxiety expressed by William Leonard in the sixteenth
century and the entrepreneurial character of the many of the seventeenth-century
Puritans in this study, including some of the same individuals from Dorchester studied
by Underdown.
Elements of textile manufacture
The creation of woollen cloth, such as Cardinals and Spanish Cloth, involved many
steps, any of which gave opportunities for experimentation. The putting-out system was
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well developed in England. The clothiers managed all of the production steps. They
bought the wool and put it out to be carded, combed, spun, and woven on piecework
rates. The clothiers often dyed the wool themselves and almost always managed the
finishing steps such as fulling. This production model developed in a largely
unregulated environment, one in which the clothiers could easily alter technical
specifications.
Woollens were finished by fulling, a process that resulted in cloth where the
pattern of weft and warp was lost in a felted surface. This distinguished woollens from
other cloth, including worsteds, where the weave was still evident. Woollen textiles
themselves vary through the choice of raw material and its preparation and finishing.
This results in a complexity of process and product. Harte lists many points of technical
differentiation within woollen manufacture, including wool sourced from different types
of sheep and from different parts of the fleece, the ways in which the wool is prepared
for spinning and the way it is spun, different ways of combining yarn for weaving and
of weaving, combinations of different types of fibres (e.g. silk and wool), dyeing the
wool before spinning or after weaving or fulling, the degree of finish applied to the
woven cloth, and finally the ways of naming and marketing the cloth. 47 Changes to any
of these factors could occur at different times and places and in different combinations.
The relative importance of the costs of raw materials and manufacturing steps
are a clue to where innovation was likely to be most productive. For luxury woollens in
the sixteenth century, Munro calculated that the wool was the most expensive input,
accounting for 60–75 per cent of the cost of production, with other raw materials (oils,
fullers earth, soap, teasels, and dyes) accounting for another 10 per cent.48 Securing a
reliable and competitively priced supply of high quality wool and dyestuffs was crucial.
It is not surprising that more significant innovations occurred in spinning and in wool
supply than in other production processes in the early modern era. There was
considerable scope for improvements especially in wool and yarn dyeing and
preparation. The demand for fine woollens was driven by a combination of fashion and
wealth of the population. It is fashion that probably drove the innovations in pattern,
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colour, and weight in woollen cloth, more so than savings in manufacture. 49 However,
many of these innovations in woollen manufacture were developed in continental
Europe and England often lagged behind.
Changes in fine woollen manufacture supporting the adoption of Spanish wool
Improvements in the manufacture of fine woollens followed a common sequence in
most of Europe, although not at the same time or pace. Establishing this sequence is a
necessary foundation to understanding the entrepreneurial activities of the English
clothiers using Spanish wool. Textile historians also see feedback loops between
changes in wool supply and technical developments in the industry, and one innovation
could generate others. Many technical innovations were in the preparation of yarn to
optimise the felting properties of the wool, which had a major influence on the character
and quality of fine woollens. Carded yarn had better felting potential than combed yarn,
but weaker tensile strength. The toughest challenge was to produce a fine carded warp
yarn of sufficient strength to survive on the loom.50
The preparation and spinning of wool for the warp and weft in fine woollen
cloth, leading to a high-quality, lightweight cloth made of Spanish wool, went through
four historical phases or sub-phases (see Appendix 2). This analysis is drawn primarily
from Chorley,51 but the ‘Phases’ are mine. Originally, combed yarn was used for both
warp and weft and was spun on the spindle and distaff (Phase 1). In Phase 2, carded
wool for the weft was spun on the great wheel while the warp continued to be rock
spun. Then carded wool was spun on the great wheel for both warp and weft (Phase 3,
sub-phase A). This required a thick warp in order to achieve the required tensile
strength from the carded yarn. Finally, improvements in carding allowed a lighter warp
thread to be spun, resulting in a lightweight, all-carded woollen (Phase 3, sub-phase B).
For fine woollen manufacture in Holland, in this last phase the carded yarn required
double carding before spinning, first on a carding stock followed by hand carding,
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something not required for coarse cloth.52 ‘Tumming’ in the West Country is probably
the same process (see Appendix 8: Glossary). Ponting also stated that sometimes the
yarn for very fine woollen cloth was double spun.53
Many of these successive innovations were first made in the Low Countries
although there was rapid exchange of ideas throughout Europe.54 As Chorley shows,
this whole sequence took place over several hundred years, with considerable regional
variation. Further, the types of cloth arising from each successive stage of innovation
continued to be produced, often alongside each other, with a plethora of types of what
are now known as half-worsteds (or worsted-woollen) being produced alongside allcarded woollens. Also spinning wheels only gradually replaced the drop spindle, which
was still used in some regions,55 including parts of the West Country of England into
the seventeenth century.56
Textile historians speculate about both when and how these successive phases of
innovation occurred in England. Some innovations were not adopted at all and the
overall sequence was delayed. Evidence for when a fully carded woollen appeared is
sketchy but Chorley shows it was likely to be by 1500. 57 Among the first fine
lightweight carded woollens were the Coventry cromblistes and ulterfines modelled on
the draps d’Armentiere. This industry was established in the 1560s. Markham described
the making of an all-carded medley woollen using the great wheel in English homes in
1615,58 which involved double carding using a carding stock and then hand carding the
wool. Both Markham’s and William Leonard’s references to ‘tumming’ or ‘thrumming’
(see Chapter 2) support the introduction of improved carding to the West Country by
the late sixteenth century. This contemporary evidence suggests manufacture of fine allcarded woollens was well established in England by the early seventeenth century after
52
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being introduced 40 years earlier. The how in England followed the continental schema
except in the type of spinning wheel used. Van der Wee states that the new Saxony
spinning wheel gradually replaced the older wheels for spinning fine carded wools in
the Low Countries from the later fifteenth century onwards. 59 It seems both wheels
could be used. According the Ponting only the great wheel was used in England and
well into the eighteenth century.60 There is no evidence that the Saxony wheel was used
other than for linen and worsted yarn.61 Muldrew states that the advantage of the great
wheel was the greater speed of spinning that was possible.62 Spinners in the west of
England in the sixteenth century often had both a woollen wheel and a linen wheel in
their homes. 63 Chorley believes it is likely that improvements in the preparation of
carded yarn allowed the great wheel to continue to be used for fine woollens.64
The introduction of Spanish merino wool overlaid the general schema described
above. Spanish merino wool had a very short staple. It could easily substitute in a
carded weft, as it did in the weft of Cardinals. But it presented unique challenges to
spinning a carded warp with adequate tensile strength. Munro gives evidence of it being
used alone in a warp from the mid-sixteenth century at Brugge but most likely it was
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combed.65 It was first used in a carded warp mixed with other wools (a ‘union’ yarn),
often English, as at Armentières in the mid-sixteenth century as Kerridge describes.66
Improvements in yarn preparation allowed Spanish merino wool to finally be used alone
in carded warps. Rogers suggests that the principal innovation which allowed this to
happen was the Dutch scribbling bench, which replaced the carding stock. 67 Chorley
mentions improvements in spinning, scribbling, and carding, developed in Leiden in the
mid-seventeenth century, that were soon afterwards introduced into the English West
Country by Dutch immigrants (see Chapters 4 and 5).68 While the word ‘scribbling’ did
not appear in the West Country until the 1670s, Rogers thought the technique must have
been introduced much earlier in order to properly mix the wools in medleys. 69 The
question of when Spanish wool was first used in the weft and warp of fine English
woollens is explored in the thesis.70
Historians use ‘Spanish cloth’ as a generic term, and do not always identify its
composition or the wools used in the cloth. They were all the same general type of
medley, but made with different types and combinations of English and Spanish wools.
It was clear that some Spanish Cloth was always made entirely of English and Irish
wools, such as the ‘Spanish cloth’ of Devon,71 and also that some cloth was made with a
Spanish weft over an English warp.72 There are contradictory positions among modern
65
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and historical commentators about when, or even if, some Spanish Cloth began to be
made entirely of Spanish wool in England in the early modern period. Mann, while
acknowledging that there might have been some all-Spanish wool medleys made in
England before the 1650s, preferred the position that until then they were either made of
all-English wool or a combination of an English wool warp and a Spanish wool weft.73
Kerridge similarly thought that English wool was used in the warp until 1650. Ramsay’s
statement that ‘it may be suspected that “Spanish” cloths were often woven wholly or in
part from English wool so there was really no clear demarcation between Spanish and
ordinary medley cloth made from dyed home-grown wool’,74 implied a few were made
solely with Spanish wool. Some contemporary commentators believed English wool
was essential for the warp in ‘Spanish cloth’ as late as the 1670s. 75 The Merchant
Adventurers in the 1630s thought Spanish Cloth in England could be made of allEnglish wool, of all-Spanish wool, or a combination of the two. 76 My reasons for
accepting the latter position are elaborated upon later in the thesis (see Chapter 4).
Given the historic confusion, I have adopted a unique nomenclature in this study to
distinguish between the different types of cloth that have been identified over time as
‘Spanish cloth’ (see Appendix 1).

Contribution to historiography
In this thesis, I clarify the progression and sequence of developments in the adoption of
Spanish wool in English textiles. I clarify the relationship between the initial adoption
of Spanish wool in Cardinal cloth in the 1570s to its later adoption in Spanish Cloth. I
also clarify when, where, and by whom the various types of Spanish Cloth (described in
Appendix 1) were created. I conclude the study with the creation of a lightweight
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Spanish Cloth made entirely of Spanish wool in the 1650s, a cloth that restored the
fortunes of the English woollen industry.77
I bring some new perspectives to English industrial history, through studying the
development of the Cardinal and Spanish Cloth industries. I show in this thesis how
groups of entrepreneurial clothiers and merchants took their opportunities. I suggest
they more clearly saw the problems of the traditional English textile industries and were
open to new ideas about the direction of trade when many were still blinkered by a
parochial belief in the superiority of English wool and English cloth.
I analyse why these clothiers turned to Spanish wool before anyone else in
England. I show, using modern agronomic theory, how wool supply was affected by the
changes in sheep farming 78 to take advantage of shifting markets for worsted and
woollen wools and meat. Such conscious shifts in production began in the sixteenth
century. Clothiers and merchants were at the forefront of some of the significant
developments in trade that occurred in the Tudor and Stuart eras. They were early
participants in the expanding Atlantic trade in codfish which gave them leverage in
bilateral trade in Iberian markets for wool, dyestuffs, and oil, all necessary for their
cloth manufacture. The links between these new textile industries and early Atlantic
trade, while identified by Grafe in her groundbreaking thesis, 79 have not been fully
explored. These entrepreneurs were also were at the forefront of developing new
markets, as English trade expanded across the Atlantic and into the Mediterranean,
India, and Far East.
This thesis adds to the general study of entrepreneurship in early modern
England cited above. While all of the individuals I have studied were entrepreneurial,
not all were successful. For structural change to occur in an industry the inventive and
innovative activities of the entrepreneur must be followed by diffusion and imitation by
others. I discuss what factors contributed to their success and failure, particularly how
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they planned and managed risk, and to what degree serendipity and luck played their
part.
I explore the importance of family to the successful introduction of Spanish
wool. This exploration adds to the existing body of work on early modern kinship
through an example of the importance of kinship to entrepreneurship. The ubiquity of
Puritanism among these families begs the question of its importance. I assess the
potential implications, suggested by other historians, including whether a common
religion underlay a common economic philosophy, or the creation of more trustworthy
relationships.

Structure of the thesis
The thesis comprises an introduction, five chapters, and a conclusion. The chapters are
structured around a chronological narrative of events, based on longer and shorter
timeframes depending on the phase of events being described. Themes, such as the
influence of religion and kinship, expanding trade networks, and technical
developments in cloth production run across the substantive chapters.
In Chapter 1, the thesis begins with questions around the supply of wool. What
was the primary reason for considering Spanish wool? Why were English sheep-masters
producing smaller quantities of fine wool while the members of the Spanish Mesta were
producing more? This question is tackled primarily as an agronomic one. The answers
show whether the experimentation in Spanish wools would likely lead to ongoing
changes in the English textile industry. I propose that the decline in fine English wool
was caused by a conscious shift in focus by individual producers to raising dual-purpose
sheep for meat and worsted wool production at the expense of fine wool production.
This was possible through better animal nutrition but more importantly through targeted
breeding of flocks raised on enclosed fields. In contrast, in Spain the emphasis shifted
towards fine wool production driven through strong central control of the industry.
In the second chapter, I investigate the first sustained use of Spanish wool in
English cloth. This is a detailed study of the earliest pioneers, principally the Leonard
family in Somerset and William Cardinal and his associates in the Stour valley of
Essex. They were connected by Puritan religion and by trading networks to Spain and
Portugal. I draw heavily upon the Leonard papers and accounts. Their product, called
Cardinals, was an old-style woollen in which they replaced English wool with Spanish
wool in the weft, which was ultimately superseded by other textiles. But they laid the
foundation for other entrepreneurs to build upon.
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In Chapter 3, I present the case that the development of a medley cloth made
with Spanish wool in England was achieved by clothiers at Shepton Mallet and not, as
has been claimed, by Benedict Webb at Taunton. 80 The Shepton clothiers first used
Spanish wool to make Cardinals. They then fused their knowledge in dyeing and using
Spanish wool in Cardinals with Webb’s innovations in making medley cloth. I propose
how these clothiers used the outports in the south-west of England to avoid the disaster
of the London-based Cockayne project from 1614–17. The other major development in
this period was the development of an Atlantic trade triangle whereby Newfoundland
cod was exchanged for Spanish wool. The participation of a small group of interrelated
families was crucial to all of these developments.
In the fourth Chapter, I make use of the comprehensive records of the Ashe
family to describe the raw material supply, production, and marketing of Spanish Cloth.
Their records assist in unravelling some of the historiographical uncertainty surrounding
the types of Spanish Cloth and when an all-Spanish wool cloth was first produced in
England. The development of a second Atlantic trade triangle incorporating the New
England colonies emerges, as do complexities in the trade of Spanish wool. The
centrality of kinship to integrating raw material supply, production, and marketing is
clearly evident again in this phase of the new industry.
The accounts of the Ashe family allow a detailed insight into the impact of the
Civil Wars and the events of the Interregnum on the Spanish Cloth trade. In Chapter 5, I
explore the effect of political alignments in the fortunes of Parliamentarian and Royalist
families in the Spanish Cloth industry. They emerged from this period of political unrest
in a position to expand their industry, and introduce new manufacturing techniques from
the Continent to produce a truly lightweight cloth made of Spanish wool, and to
promote their cloth to new markets. These developments marked a maturing of the
industry.
In the conclusion, I summarise why these entrepreneurs succeeded. I present a
model showing how early modern entrepreneurs could manage the risks in developing a
new industry through the mutually reinforcing social networks provide by kinship and
common religion.
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Chapter 1
The Merits of Sixteenth-Century English and Spanish Wools
Introduction
In the late sixteenth century, some English clothiers, mostly located in the West
Country cloth district, began using Spanish merino wool in their woollen cloths. At this
point, they still had a choice, albeit a declining one, of fine English wools such as the
local Ryeland (or Leominster (Lemster)) wool, and other medium quality wools such as
March and Cotswold. They also had access to some continental wools, which along
with Spanish wool, were being imported by the felt hat industry. They chose to innovate
with Spanish merino wool.
Why did these English clothiers contemplate using Spanish wool, and was it
likely to be a sustained shift? Such a shift would upset the hegemony so long held by
fine English wool. What drove the changes in supply and quality of English and
Spanish wools? I propose that English producers were consciously moving away from
producing fine wool to producing coarse wool and mutton from dual-purpose sheep,
while Spanish producers were improving their fine wool production. This is supported
by agronomic theory, which can be tested by evidence from different sources and
disciplines.
Textile and agricultural historians have puzzled over why the supply of English
fine wool declined from the sixteenth century. They realised that it was connected to the
decline of open field flocks and the expansion of those raised on enclosed fields. They
also appreciated that the flocks on enclosed fields were larger dual-purpose animals
producing more meat and coarser fleece. What is debated is the causes of these changes
in the morphology of the sheep, particularly the relative contributions of nutrition and
breeding.
How well did the early modern sheep masters understand the causal factors? The
answer does have consequences. If sheep masters understood the agronomy, and were
deliberately producing sheep to serve more lucrative markets, then the decline in the
supply of fine wool was conscious and ongoing. If so, did the local clothiers appreciate
this? It is possible. After all, many clothiers were also wool producers. But if the
clothiers were ignorant of such trends and causes, they might have battled on, seeking
out the declining local supplies.
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The timing of the changes in English sheep husbandry, and whether the changes
arose from informed and rational behaviour by sheep growers as part of an agricultural
revolution, are debated by historians. Thirsk reviewed these issues in the late 1980s,
including whether changes in the sixteenth century could be considered to be
revolutionary compared to the significant events of the eighteenth century. The
consensus presented by Thirsk was that progressive agricultural change commenced in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and accelerated in the later centuries.1 Kerridge
was the most strident proponent of an earlier sixteenth-century ‘revolution’. Among the
changes he recognised in this period were significant modifications to the old sheep
breeds. 2 Hartwell proposed changing market imperatives to explain developments in
British sheep breeds in the eighteenth century and put forward an argument about the
rational economic behaviour of flock owners at that time.3 The debate has been revisited
recently, with Overton arguing that the eighteenth-century revolution is confirmed by
recent analysis, while Allen contends the analysis supports Kerridge’s opinion of a
sixteenth-century revolution.4
The positions that these historians have taken about the timing of the agricultural
revolution have had some influence on their explanations of the changes to sheep
husbandry. They are divided about what factors affected the character of English wools.
Bowden’s influential view was that the changes in wool character were primarily a
response to improved nutrition from better pasture in enclosed fields, with some lesser
influence from controlled breeding. 5 Mann, Munro, and Van der Wee, all textile
1
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historians, thought that breeding was the more influential factor. 6 Kerridge thought
farmers were well informed and sheep were bred to meet a need. He stated that sheep
were formerly bred for fine wool and their dung. Then in the sixteenth century, the
flocks were primarily and intentionally managed to produce both mutton and coarser
long-stapled wool, 7 achieved through different management, selective- and crossbreeding, and richer feed.8 Consumption of mutton was growing in the early sixteenth
century.9 The growing demand for meat is indicated by the sixteenth-century royal and
local proclamations issued to control price, and the fact that butchers complained of
their difficulties in buying meat from growers at the proclaimed rates.10 Allison states
that large Norfolk producers were moving into mutton production in the 1520s. 11
Muldrew has shown that English labourers at the end of the sixteenth century needed a
high calorific diet and ate about 1.5 lb. of meat per day, mainly beef, mutton, and pork
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and the figures had increased over the century. 12 Similarly, the demand for worsted
wool was growing.13 Munro critiqued Bowden’s thesis and thought sheep were being
bred for meat on enclosed fields, with the additional effect of producing coarser wool
more suited to worsted manufacture. Overton thought both nutrition and breeding
played their part in the eighteenth century.14 The historians have accepted both nutrition
and breeding as important, but were divided on their relative influence, along with the
degree of control by and understanding of farmers.
Spanish merino management has been analysed by several historians, but the
causes of the dramatic changes in the breed are open to speculation. Cross-breeding
may explain some early changes. Klein15 and Munro16 proposed that Barbary rams were
introduced in the fourteenth century, which were cross-bred with indigenous Spanish
sheep to produce the high quality merino. The Phillips supported this thesis and thought
it could explain the change in the character of merino wool in the late medieval
period.17 Some agricultural geneticists consider that the Moors introduced a number of
new breeds, including Merino, Churra, and others, to the Iberian Peninsula from other
parts of the Mediterranean. Others favour a much earlier introduction of merino
forebears by the Romans or Greeks, with subsequent improvements under Muslim rule
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and then by the Christian Mesta.18 It seems that there is as yet no consensus about the
date of introduction of merino sheep into Spain and Portugal. Klein, in the 1920s, and
the Phillips, in the 1990s, focused on the influence of the Mesta in improving the
Spanish merino through selective breeding and intensive management. The
transhumance merino flocks were managed through the Mesta. Flocks were driven from
lowland winter pastures to upland summer pastures each year. The Mesta created
effective centralised management of all of the flocks and also marketing of the wool.
From the sixteenth century, the quality of fine merino wools was improving in Spain,
with a long-term trend towards fine wool production and away from meat and coarse
wool, the opposite trends to those in England. Different imperatives appear to have been
in play on the Iberian Peninsula.
In this chapter, I review wool supply to the woollen textile industries from the
beginning of the sixteenth century to the 1570s and 80s, the decades when William
Cardinal, William Leonard, and others first began using Spanish wool in their cloth.
This analysis provides a longer-term perspective about their decisions to experiment.
Meanwhile, the West Country textile industries were changing, as were the perceptions
and use of English and Spanish wools in Europe. Quality, price, and supply of these
wools are possible reasons why Spanish wool was a source of supply for some English
clothiers.
I conclude that English fine wool supply was declining in the sixteenth century
because sheep masters consciously focused instead upon the more profitable path of
producing meat and coarse wool from a dual-purpose sheep on enclosed pasture, while
the Spanish sheep masters focused upon improving their fine wool production from
their transhumance flocks. In the short term, there could be fluctuations in wool price
and supply, through political unrest and government intervention, but these did not
ultimately disturb the long-term trends in sheep husbandry.

Using Spanish wool in England
English clothiers were not yet using Spanish wool in the early to mid-sixteenth century
as England could supply fine short-stapled wools for woollens, and also the longer
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coarser wools used in worsted manufacture.19 Spanish wool was imported into England
but it was only intended for the felt hat industry.
Some English wools had long had a reputation for being the finest in Europe.
From the thirteenth century through to at least the sixteenth, English wools were in
demand for luxury cloths, both in England and on the Continent. It was this demand that
encouraged the English crown to establish the Calais Staple to raise revenue through
taxing sales and controlling wool export prices, in the belief that English wool was
essential to continental manufacture.20 One effect of raising the price of exported wool
was to encourage the manufacture in England of undyed woollens, which were
themselves exported but without paying tax. This English cloth was dyed and finished
in the Low Countries for re-export around Europe. The West Country of England was
one of the principal producers of this white (undyed) broadcloth, and used the best of
the English wools, such as the Ryeland (or Lemster) wool from Herefordshire, and
Cotswold and March Shropshire wools, which were close at hand.21 White broadcloth
dominated the export market in the sixteenth century, but many other types of cloth
were also produced throughout England. These included coloured woollens, mixed
woollen and worsted cloths (carded weft and combed warp), and pure worsteds.
Worsteds used long-stapled and combed wool. Short-stapled Spanish wool was
therefore not an obvious replacement in worsteds and neither could it yet match the
quality of fine short-stapled English carding wool used in the better woollens.22
A potential emerging market for Spanish wool in England was found in some of
the draperies introduced by emigrants from the Low Countries in the 1560s and 1570s.
They might have continued to use the continental and Spanish wools they were
accustomed to, as had the immigrant hat makers (see p. 30, below). But it is generally
thought that they did not.23 English wool was soon adopted in many, if not all, of the
19
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transplanted draperies. For example, a drapery based on the medley draps d’Armentiere
was initiated at Coventry. 24 In Flanders, the draps d’Armentiere were made with a
mixture of Spanish and English wools. 25 While the cloths made in Coventry were
referred to as ‘owtrefines and complysts … as used in Armentiere’, 26 Kerridge states it
is most likely they used only English wools.27 This cloth is the closest to an English
prototype for the medley cloth that Benedict Webb began producing at Taunton in the
1580s (see Chapter 3). 28 ‘Spanish quilts’ were also made at Coventry, and ‘Spanish
rugges’ at Witney, in the 1560s and 70s. But once again there is no strong evidence that
Spanish wool itself was being used, so ‘Spanish’ is more likely a reference to a
manufacturing technique borrowed from the Flemish, rather than a reference to the raw
material. 29 The Protestant ‘Strangers’, who settled in Sandwich, may have initially
obtained some wool through Westkwartier in Flanders but this does not seem to have
been an ongoing practice, in part due to the risk of imprisonment by the Inquisition of
Protestant merchants travelling to the Continent. The Strangers soon began getting their
wool locally, mainly from Romney Marsh. 30 It seemed possible to successfully use
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either English, Spanish, or European wools in these new draperies, suggesting similar
qualities in the wools.
There was a long history of Spanish wool being used in the English felt hat
industry. From the late 1400s, the Spanish merchants in London obtained small
quantities of wool through the Consulado in Burgos. 31 This provoked some concern
within England, with various ordinances preventing Spanish wool being used in cloth
making, reflecting either a concern that quality might be compromised or that English
wool’s place in the market might be usurped. The felt hat industry was expanded during
the reign of Henry VIII32 by Low Country immigrants to England. 33 The immigrants
looked to their traditional sources of wool supply, preferring Estridge (Polish) wool34
and then Spanish wool in the best quality hats. A felt hat industry developed in the midsixteenth century in the west at Exeter, Gloucester, and Bristol with outliers in Somerset
including Taunton.35 This new industry was created by weavers, who had abandoned
broadcloth manufacture, and used Spanish wool in their new product. 36 So, the felt hat
makers kept to their traditional continental wools while the immigrant cloth weavers in
England abandoned theirs. The link between the supplies to the felt hat industry and the
Cardinal industry is explained in Chapter 2.

Using Spanish wool on the Continent
That Spanish merino wool continued to improve in quality throughout the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries is evident from the expanding number of Low Country draperies
using this wool.37 In the medieval period, Spanish wools were combed and only used in
low grade worsteds, and were in fact banned from most draperies to maintain quality.
31
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By the early modern period, Spanish wools were also being carded and used in
woollens. This switch from producing only coarse long wool to also producing fine
short wool indicates that there were profound changes in wool production in Spain
between the medieval and early modern periods.38
Spanish merino wools began to challenge the dominance of English wools on
the Continent from the late fifteenth century. Price was the main impetus. Spanish wool
was initially only used in the cheaper textiles. The price of English wools sold through
the Calais Staple in the early 1500s was inflated through trade policy and were up to 80
per cent higher in price than the same wools sold in England. 39 But even as cheaper
continental and Spanish wools were being more widely used in place of English wools,
some of the Low Country luxury draperies re-enforced ordinances that only English
wools were to be used. 40 Some draperies at Mechelen, Brussels, Ghent, and Leiden,
which were seeking a comparative advantage based on luxury and not price, stipulated
that only the most expensive English wools were to be used in their textiles. This
indicates that, at this time, these English wools were still of superior quality to
continental and Spanish wools.41
By the early sixteenth century, Spanish wool was being mixed with good quality
English wools. In the nouvelle draperie at Armentières, two-thirds of the wool in its
draps oultreffins was Spanish with the balance required to be English Cotswolds,
Berkshire, or Lindsey wools. 42 Two types of cloth were produced at Armentières:
oultrefines a platte lyste and oultrefines a crombe liste. It is likely that the latter had
English warps and Spanish wefts, while in the former the English and Spanish wools
were blended into one yarn.43 Warps and wefts were often made of wools of differing
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qualities,44 but the blending of yarn suggests very similar qualities in the wools used.45
If so, then Spanish wool may have been equal to most English wools, other than the best
March and Leominster wools by this time. There was also a technical reason for using
English wool: no one had worked out how to spin pure Spanish wool for the warp.46
This was only solved in the 1540s, at Bruges, for a combed warp and in the seventeenth
century by the Dutch for a carded warp.47
While Spanish wool was adopted on the Continent to replace expensive and
sometimes scarce English wool,48 sometimes there was a switch back to English wool.
For example, improvements in spinning of English noil49 wools, and the transfer of this
technology to Flanders and Holland, saw the re-adoption of English wools there in place
of Spanish wool in the wefts of some textiles. 50 And as discussed above, when the
Flemish and Dutch immigrants brought their new draperies to England they switched
from Spanish wool to English alternatives. The choice of wool was thus becoming less
bound by tradition and there was interest in alternatives.
A suite of English Staple wools and Spanish merino wools were interchangeable
in a range of draperies in the early sixteenth century, suggesting similar qualities and
prices. The shifts from one wool to another also suggests that wool quality was in flux.
Short-term changes in price and supply might have been the immediate cause of a
change in the wool used, but these changes were underscored by the longer-term trends
in quality and supply. These longer-term trends were the more important in determining
whether a switch from English to Spanish wool was a wise move.
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Early modern commentary and evidence about English and Spanish wools
The actions of early modern clothiers on the Continent show that Spanish wool was
becoming a viable alternative to English wools in their woollen cloth. Other
contemporary evidence for changes in wool quality can be gleaned from contemporary
commentary,

price

data,

and

archaeological

evidence.

While

contemporary

commentators often had a political agenda, either praising or decrying a particular wool,
it shows that it was accepted, or feared, that the qualities of English and Spanish wools
were in flux by the sixteenth century. More objective evidence is provided by price
data, especially for wools being sold in the same marketplace. Some limited price data
do exist. Also long-term trends in prices for particular wools, and of alternative products
such as mutton, can indicate changing markets and farming practices. Archaeological
samples of cloth do indicate the fineness of wools from different European sources and
eras. Also, archaeological analysis of deposits of sheep bones and teeth provides
evidence of changes in morphology suggestive of particular breeding and management
strategies. These sources are analysed below.
Some sixteenth-century writers thought that the qualities of English wool were
immutable. This notion, probably borne from nostalgia for some bucolic past, missed
some of the real changes occurring at the time. This type of nostalgia is reflected in
William Lambard’s A perambulation of Kent, written in 1570, in which he eulogises
the sheepe of this Realme … both for the exceeding fineness of the fleece
which passeth all other in Europe at this day, and is to be compared with the
ancient wooll of Tarentum, or the Golden Fleece of Colchos and for the
abundant store of flockes, so increasing everywhere.51

Both Lambard and his father were benefactors of the Drapers Company, 52 and as such
probably had some knowledge of the textile trade.
Other commentators had an uneasy feeling that the standing of English wool as
the best in Europe was being challenged by Spanish wool. The debate was keenest
around the expensive fine wools used in woollen manufacture. Whether English wool
was getting coarser or Spanish wool was getting finer were points of speculation.
Enclosure and the associated creation of better pastures were identified as potential
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causes of this relative decline in English wools, although this was only postulated once
the Spanish wools emerged as a threat.
Enclosure was initially condemned for providing more pasture to produce fine
wool at the expense of food crops, not for its perceived negative effect on wool quality.
In Thomas More’s Utopia written in 1516, More’s narrator Ralph Hythloday describes
the evils of enclosure carried out to increase pasture for sheep. But enclosure here does
not lead to a change in the character of the wool, rather it increases the production of
fine wool. Hythloday, in a conversation with the Archbishop of Canterbury, describes:
… sheep that were wont to be so meek and tame and so small eaters, now, I
hear say, be become so great devourers and so wild, that they eat up and
swallow down the very men themselves. They consume, destroy, and devour
whole fields, houses, and cities. For look in what parts of the realm doth grow
the finest and there-fore dearest wool there the noblemen and gentlemen, yea
and certain abbots, holy men no doubt … leave no ground for tillage. They
enclose all pastures; they throw down houses; they pluck down towns, and
leave nothing standing only the church to be made into a sheep house.53

Sheep here are being used in both imaginary and literal ways to illustrate the
consequences of enclosure. Literally, pasture is being enclosed to increase the
production of fine wool but without any other change. As Thirsk states in her
agricultural history, More was describing ‘a regional phenomenon only, of the increase
of sheep in those areas which were already dedicated to sheep rearing and which grew
the finest wool’.54 More does not suggest that enclosure has changed the quality of the
wool. The wool remained fine on enclosed lands.
But only fifteen years later, other commentators were putting forward a different
argument, and partly with reference to the emerging threat from Spanish wool. Around
1532, Clement Armstrong, who had connections with farming in East Anglia and in the
cloth trade,55 addressed the desirability of directing agriculture and trade policy towards
the common good (the ‘common weal’). He railed at the damage wrought by the
53
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conversion of arable land to sheep pasture. He believed that traditional sheep rearing
through foldcourse husbandry on the open fields inherently produced the best ‘staple’.
He further stated that the sheep being raised on the ‘rank grass’ of the enclosed pastures
was corrupting the quality of English wool. He also saw a threat from Spanish wool,
which had been steadily improving through intensive husbandry, to the point where
‘Spanysh woll is almost as good as English woll, which may be well soo, by that Spayn
hath housbandid ther wolle from wurse to better, and England from better to wurse’.56
But he thought not all was lost as most continental draperies mixed Spanish wool with
English wool because the English wool could be ‘reised’ (raised) and ‘dressid’ (dressed)
and therefore gave the cloth more durability. While Armstrong’s observations were
better informed than More’s, his conclusions were still speculative.
By the time Gervase Markham was writing in 1616, the effects of sheep
husbandry were much clearer. He recognised the influence of both environment and
breeding upon the quality of wool and recommended careful selection of breed, and
specifically of rams, but also stated that ‘soil’57 could have a profound effect upon the
performance of a flock. He also hinted that there was a difference in performance
between sheep raised on pasture and those on the unimproved grass of the hills. He
emphasised that pasture sheep had difficulty adapting to hill grazing from improved
pasture while field sheep adapted quickly to the latter, suggesting different physiology.
It is also clear that sheep were being raised for two purposes, meat and wool, and a
dual-purpose sheep was being sought:
Know then that whosoever will stock himself with good sheep, must look into
the nature of the soil in which he liveth: The barren sheep becoming good, in
good soils, and the good sheep barren in evil soils. If then you desire to have a
sheep of a curious fine staple of wool, from whence you may draw a thread as
fine as silk; you shall see such in Herefordshire, about Lempster-side, and other
special parts of that Country; in that part of Worcestershire, joining upon
Shropshire, and in many such like places: Yet these sheep are of very little
bone, black-faced, and bear a very little burrhen [burthen i.e. weight] The sheep
upon Cotsal Hills are of better bone, shape and burthen, but their staple is
coarser and deeper … if they be pasture sheep, yet is their wool coarser than
56
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that of Cotsal. … In the choice therefore of your sheep, chuse the biggest boned
with the best wool; the staple being soft, greasie, well curled and close together.
These sheep besides bearing the best burrhen are always the best butchers ware
… have respect for your rams for they ever mark or make a flock. … His wool
would be thick and deep, covering his belly all over, also his face, and even to
his nostrils, an so downwards to his very knees and hinder houghs.58

This passage shows an understanding of the influences both of breeding and of
environment and nutrition on the quantity and quality of wool produced by a flock.
Markham clearly distinguished between ‘pasture’ and ‘field’ sheep, both in the type of
wool they produced and the management required to optimise output, for example, in
the best tupping time of the two types (p. 48). These observations all point to the
development of different breeds, through careful selection and breeding. They also
show an understanding of the relative effects of environment and genetics. Early
modern sheep masters were well informed, and could change their production to meet
emerging markets.
The increased fleece weight of pasture sheep compared to field (commons and
foldcourse) sheep was known in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In 1547, the
Exchequer estimated that the wool gathered from 15 sheep made a tod of wool.59 This
was estimated on the basis that some of these sheep were pasture sheep, which were
‘bothe greater and carrieth more wolle’, rather than field sheep. It was estimated that if
all had been field sheep the number required to make a tod would be 20. The authors
also thought there were as many pasture sheep as field sheep being farmed in England.60
By 1610 a tod of wool could be gathered from as few as four pasture sheep, compared
to thirteen to sixteen field sheep, as shown in Table 1.1, below.61
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Table 1.1 The number of sheep required to produce a tod (28 lb.) of wool on
open field and enclosed pastures
Date

Fleeces/tod
Open field

Enclosed pasture

1547a

20

Less than 15

1610b

13–16

4

1808c

6–8

4–5

Sources
a
TNA, SP 10/2, fol. 42, Estimates of Exports of wool and cloth and of numbers of sheep:
Proposals for a subsidy, 6 October 1547; for transcription, see R. H. Tawney and Eileen
Power (eds), Tudor Economic Documents, 3 vols, London, Longmans, 1965, 1:178–84.
b
BL, Lansdowne MS 152, fol. 229.
c
A. Young, General Report on Enclosures drawn up by the Board of Agriculture, London,
B. McMillan, 1808, pp. 274–75.

Sheep masters probably employed a continuum of techniques, from flocks raised
solely in enclosed fields on improved pasture, through to a variety of old foldcourse
techniques. Some sheep were grazed on the commons during the day and folded at night
on the tilled open fields (e.g. Salisbury Downs). Some were grazed on the leys and
sleights (pasture) during the day and folded at night on the tilled open fields in summer
and cotted (kept in shelters) at night during winter (e.g. the Cotswolds), or grazed on the
leys during the day and cotted at night all year round (e.g. Ryelands in Herefordshire).62
The enclosure of open fields could happen in two ways. The first was through
consolidation of dispersed strips in the open field into blocks (severalty). The second
was removal of land from the open field entirely and generally physically enclosed.
Farmers could remove their sheep from the common flock at the creation of severalty,
and so the effect of ‘enclosure’ on sheep management was probably moving at a faster
pace than some assessments of the progress of enclosure may suggest.63
The figures in Table 1.1, above, show remarkable increases in productivity for
pasture sheep and highlight major changes in sheep management in England in the
sixteenth century. It was clearly well understood that sheep husbanded on pasture
produced more wool, but what of quality? The ultimate, and crucial, opinion about wool

62
63

Kerridge, Agricultural Revolution, pp. 43, 67, 147–49; Aubrey MS 2, fol. 153.
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quality was from the clothiers. The West Country broadcloth clothiers were noticing the
changes in the quality of their local supplies of wool in the 1570s and 80s. They found it
strange, in 1586, that ‘within this tenne yeares or there aboutes … the grosenes of
wolles in England … hath much increased’, so that they were finding it difficult to buy
sufficient fine wool. They now had to also carefully cull out the finest wool from the
fleece to make their fine cloths, while over half of the remaining balance was too coarse
to use at all, as there was no longer a market for very coarse broadcloth. 64 The output in
fine wool produced in Wiltshire was believed to have shrunk by at least 20,000 tods
annually by 1577 and the clothiers were looking farther afield for their supplies. 65
Bowden stated the West Country clothiers used less local and Midland wool at this time
as it became coarser. The Midland wool was probably now being grown for the worsted
markets. The West Country clothiers turned more to Herefordshire, Shropshire, and
Staffordshire wools, which were now more readily available for local use as the wool
export trade passed away.66 They also cast their net further afield to Dorset, Hampshire,
and Wales,67 in order to capture whatever fine wool was still available. The decline in
fine wool fleeces meant the wool brokers, or ‘broggers’, initially miscast as trying to
manipulate supply and prices to their advantage, became indispensible to the fine
broadcloth industry in both finding fleeces and then grading the wool.68 The perplexed
comment from the Wiltshire clothiers in 1586 could be the consequence of the slump in
local cloth production, which reached its nadir around 1565–70. When they began
rebuilding their trade69 the clothiers were surprised to find that their traditional supplies
64
65
66
67
68
69
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of fine English wool had diminished. The changes in wool production which had been
disguised to the clothiers by their hiatus in cloth production, were starkly exposed to
them in the 1570s. The enclosure of land had meantime continued its steady
expansion.70
As it is difficult to find price data from the same market for English and Spanish
wools in England, only indirect comparisons are possible. The imposition of export
duties, of up to 40s per sack, through the Staple at Calais had the long-term effect of
overpricing English wools on the Continent. Other wools, including Spanish merino,
were cheaper and, where they met the standards of quality, were preferred. For example,
in 1527 in Leiden, Spanish wool was 25 per cent cheaper than English wool. Minus the
export duty, most English wools should have been cheaper than Spanish wools on the
English domestic market.71
Other comparisons of English and Spanish wool prices in West Country
England are possible by collating 1580s data from a number of different sources (see
Table 1.2). The best Spanish felting wools were selling in London for around 15 pence
per pound weight (d/lb.), which was similar to the prices set by the Staplers for the
middling March and best Cotswold wools for the domestic Staple they proposed to
establish in England. Among the English wools, only Lemster and the best March
wools, were likely to be more expensive than the best Spanish wool.72 By the 1580s,
Spanish wool was therefore a competitive alternative to much of the wool being used in
West Country woollen cloth manufacture. The overall increase in Bowden’s general
price index of English wools over the remainder of the century suggests the balance
may have swung further in favour of Spanish wools.73

cloth was 1565 when only 8,900 cloths were exported over a 5-month period (≈18,000 for the year). By
1606 there was significant growth to 45,000 cloths.
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Table 1.2 Comparison of the prices for English and Spanish wool in England,
1579–90, compared to the proposed prices for an English Staple

Price
d/lb.

Spanish wools
sold at d/lb.

English wools
sold at d/lb.

Selected wools valued by the Staplers
Company at d/lb.d

24
23
22

Lemster principal sort

21
20
19
18
17
16

March principal sort

15

Hat washeda

14

Hat washeda

Marchc

Lemster middle sort

13
12

Hat washeda

March middle sort

11
10

Cotswold principal sort
Hat washed

a

March

c

Berkshire and Norfolk principal sorts; Pelt
good sort

9

Hat unwasheda

Cotswold middle sort; Lynsey & Kestey
principal sorts

8

Hat & Clothb

Berkshire middle sort; March refuse; Lynsey &
Norfolk middle sorts

7

Hat & Clothb

Kestey middle sort; Pelt and fell middle sorts

6

Hat & Clothb

Norfolk end sort

5
4
3

Hat unwashede

Sources
a
BL, Lansdowne MS 29, fol. 59, Spanish and Portuguese wool for felt hat manufacture, 1580–90.
b
Wool brought into England by William Leonard and sold to clothiers for woollen cloth manufacture.
See Harley MS 70, fols 6, 16(13), 26(18/19).
c
TNA, SP 12/154, fol. 136, Richard Baynes selling wool in London, 1582.
d
TNA, SP 12/154, fol. 30, Proposed Staple prices in England of selected wools, 1582.
e
Brian Dietz, The Port and Trade of Early Elizabethan London, London Record Society, 1972, p. 39.
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The relative prices of wool and mutton are further evidence of a move away
from fine wool production. In the absence of good data on mutton prices before the
mid-sixteenth century,74 Bowden looked to proxies such as the relative price of wethers
(generally fattened for mutton) as compared to the price of wool of ewes and lambs, to
predict if there was a move from wool production to meat and other products. Figure 1.1
shows my representation of Bowden’s data. He identified ‘a long term tendency of
sheep prices to rise in comparison with wool prices’, suggesting a growing appreciation
of the sheep as a source of meat, dung, or pelt, as against wool.75 He thought a focus on
mutton would see the price of wethers rise more quickly than the price of other sheep
and wool, long-term trend that had in fact begun by at least by the late fifteenth century
and became more pronounced through to the mid-seventeenth century. This trend is
explicable with a rising demand for worsted wool and meat driving price, and both
products coming from the same animal.
Bowden drew a number of sources including on Thorold Rogers’ price data on
mutton and wool prices.76 Thorold Rogers’ data, while not showing trends as clear as
those seen in Bowden’s aggregation suggest an even earlier divergence in price,
beginning in the early fifteenth century, with mutton prices rising much faster than
those for wool and sheep.77 Overton does not consider there to be a reliable price series
for mutton until after 1600. His data show that the price trends of both mutton and wool
were similar after this date and that output per sheep of both mutton and wool were
rising. He interprets this to mean that sheep were improving in size at least by the midseventeenth century in response to improvements in the supply of fodder and the
management of sheep flocks. 78 His data seem inconsistent with that of Bowden and
Thorold Rogers but his aggregation of data may disguise some of the trends Bowden
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observed. In my opinion it is arguable, based on price data, that there was a shift
towards mutton and away from fine wool production as early as the sixteenth century.

Percentage change in average annual price (cumulative)

Figure 1.1 Cumulative percentage price changes for lambs, wethers, and
wool, 1450–1650
300

250
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Notes: Data extracted from Peter J. Bowden, ‘Agricultural Prices, Farm Profits, and Rents’, in Joan
Thirsk (ed.), The Agrarian History of England and Wales. Volume IV: 1500–1640,
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1967, p. 635, Table 23; 1450–61 is taken as the
base period.

Empirical evidence of wool character
Empirical evidence, as distinct from opinion, about the character of early modern
English and Spanish wools is hard to find. The wool from individual fleeces was
separated into different classes in Spain and England but no technical details exist.79
Measurement of wool properties, including fibre diameter, first began in the late 1790s,
79
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in France, followed by England in the early 1800s. The best data on wool properties
before 1805 is from archaeological work, including that by Ryder.80
The medieval evidence collected by Ryder, from samples from the eleventh
through to the fifteenth centuries, showed English wools were primarily long stapled
and coarse, between 30 to 35 microns diameter, but there was also some fine short
stapled wool with few hairs or kemps between 24 to 29 microns. Wool as fine as 20
microns was always available, but it may have been scarce in the later medieval
period.81 The finest wool, suitable for high quality woollens, only made up 6–8 per cent
of Ryder’s samples, suggesting that fine wools did not predominate in the market.
The same range of wool types is represented in Ryder’s sixteenth-century
evidence. Cloth samples from the Mary Rose, which sank in 1545, showed a variety of
wools, from predominantly hairy, medium fleeces to a small amount of fine short wool.
This fine wool had a fibre diameter of around 22 to 25 microns. Fine yarns were also
used as the weft over a warp of coarser wool of 37 microns in some cloths. The same
range of wools has been excavated from a sixteenth-century site at Newcastle.82 Fine
short stapled English wool was still available to clothiers in the mid-sixteenth century.
Zooarchaeology is an emerging source of evidence for agricultural change in
England and on the Iberian Peninsula. Studies of deposits of discarded bones and teeth
of sheep, cattle, and other animals have revealed information about medieval and early
modern diets as well as changes in the morphology of the domestic animals that were
consumed. The English results are consistent for sheep, cattle, and pigs, which suggests
that improved husbandry was widely understood. Davis and Beckett, in summarising
the evidence from studies of archaeological deposits, and writing of agricultural practice
in the seventeenth to eighteenth centuries, state:
Improvements in livestock required selective breeding, the creation of new
breeds, or improvements of native breeds by crossing with new varieties.
Crossing of animals to improve the quality of output had taken place for
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centuries as farmers sought – pragmatically – to improve the weight and quality
of the beasts they took to market.83

Conclusions can be made about early modern sheep husbandry from
zooarchaeological studies conducted in London, the Midlands, and in south-west and
north England. These show that increases in the size of sheep occurred as early as the
fifteenth century,84 with some regional differences in the date and comparative size of
the sheep. 85 Data from Launceston Castle in Devon, the best studied site, showed a
gradual increase in size from the fifteenth century. Sheep were killed for meat when
aged between 2 to 5 years, suggesting that animals were being shorn for up to four
seasons before still being sold for prime meat. It is likely that these animals were
wethers, as these produced the best meat (mutton). 86 This evidence, backed up by
studies of medieval diet,87 suggests that some of the fifteenth-century sheep were dualpurpose animals, and that a larger animal was being bred to produce both wool and
meat, with the age of slaughter being chosen to maximise returns from both wool and
prime meat.
In Spain and Portugal, the zooarchaeological evidence shows an increase in the
size of sheep, during the medieval period, in southern regions when still under Muslim
control but with little or no further increase under later Christian rule. 88 This suggests
83
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that husbandry in the Muslim era was targeted towards meat production, especially as
mutton was a favoured meat. As Christians gradually expanded their control over the
Peninsula, breeding shifted towards wool production and away from meat.89
These data add to the understanding of when agricultural changes occurred. In
England the results support the views of Kerridge and others that improved husbandry
began in the sixteenth century or earlier. 90 In Spain it supports the evidence of
improvements in fine wool production under the Christian Mesta.

Applying modern sheep management theory
Modern sheep management theory may help in unravelling what was happening to
English and Spanish wools in the sixteenth century. Certainly, it provides some clues to
the relative contribution of environment and breeding to changes in quality and quantity
of the wools.
Genetics and environment both control key wool characteristics, but in different
ways and to differing degrees.91 Manipulation of both breeding and environment will
lead to changes in the fleece. Genetic influences are long-term across generations, while
environmental ones can be manifest in the short term. Most fleece characteristics are
heritable to a greater or lesser degree. Desirable characteristics of wool important in
high quality woollens were and still are: low fibre diameter, an even white colour,
regular fibres without kemp or hairs, small crimp, and many scales which gave good
felting properties. Pigment (i.e. colour) and kemp are entirely genetic in origin.
Hairiness is also primarily genetic in origin, as is crimp. 92 Genetic improvement is
achieved through both cross breeding and selective breeding. Ryder noted that longwoolled offspring from a short-woolled parent is achieved by cross breeding, not by
gradual selective breeding or by a change in environment. Cross breeding between types
of sheep can therefore lead to immediate and significant changes to fleece character in
the offspring. Selective breeding, that is, selection within a type, allows for gradual
improvements in genetically controlled characteristics. Characteristics capable of being
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influenced through selective breeding include staple length, fibre diameter, and fleece
weight. Therefore, controlled breeding is crucial to producing fine wool.
Breeding for other characteristics such as greater meat production can have a
collateral effect on wool characteristics. Fleece weight, fibre length, and diameter are all
positively correlated to body weight. Breeding to achieve a bigger animal for meat
production will have the effect of producing longer and coarser wool.
Heritability contributes far more to fleece type than do environmental factors
such as nutrition. However, the influence of the environment can be exploited, and
improved husbandry will lead to an immediate response in the fleece. Extra food and
pasture improvement do stimulate wool production, with the greater fleece weight being
achieved by increases in both fibre diameter and length. Improvements in the diet of
merino sheep in modern Australia gave a 10 per cent increase in fibre diameter (from 20
to 22 microns) and length (300 to 330 microns) that collectively gave a 33 per cent
increase in fibre volume.93 Similar results were found for coarse-woolled British breeds
and merinos in twentieth-century New Zealand where changes in fibre diameter in
response to diet were in the order of 1 to 2 microns.94 Similarly, when the nutrition of
sheep in hill areas of the United Kingdom was dramatically improved, lamb weight
improved between 51 and 94 per cent and wool output between 31 and 84 per cent, but
with little or no change in wool quality.95
In these modern experiments, while improved nutrition significantly increased
production of wool, there were no dramatic changes in the character or quality of the
fleece. The incidence of kemp or hair does not change, for example, and the fineness of
the fleece is only marginally altered. Nutrition can thus change fibre diameter by 1 to 2
microns in British breeds, or up to 5 microns in the merino under Australian
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conditions96 but this pales in comparison to breeding that has allowed a range from 11.3
microns 97 to over 30 microns in modern Australian merinos. Doney summarised the
relative effects when he stated:
… quality is very largely determined by genetic factors associated with breed.
Some modifications of fibre growth rate and relative dimensions may be caused
by environmental factors, but whilst the effect of these on quantitative wool
production may be considerable, the effect on fleece structure, and hence
quality, are marginal at most.98

The influences upon fleece quality and characteristics thus include cross
breeding, selective breeding, and environmental factors such as nutrition. Dramatic
changes in characteristics will only occur through cross breeding. Appearance of hair or
kemp can only be explained through cross breeding and can occur quickly through the
introduction of rams of a different type to the ewes in a flock. Other changes to quality
can occur more gradually through selective breeding, which requires sustained
management by sheep masters, with incremental changes being achieved generation by
generation in the flocks. Improved nutrition, such as through better pasture on enclosed
fields, will lead to significantly greater fleece weights with some small losses in
fineness. So, if there is an increase in the coarseness of wools in a flock, it is likely to
have been achieved primarily through targeted breeding, most likely cross breeding, and
with that breeding directed towards objectives other than fine wool, such as worsted
wools and meat production. A decline in the intensity of management with less control
over breeding will lead to an erosion of the gains from selective improvement.
Improved nutrition of the same type of sheep will only result in modest losses to the
fineness of the wool. Conversely, an increase in the fineness of wool can be achieved by
breeding targeted at this objective, but at the expense of wool quantity and meat
production. By analysing the contemporary commentary and empirical evidence against
this theory, it should be possible to determine why the changes to wool supply and
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quality were occurring in the early modern period and, in particular, whether they were
in response to rational decisions by the sheep masters.

Sheep and flock management in England and Spain: Re-interpreting
the historiography
Application of modern sheep management theory to the commentary and empirical
evidence suggests that enclosure would produce bigger animals with heavier fleeces,
though with some losses in fineness, through improved nutrition, but this cannot alone
account for the dramatic changes observed in the early modern period. In modern
experiments, improved nutrition produced increases in wool production of up to 84 per
cent, but this is still well short of the 300–400 per cent increase in wool production per
sheep between open field and pasture sheep commented upon in the early seventeenth
century.99 It is doubtful that improved nutrition alone from better pasture on enclosed
lands in the early modern period can account for a 3- to 4-fold increase in the wool
produced by a sheep.
Enclosure would have also provided a physical space that allowed more control
over breeding and other management strategies. Some such benefits are reflected in
Fitzherbert’s comments in his Boke of Husbandry, written about 1523, where he states
that on good enclosed pastures rams can be put to the ewes much earlier than on
common fields or hill grazing and also survival rates of lambs and ewes are better, for if
‘she have not conveniente newe grass to eate, she maye not gyve her lambe mylke …
and so often tymes they dye bothe in suche hard countreys’.100 The availability of good
nutritious grazing continues to influence the time of lambing on enclosed and hill
pastures in the UK, although supplementary feeding has provided flexibility. 101
Changes from fine short woolled sheep to coarse long woolled sheep could only
occur through cross breeding or by complete replacement of the type of sheep, and
could have been pursued from the mid-sixteenth century as the market for worsted type
wools developed and some producers moved to meet that demand. Worsteds were made
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from longer and coarser wool and could be grown on a dual-purpose animal, a sheep
also being used for meat production. A shift towards mutton production could be
achieved in part through bigger animals of the same type of sheep on enclosed lands,
but primarily it would be by cross and selective breeding, all aimed at producing a much
heavier animal. There was a shift towards mutton production from the fifteenth century,
which certainly accelerated in the second half of the sixteenth century.
So, by the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century, some English farmers were
managing their flocks to produce bigger sheep. This was to create a dual-purpose
animal that would produce both more wool and more meat. This suggests a good
knowledge by many farmers of both heredity and other management techniques, and of
the markets for their produce. It also suggests they were making rational decisions to
manage their stock to maximise returns from their production.
The conclusions from the studies of bone and teeth deposits support this
hypothesis. Albarella summarises the evidence thus:
The size increase in sheep which starts being archaeologically recordable at
least since the sixteenth century represents evidence of a concern in the
‘creation’ of animals with a larger body mass and which would therefore
produce more meat. Wool and meat production was going in parallel directions
and the aim of the late medieval/early modern agriculturalists was probably to
‘create’ animals which could efficiently provide both products.102

Bone and teeth deposits say little about wool quality, other than indirectly, in that larger
animals produce slightly coarser wool. But the archaeological research supports the idea
that farmers were acting rationally and applying good stock management techniques in
the late medieval and early modern periods.
The wool producers, assuming they too were making rational decisions about
management and their markets, would have continued growing fine wool as long as this
was the most profitable use of their land. In the Leominster region, some fine wool
production from Ryeland flocks persisted well into the seventeenth century, 103 while
producers in surrounding regions had long moved to growing sheep to meet the dual
markets of coarse wool and meat production. This is explicable as Leominster wool was
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the most valuable fine wool and the region was some distance from the major urban
markets for meat.
But, even Ryeland sheep were giving way to the more profitable coarser woolled
and heavier breeds in Herefordshire by the 1680s.104 Aubrey, writing about ‘Lemster’
sheep and wool, observed:
Formerly about 1637 or 1643 wooll 35s or 36s per stone [=12 lb.] and since so
about 1666 or 1667 it hath been at xxs or xxijs per stone – whereby it is thought
we goe out of the fine Lemster wooll called the Lemster ore, and fall upon
course wooll, and the body carkes of the Lemster sheep are not worth above ten
groates, or two shillings, whereas the body of the course wooll sheep is worth a
crowne or a noble and twice as much wooll; and were it not for the compost
that is made of the fine wooll sheep they would not keep any fine wooll sheep.

Even growers of the most expensive Lemster fine wool, then, were moving to producing
meat and coarse wool from dual-purpose animals on improved pastures. In the same
treatise, Aubrey wrote about the change from open to enclosed fields and the rapid
adoption of sainfoil and clover, nitrogen-fixing legumes, to improve pasture throughout
Herefordshire.
Longer term trends can corroborate the developments of the sixteenth century.
By the eighteenth century, almost all of the old foldcourse breeds were lost, as the
contemporary agricultural manuals state.105 The old Ryeland (Lemster) breed continued
its decline and by the 1790s only a handful of farmers still reared pure Ryelands.
William Marshall in 1796 thought that if Ryeland sheep were to persist as a pure breed,
it would be because of the premium being paid for the combination of their particular
flavoured meat and fine wool (albeit from relatively smaller carcasses and fleeces). The
value of the Ryeland’s small fine wool clip alone would not be enough to justify their
continued production, as other breeds, such as the new Cotswold sheep, could produce a
heavier, coarser fleece worth more overall. 106 Arthur Young, another contemporary
commentator, thought one factor in the survival of the Ryeland breed was still the
importance of their dung, which sheep masters accumulated through a unique cotting
104
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system and then spread on the fallows. 107 Kerridge also states that the Ryelands
‘traditionally’ (i.e. in the eighteenth century) had not been folded as they were produced
in a region that had long been enclosed.108 If so, this is one of the few examples of the
continued production of fine wool in an enclosed region, suggesting that breeding was
employed to continue to achieve a small, fine woolled animal. Fine wool production
would have been further promoted by grazing on poor pasture and by protecting the
fleece through cotting. This suite of techniques is very similar to those employed by the
few modern producers seeking ultrafine merino wool.
Young documented a revealing comparison between sheep husbandry on
enclosed land and on open fields at the end of the eighteenth century.109 Enclosure of
open fields at Canwick in Lincolnshire allowed some sheep producers to shift from
wool production alone to producing both wool and mutton, with a dramatic increase in
the overall monetary return. The sheep masters at Canwick achieved a 490 or 590 per
cent (net or gross value) increase in the value of their output on the enclosed fields
compared to open fields. 110 This was apparently because they sold both wool and
mutton from sheep on enclosed land, while the sheep raised in the open fields produced
only wool, and of lower return. It was the increased returns from sheep and not crops
that justified enclosure at Canwick.111
Young also estimated that in 1808 it took 6 to 8 sheep to produce a tod of wool
on the open fields and 4 to 5 sheep on enclosed land.112 Seemingly counter-intuitively,
there had been little change, since the big changes that were achieved by the late 1500s,
in production from enclosed fields, while there had been improvements in fleece
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weights in the open fields. An explanation is that the change in breeds occurred much
earlier on enclosed pastures, in the sixteenth century, and improved breeds were only
now also being used on open fields, albeit still not as productively as the sheep on
enclosed pasture. Through cross breeding, the Cotswold foldcourse/downland breed had
been changed dramatically by the mid-eighteenth century, from an animal for dung and
fine wool to a heavier animal for meat and coarse wool, and remained on the
downland.113
While I argue that the changes in the supply of fine wool were driven by the
rational choices being made by sheep masters, poor decisions are also evident. Allison
identified poor management of even large demesne foldcourse (open field) flocks in
Norfolk.114 Stone cited in-breeding in flocks occurring in the fifteenth century, where
declining wool prices led to an over-reliance by flock-masters on their own flocks for
breeding to save money; disease and declining wool yields were the result.115 The gains
from good management could quickly be lost. Some monasteries had still had large
flocks in the early sixteenth century, but these were broken up before or at the
Dissolution,116 quite possibly with the loss of accumulated management experience.
Even when clothiers were also landholders, they may not have been producing
the wool they themselves used. Gaisford, in his study of West Country clothiers,
thought they did, but if they were driven to maximise their profits from their farming
activities then they would have concentrated their sheep production on dual-purpose
animals on their enclosed pastures. If they were consciously focusing on fine wool
production, then it is more likely they would have bought land with access to
sheepdowns in the residual foldcourse areas, as Stephen Duckett did indeed do in 1577
in Wiltshire.117 Alternatively, they could look further afield for their fine wool, which
they were clearly also doing. A similar pattern emerges in the Weald of Kent where the
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fine broadcloth clothiers in the sixteenth century were producing little themselves and
buying most of their fine wool from outside the region.118
A hypothesis, consistent with modern knowledge of sheep husbandry, can be
formed. Changes in the supply of fine wool in England occurred because sheep masters,
who were knowledgeable of markets and the changes occurring in them, and of sheep
husbandry, bred animals to meet those markets. Sheep masters were breeding and
managing to produce an animal fit for purpose, be it an animal to produce dung for the
foldcourse, fine carding wool, coarse worsted wool, or mutton.119 They responded to the
emerging coarse long wool market for worsted cloth and the market for mutton by
producing a dual-purpose animal that yielded more meat and longer, coarser wool.
Those producers who could make more profit by persisting with fine wool production
did so. The dramatic sixteenth-century changes relate to changes of breed, from a
foldcourse breed, producing a pound or so of fine wool and dung for the open fields, to
a heavier dual-purpose breed, producing meat and wool on enclosed fields. If dualpurpose management for meat and wool was more profitable, then only those fine wools
attracting a considerable premium in price could have competed with the returns from
bigger sheep being raised for both meat and wool. It could be expected that the most
valuable fine wool breeds, such as the Ryeland, would persist the longest.
Selective breeding is evident in the Spanish Mesta flocks. Control of breeding
and management that could be exercised over tens of thousands of flock owners through
the Mesta, would have allowed for the consolidation of gains in quality over several
centuries. The management of environmental factors affecting wool quality could be
achieved through the annual migrations (or transhumance) of the Mesta flocks between
winter and summer pastures.120 The movement of sheep from lowland winter pastures to
summer upland pastures ensured even nutrition and climate, producing a
correspondingly even fibre. However, breeding was probably the most important
determinant of fleece quality. 121 Flocks were culled regularly of sick and defective
animals, both among newborn lambs and old ewes and rams. Particular attention was
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paid to maintaining the quality of breeding rams, with rams being selected in
accordance with commonly understood criteria.122 They needed to be
robust, well-shaped and of sufficient stature to produce considerable fleece and
flesh. The belly should be deep and wide, as female offspring needed these
characteristics for efficient reproduction. The fleece of an ideal breeding ram
should be dense and heavy, as long as the fibres were soft, fine, fairly long, and
supple with grease.123

These sorts of criteria would be recognisable to a modern wool breeder and suggest a
high level of sophistication in early modern management. The Mesta also exercised
control over shearing, fleece sorting, and preparation and marketing of the wool.
In Spain and Portugal, breeding and management of the medieval flocks towards
particular markets can also be discerned in the zooarchaeological data. These have been
interpreted to suggest that Muslim breeders focused upon meat while the Mesta in
Christian-controlled regions shifted their focus to wool.124 Other genetic studies show
high diversity in merino sheep and this would have assisted breeders to readily select
for particular traits, including for fine wool.125 The breeders of the Mesta flocks could
thus overcome the coarseness of the wool of the ancestral medieval merino stock.
In England and Spain, two opposite and long-term trends were occurring. In
England, there was less production of fine wool with an increasing focus by many
producers on other markets including meat and longer wool for worsted manufacture. In
Spain, the continuing influence of the Mesta into the sixteenth century ensured a focus
on fine wool production, with meat a secondary focus.

Conclusion: The stage set for the adoption of Spanish wool in England
The choice of wool used by English clothiers was influenced by a multi-decadal and
gradual change in the supply of wools, with the supply of fine English wools declining
and that of Spanish wools increasing. Spanish merino wool was improving in quality
and the best merino rose to the standard of the best English wool in this period. There
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were still sources of fine wool within England in the late sixteenth century but they
were declining in the face of the move towards production of long wools for worsted
production and meat, from a dual-purpose animal. Some contemporary commentators,
at least those not blinded by sentiment, discerned the reasons for this shift. That the
sheep masters of the sixteenth century were acting in their commercial interests is
supported by modern sheep management theory. The sheep masters were using the
expanding area of enclosed land for its most profitable use, and raised new breeds of
dual-purpose sheep for mutton and worsted wool. Production of short fine wool
continued on the open fields. The markets for worsted wool and meat were expanding,
while the fine wool market fluctuated. The export market for fine wool was less of an
option in the late 1500s in the face of the English loss of Calais and the rise of cheaper
good quality Spanish wool. The slump in white broadcloth manufacture in the West
Country at the same time would have caused a regional drop in demand for fine English
wool. In addition there were alternate sources of supply of short fine wool from Spain,
and the wool was improving through the Mesta’s efficient flock management with a
focus on breeding animals solely or primarily for fine wool production, and centralised
control of marketing of the fleece, ensuring good quality control and pricing. The scene
was set for some English clothiers to begin their experiments with Spanish wool.
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Chapter 2
The Beginning: Spanish Wool in Cardinals
Introduction
Evidence of Iberian wool being used in English cloth in the sixteenth century is rare.1
Putting aside the times when Spanish wool may have been briefly used in some of the
new draperies initiated by Low Country immigrants in the 1570s,2 the first sustained use
of Spanish wool in cloth was in Somerset and Suffolk in a carded woollen, around the
same time or soon after. Some clothiers began using Spanish wool in the wefts of their
woollen cloth.3 These clothiers were losing their supply of English wool to the new
draperies.4 To fill the gap, they used Spanish wool they bought from merchants who
were already trading it to felt hat makers. The cloth was sufficiently unique to be called
‘Cardinals’. 5 The best evidence about Cardinal manufacture and trade is from the
account book from the 1580s of the Taunton merchant and clothier, William Leonard.6
This chapter draws a more complete picture of the nascent industry. Previously,
Kerridge used Leonard’s accounts to sketch out the production of Cardinals.7 I extend
his discussion of raw material supply, production, and marketing, and then analyse the
social networks of the Cardinal clothiers and merchants. I assess why these clothiers
1
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turned to Spanish wool, and the security of its supply. I investigate whether using it was
likely to lead to a significant and lasting change, given that other transplanted textile
industries in England often shifted from Spanish to English wools. The
clothier/merchants such as William Cardinal, William Leonard, John Browne, and
others who first used Spanish wool had long-established links with Iberian trade. They
knew wool was available from Spain. The Spanish were open to expanding their
markets with English manufacturers, following the disruption of their continental
market. I propose that the English clothier/merchants used their experience from
importing Spanish and Portuguese wool for the felt hat making industry to market
Spanish wool to clothiers they knew. They also used some wool themselves in their
own woollen manufacture.
I draw heavily upon William Leonard’s accounts, which contain the earliest
comprehensive details of the sustained use of Spanish wool in English cloth. The
accounts confirm the link between the felt hat industry and the nascent Cardinal cloth
industry. They also show how Spanish wool was dyed and prepared for weaving. There
is some information on marketing, especially to Iberian destinations. The principal
makers of Cardinals are identified through wool purchases and cloth sales. Eric
Kerridge was the first historian to appreciate the value of Leonard’s accounts. He
formed the view that Spanish wool was used by clothiers around Taunton, including by
William Leonard himself, and also by some clothiers in Suffolk. 8 While I support
Kerridge’s analysis, there is more to be learnt from Leonard’s accounts about the
emergence of the industry.
I analyse how kinship and common Puritan religion bound these clothiers and
merchants together into a tightly knit commercial group. Kinship and common Puritan
religion among these entrepreneurial individuals appeared from the beginnings of the
Cardinal industry, and was from then on a constant feature of new industries using
Spanish wool. While the effect of Puritanism on trade is debated, I conclude that it was
the reinforcement of social networks, rather than a shared Puritan economic philosophy,
that explained the importance of a common religion in this period to these
entrepreneurs.
These clothiers first demonstrated the potential of Spanish wool in English
textile manufacture. While the Cardinal industry did not last beyond the seventeenth
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century, it did lead to related clothiers developing other new industries in which Spanish
wool did permanently replace fine English wool.

Spanish wool in the felt hat industry
A significant amount of Spanish wool was brought into England for the felt hat making
industry from the mid-1500s. 9 While the felt hat industry has been studied in detail
previously, I argue how this supply chain was expanded to market Spanish wool to
adjacent clothiers. The first sustained use of Spanish wool in cloth was in the West
Country and Suffolk. In the West Country, it began to be used in proximity to a
regionally distinct branch of the felt hat making industry. William Leonard, one of the
merchants importing Spanish wool into the western regions of England, was selling the
wool to both felt makers and clothiers around Taunton by the early 1580s. He was also
selling it to clothiers in Suffolk. His accounts for the years 1580 to 1593, and other
sources, allow an analysis of this connection between felt hat and cloth manufacture.
There were strong regional links between felt hat and old broadcloth
manufacture. Felt hats began to be produced in England in the reign of Henry VIII. 10
Low Country immigrants first established this industry in London and the northwest of
England.11 A separate branch of the industry developed in the mid-sixteenth century in
the west at Exeter, Gloucester, Bristol, and some years later in the countryside in South
Gloucestershire with outliers, including Taunton, in Somerset.12 In the west, weavers,
who had abandoned broadcloth manufacture when that industry slumped, established
the felt hat making industry.13 Consequently, there would have been individuals with
experience in both cloth and felt hat manufacture, who were aware of the properties of
Spanish wool in comparison to English wools. The respective industries would have
also been connected in many other ways. For example, both industries would have
shared common processing steps, particularly dyeing.
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The supply chain of Spanish wool to clothiers, I will argue, was built upon that
established through the felt hat industry. There was Spanish wool, of a range of qualities
and prices, being brought into London and the West Country throughout the second half
of the sixteenth century for the felt hat industry. The details of supply to the felt hat
industry, and also prices and properties of the wool, can be drawn from a range of
archival material. One source is the long-running dispute between the Haberdashers, as
suppliers of some of the felting wools, and the London feltmakers who used it. The
Haberdashers’ Company controlled both the hatters’ and cappers’ crafts in, and close to,
London in the sixteenth century. They also came over time to control the importation of
much of the wool used by the hatters.14 During the second half of the sixteenth century,
there was an ongoing campaign by the feltmakers to break away from the Haberdashers’
Company. In looking for a wedge in the dispute, the feltmakers focused upon the
monopoly that the Haberdashers had gained over the importation of felting wool and
their alleged manipulation of the trade. Some of the petitions from the feltmakers and
Haberdashers and the independent inquiries of the Exchequer staff give details about
supply, quality, cleanliness, price, and types of these wools, and so their potential for
cloth production can be judged.
There was a small cadre of merchants in England importing Spanish wool for
felting via Antwerp and directly from the Biscay ports. Some merchants held
supposedly exclusive licenses to import Spanish wool. One of the principal licensees
was Dr Hector Nunez, 15 a Portuguese Marrano Jew resident in London. Nunez also
secured a similar trading license from the Spanish king.16 He had factors in Antwerp,
Madrid, Seville, and Lisbon. Nunez’s licenses facilitated the continued trade, by both
the Nunez family and other merchants, between the Iberian Peninsula and England
during difficult political times, 17 and despite recurring trade embargoes. His licensed
trading activities allowed Nunez and some of his family members to pass intelligence as
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overt envoys and covert agents for England, Spain, and Portugal. 18 Nunez was still
holding a wool import license at his death in 1591 and it was not until 1594 that another
exclusive license was granted – for 20 years to Sir Michael Stanhope – to ‘bring in
Spanish wool to make Spanish felts’.19
There was monitoring of foreign wool imports including Spanish wool through
London, but less so through other ports. The London importing merchants were known
and the quantities being imported were recorded in the port books. In a declaration
prepared in 1567, there is a list of merchants importing Spanish wool through London.
Nunez’s license was clearly not exclusive. This declaration states that Spanish wool was
not included in the Book of Rates of 1558 as ‘at that tyme it was little used’.20 By 1567,
it was rated as it was ‘now used’21 and both poor and good quality Spanish wools were
used alongside ‘Estridge’, ‘French’, ‘middlegood’, and other wools. It is also noted in
the memorandum that all of the Spanish wool brought into England in 1558 and 1567
was through London.
By contrast, the imports of foreign wools that were being brought into western
ports for the local felting industry, while understood to be significant by 1579,22 were
not well understood by the London authorities. Despite the political strife between
England and Spain, there was little difficulty in securing a continuing supply of Spanish
wool into the west of England. The London authorities had only a vague understanding
of the ports of entry and the amounts of wool being imported. Nor did they know the
merchants involved, referring to ‘sundry merchannts of the West as of Ba’stable and
Bridgewater & thereabouts w’ch do trade into Spayne and bringe in good quantities of
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the said Spanishe wolls’.23 This poor intelligence was partly due to the isolation of these
ports from London, but also the widespread customs fraud occurring in the west. 24 The
feltmakers and merchants importing Spanish wool were more specific, referring to
‘Citties and Townes in the West partes’ 25 and ‘Excester, Barnstaple, Lyme, Charde,
Bridgewater and others’ as trading points. Taunton was added as a superscript. Spanish
wool was also came into Bristol in 1584.26 Three West Country merchants from Chard
in Somerset (William Symes, William Every, and Alexander Every) were among the 20
merchants who signed the reply to the feltmakers’ complaints against the Haberdashers
about dirty imported wool in 1579.27 As will be seen, these three merchants feature in
Leonard’s accounts and were important trading partners with Leonard and others. By
this time, the Spanish wool merchants stated that twice as much wool was being
brought into the west as was being brought to London,28 a considerable reversal from
twelve years earlier when it was stated that all Spanish wool came through London.
Also, some of the Spanish wool brought into London later went west, with three buyers
in London identified in 1574 who all ‘byeth and selleth and tradeth westward’.29
The quality of the imported felting wools varied and was disputed, but there was
wool of suitable quality for cloth production. Nunez had always been able to import
fine, high quality washed wool from Spain and Portugal to England. Some of this wool
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was black,30 which felters preferred. High quality white wool was also used in the better
and more expensive felts.31 Other imported wools such as Estridge and French32 were
generally unwashed and of low quality and were used in the poorer felts. Nunez’s
exclusive position was always precarious and under attack from rival merchants. By
1579, the supply of good quality washed wools seemed to have diminished and only
dirty unwashed lambs wool was declared as being imported, at least through London,
and only by English merchants trading to the Biscay ports. The three West Country
merchants from Chard and William Sprynte of Bristol, who all signed the merchants’
petition against the feltmakers, also stated they were only able to buy dirty lambs wool,
although the evidence from Leonard’s account book contradicts this. As with many
petitions, there was both some truth and propaganda. Probably the clean wool, preferred
by clothiers, was always available from Spain.
Information about imports of Spanish wool into England in the 1580s, when
both felters and clothiers were using it, is limited. Trade between England and Spain
was difficult and Spain was annexing Portuguese territory, which was gradually
restricting that trade as well. While some wool was still being exported, through Lisbon
and other southern Spanish ports, trade was in decline. The market for Spanish wool in
France and the Spanish Netherlands slumped from a peak of around 25,000 sacks in the
1560s from Cantabrian ports, to an average of less than 5,000 sacks per annum between
1580 and 1585 due to the political unrest in the Low Countries under Spanish rule.
Documented English imports were a fraction of the Spanish exports.33 In her thesis on
London trade, Millard summarised the evidence from the port books and other State
Papers about the volume and value of trade in Spanish wool. Contradictory trends are
evident, depending on the source, but the general picture she presents is of a small but
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sustained trade through the 1580s. The amount of 277 hundred weight34 was recorded
being imported through London in 1565–67, rising to 961 cwt. (about 450 sacks) by
1587–88. 35 Assuming, as the West Country merchants stated in 1579, that twice as
much Spanish wool for felt hat manufacture was coming through West Country ports
compared to London, something over 2,900 cwt. (or 1300 sacks) per year was coming
into England in the late 1580s, a rising amount but still no more than 5 per cent of what
had previously been exported from Spain to northern Europe.
The price of these felting wools is uncertain because of customs fraud. Most of
these imports were declared by domestic merchants in the Port Books at between ½d
and 3½d per lb., and often described as coarse and unwashed.36 However, it is quite
possible that the declarations in the Port Books have no relationship to the real value or
character of the wool. William Bond paid customs in 1568 on wool he claimed was
worth 3d/lb. or less, while in his submission to the Exchequer in 1579 he stated he was
selling the same type of Spanish wool for 9d/lb. to the feltmakers, and had been for
many years.37 Hector Nunez’s imports are not recorded in the same Port Book cited
above, as he was an alien. However, as recorded in the Exchequer documents, 38 he
similarly declared Spanish wool worth only a few pence per pound in 1567, but was
selling it for 12d/lb.,39 which was competitive with medium quality English wools.
By 1589, the Spanish wool being imported for hat making and for cloth was
differentiated. The customs and subsidy being paid on cloth wools was less, at £3.7.8
the cwt., than for hat wools, at £4.3.4 the cwt. 40 This, and the prices being paid for
34
35
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felting wools (see Table 2.2), suggests that the clothiers were not using the best Spanish
wool that was available.
The felting industry around London and in the West Country was using Spanish
wool, of a range of qualities and prices, throughout the second half of the sixteenth
century. This wool was proximate to the broadcloth clothiers, who decided to
experiment with the competitively priced Spanish wools in their medium quality
woollens to create Cardinals.

The pioneers in making Cardinal cloth
The clothiers, including William Cardinal and John Browne in Suffolk and William
Leonard at Taunton, who first experimented with Spanish wool, were originally
producing woollens of the old draperies. These included woad-dyed ‘blue’ broadcloth,
kerseys, and other cheap cloths. They began using Spanish wool in the weft of some of
their woad-dyed woollens and produced a product sufficiently unique that it acquired
the name of ‘Cardinal’. Spanish wool was used because of a dearth of English wool. In
Suffolk, the bay and say manufacturers in and around Norwich and Colchester drew the
English wool supply away from the Suffolk ‘blue’ clothiers and the latter turned to
Spanish wool as a replacement. A similar thing happened to the Taunton clothiers. This
entrepreneurial initiative was undertaken by a small number of clothiers who were also
all involved in trade as merchants to the Iberian Peninsula. Many of these individuals
were also Puritan and this common religious outlook created the link between the
geographically separated loci in Somerset and Suffolk where Spanish wool was
adopted. It was William Cardinal who was the prime entrepreneur (the new cloth was
named after him),41 with Leonard initially providing raw materials and then copying
Cardinal’s example. Switching to Spanish wool raised the quality of their cloth.
While Cardinal was most likely the pioneer clothier/merchant in the
development of Cardinal cloth, given the new cloth’s name, it is in Leonard’s accounts
that the best evidence of the new industry is preserved. From Leonard’s accounts a
detailed picture can be drawn of the supply of wool and other raw materials,
manufacture and marketing of the cloth.
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William Leonard’s accounts
William Leonard’s accounts have been used by Kerridge previously to describe the
Cardinal industry. 42 However, they reveal much more about raw material supply,
production and marketing, and the relationships between the early entrepreneurs.
Leonard recorded his trade from 1580 to 1593. There are also 8 folios from 1596 to
1608 by the co-executors of his estate – Richard and Thomas Symonds – who were his
brothers-in-law and trading partners. Leonard applied some elements of double-entry
bookkeeping to his accounts; there are sometimes matching debit and credit entries. The
book is structured around separate trading accounts, with the purchases, sales, and
expenses being recorded for each individual account. Other Tudor merchants used a
similar approach.43 Leonard’s trading accounts are of two types: either of a particular
venture (identified as ‘aventures’), or of a trading account with an individual. It is
possible to draw conclusions about the activities and trade of these individuals, even if
there is not an explicit statement to this effect in Leonard’s accounts.
The accounts show Leonard imported wool, iron, spices, and other goods from
Spain and Portugal,44 and oil and cochineal from the Azores.45 He was selling Spanish
wool to West Country felters, and Suffolk clothiers who dyed it prior to weaving it into
‘Suffolks Spanish sorts’, also known as Cardinals. The Suffolk clothiers were then
selling both the dyed abbs of wool (see below) and their finished cloth back to Leonard.
Leonard was also using the dyed wool to make his own cloth and then exporting that,
along with the Suffolk cloth he bought, to Spain and Portugal.46
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Leonard’s book contains much more than the details of his trade. 47 In it he
recorded the birth and baptisms of his three children,48 wrote a eulogy to Mary his wife,
and declared the eventual failure of his business. He also revealed his pious Protestant
beliefs through a dedication, a prayer, and appeals to God to guide his affairs. He was
part of the network of the ‘godly’ in Tudor England, which also furnished him with a
network of similarly minded trading partners.49
William Leonard took over his father’s business around 1570 50 and married
Mary Symonds soon afterwards. 51 His grandfather Richard was a merchant in Lyme
Regis, and his father traded from Taunton. He was thus the third generation of his
family, at least, involved in trade,52 and worked in close partnership with his brothers
Robert and Richard. He traded through West Country ports53 to the Iberian Peninsula
and Atlantic islands. 54 Richard Leonard often acted as factor on these ‘aventures’. 55
47
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Richard had inherited his father’s warehouse in Lyme Regis. William’s internal trade
was in the West Country, to London, and Suffolk.56 He also branched out into cloth
production, using some of the Spanish wool he imported. He was thus working from an
established trade but prepared to experiment. The Leonards were part of a closely
connected group of merchant families who traded together. His brothers-in-law included
Thomas, William, Lawrence, and Richard Symonds, 57 all of whom were merchants
trading to the Iberian Peninsula, the Azores, Canary Islands, Marrakesh, 58 and into the
Mediterranean as far as Aleppo.59 William Leonard also had a wider network of trading
partners within England, in the West Country, London, and Suffolk. He traded with
William and Thomas Symes, William Every, and Jasper Pyne, members of wealthy
merchant families from Chard in Somerset, and with the merchant clothiers, John
Browne and William Cardinal, in Suffolk. Thomas Symonds was a member of the
Spanish Company in 1577 when it received its charter, while the Leonards, Symes,
Everys, and Pynes were not.60 This suggests the Symonds family had been trading to the
Iberian Peninsula at least from 1568 as this was a general prerequisite for membership
of the Company. The Symonds, Symes, Every, Pyne, and Cardinal families were all
represented in the Spanish Company when it briefly reformed between 1604 and 1606,61
indicating their established, or developing, trade with the Iberian Peninsula.
William Leonard’s sales of Spanish wool
The Leonards sold the Spanish wool they imported to both feltmakers and clothiers.
William Leonard recorded imports of Iberian wool from 1581 to 1584. Between May
56
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and October 1581, the Leonards received wool, in return cargoes, in two voyages to
Bilbao and Biscay in the Marie Clesteon sailing out of Topsham and Barnstaple. The
wool was carted overland to London and was sold there by William Morris who was the
Leonards’ factor. There were 6 bags in each cargo, with between 44 and 46 roves (or
‘roofes’), in each six-bag cargo.62 These cargoes sold in London for about £7 per bag or
18 shillings ‘the rove’.
Leonard used ‘rove’ or ‘roofe’, an English rendition of the Spanish term arroba,
arrova, or rova, which referred to a weight of wool. The Bristol merchant John Browne
in his Merchants Avivo of 1597 stated that the Spanish sold wool by the rove, equivalent
to 30 English lbs, while in Portugal a rove was equivalent to 25 English lbs. After
washing and drying in the Spanish hinterland, the loose wool was stuffed into sacks of
200–250 lbs. for transport to the coast, where it might be repacked before being
exported.63 A 250 lb. sack of Spanish wool would therefore contain just over 8 roves.64
Leonard’s figures show he was receiving bags with 7.5–8 roves/bag, consistent with a
250 lb. sack. Leonard also sold Spanish wool by the ‘abb’. 65 This appears from his
accounts to be the same measure as the rove.
Table 2.1 Terms, weights, and price of Spanish wool imported by the
Leonard family, 1581–84
Spanish wool imports
Item

Weight per item

Value per item

Bag/sack

250 lb.

£7/bag

Rove/abb

30 lb. (Spanish wool)

16–20s/rove

25 lb. (Portuguese wool)
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Leonard sold Spanish wool in Somerset to both feltmakers and clothiers. In
1583 he sold £13 worth to Thomas Credgers, a felt maker in Taunton. 66 He also sold
£21 of Spanish wool to Thomas Fleete (or Flitte) of Sherborne in 1583–84 at 16 to 18s
‘the roofe’.67 Fleete was most likely a clothier, as felt making was not established at
Sherborne at that time.68 Kerridge stated that Fleete was making cloth from this Spanish
wool and thought his activities may have laid some of the groundwork for Sherborne to
later become a centre of Spanish cloth production,69 although he was most likely to have
been making Cardinals.
As the Leonards sold wool to merchants in Chard, Cardinals may also have been
made there. They imported 10 bags of Spanish wool in the Jonas of Topsham from
Biscay in June 1583 and sold it for 20s the abb (see Table 2.1) to William ‘Everie’
(Every) of Chard.70 Every was a wealthy merchant who imported Spanish wool along
with his brother Alexander Every, and sold it to feltmakers which is clear from their
signatures on the petition from the Haberdashers to the Exchequer in 1579 (see p. 62,
above). They also sold cloth in Spain.71 Alexander was closely associated with William
and Richard Symonds and left bequests to them in his will. 72 He was a citizen and
member of the Clothworkers’ Company of London and left significant bequests to the
Company. Alexander exported 400 kersey cloths to Hamburgh in 1579.73 It is possible
that the Everys were producing cloth themselves, given they were trading in wool, along
with finishing and exporting cloth.
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The last definite record of any trade in Spanish wool is in November 1584, when
William Leonard noted he still owed £3 in customs duty to ‘Mr Dier customer’ on 10
bags of wool, which Dier had detained on the quayside.74
Both the price and quality of wool are determinants in its use in manufacture.
Leonard was selling his Spanish wool for 6 to 8 d/lb.75 These prices are less than the
prices for any washed Spanish wool (see Tables 2.2 and 1.2) brought into England in
preceding decades, suggesting that the price of Spanish wool was dropping in the
1580s. Because the wool used by rural felt hat makers was not the best available (as
good Spanish wool was reserved for Bristol felt hat makers),76 it is likely that Leonard
was not trading in the best quality Spanish wool. The prices of Leonard’s wool imports
were similar to those of the poorest English woollen wools of interest to the Staplers
(see Table 2.2).77 These imports were also cheaper than the best Spanish hat wool being
imported by Hector Nunez through London. Therefore Leonard’s Spanish wool was a
potential replacement for English wool in wefts in medium quality woollens, but not in
the best English woollens, which used the highest quality English wools.
The Cardinal clothiers
Cardinals were made in the Stour Valley in Suffolk, around Taunton in Somerset and in
nearby towns. While there is no definitive evidence of other Taunton clothiers besides
Leonard using Spanish wool, there is plenty of circumstantial evidence. It is also
possible that other clothiers in surrounding towns were using Spanish wool. For
example, Thomas Flitte at Sherborne in Devon and the Everys at Chard in Somerset
may have done so. The clothiers from the Stour Valley in Suffolk who bought Spanish
wool from Leonard (John Browne, William Cardinal, and John Winterfloode) made it
up into Cardinals, some of which Leonard bought and exported to Portugal and Spain.
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22s/tod
9.4d/lb.
7.2d/lb.

25–32s/tod
10.7–13.7d/lb.

6.4–22.3d/lb.
16–18s/‘roofe’
6.4–7.2d/lb.

Spanish unwashed hat wool

Spanish wool; 6 bags of 44
‘roves’ & 15 lb. sold for
£40.18.6

English March wools

18 English types

Spanish wool

Spanish wool; 10 bags of 77
abbs & 19 lb.; 4 bags sold for
£34.00.0

1579

1581

1582

1582

1583

1583

d

b

a

TNA, SP 12/154, fols 133, 136.

BL, Lansdowne MS 29, fol. 59.
e

c

b

Wool brought in by William Leonard;
sold to clothiers for woollen cloth manufacture (assumes a 30 lb. abb)c

Wool brought in by William Leonard;
c
sold for felt hat and woollen cloth manufacture (assumes a 30 lb. rove)

Proposed staple prices in England for 18 wool typese

Richard Baynes selling wool in Londond

Wool brought into England by William Leonard;
sold by the bag (assumes a 30 lb. rove)c

Sold by English merchants for felt hat manufacture

Sold by Hector Nunez in London for felt hat manufactureb

Imported through Londona

Comment

TNA, SP 12/154, fol. 30. See also Table 1.2, above.

Harley MS 70, fols 6, 16(13), 26(18/19).

Brian Dietz, The Port and Trade of Early Elizabethan London, London, London Record Society, 1972.

Sources

28–36s/tod
11.7–15.4d/lb.

Spanish or Portuguese washed
hat wool

before
1579

8.2d/lb.

0.5–3.5d/lb.

Price

Spanish unwashed hat wool

Wool type and other details

1567

Date

Table 2.2 English and Spanish wool prices in England, 1567–83

All of these clothiers were part of an old drapery traditionally producing
broadcloth, a carded and fulled woollen, also known as ‘blues’ as it was generally dyed
with woad in the wool to shades of blue (called blues, azures, and plunkets). Once
woven, some were additionally dyed in cochineal to produce violet and green coloured
cloth.78 After fulling some cloth was sent to London for cloth-workers to finish before
being exported to Antwerp, Spain, Portugal, and other places.79
The wool used in the traditional Suffolk cloth was obtained from a variety of
English sources mostly using wool from the Norfolk Heathlands, Breckland, Sandlings,
and Chiltern regions identified by Kerridge.80 While this was described as ‘coarse’ by
the Suffolk clothiers, 81 it was a short stapled carding wool from a light fleece from
sheep grazed on the commons and folded on the fallow.82 Coarse to middling Norfolk
wool seems to have been selling for around 6 to 8 d/lb.83 This price is comparable to the
price of roves of Spanish wool that Leonard was selling. The shift to Spanish wool by
some of the clothiers in the old Suffolk woollen drapery was out of necessity, as the
demand for local wools, from the immigrant Dutch making bays, says, and other new
introduced draperies in Colchester, Sudbury, Norwich, and surrounds, began to absorb
all available supplies.84 A Royal Commission was established in 1577 to inquire into the
high price and dearth of wool, and the clothiers in the old draperies were quick to
identify demand for wool from the new draperies as a principal cause of their
difficulties.85 In addition, the say and bay makers were paying higher rates for spun
wool than the ‘blue’ clothiers. Consequently, workers moved between the two
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industries. Thomas Carew, a Puritan preacher at Bildeston in Suffolk, berated ‘Blew’
clothiers for the poor treatment of their spinners and stated this was part of the reason
that these spinners were attracted to bay and say spinning.86
These developments turned the clothiers in the old Suffolk draperies to
alternative sources of wool supply. Those who traded to the Iberian Peninsula were
aware of the availability of Spanish wool, which would have encouraged them to use it
to replace the English wool being diverted to the new draperies. Furthermore, the prices
being paid suggest that the clothiers were not using the best Spanish wool that was
available and were looking first to replace English wools lost to the bay and say
manufacturers. However, some evidence points to an improvement in the quality of
their cloth. While the shift was probably out of necessity, Spanish wool also seems to
have been of a slightly higher quality than the wool it replaced and the Cardinals
produced using it were of better quality and sold for £2/cloth more than other
Suffolks. 87 Cardinal was selling them at least from 1568 in Antwerp through his
business partner Robert Barker of Ipswich. 88 This trade was in violation of the Act of
Restraint which prohibited trade with Spanish Netherlands, hence its record in a
deposition from Barker as one of the dozen merchants exporting Suffolk cloth to The
Netherlands at that time.
The other evidence of the use of Spanish wool in English cloth is of cloth that
Leonard was producing himself in Taunton. He was having abbs of Spanish wool dyed
either in Taunton or buying dyed wool back from the Suffolk clothiers who bought his
raw Spanish wool.89 Weavers in and around Taunton made up his cloth and it was then
finished there before sale.90 Leonard refers to this cloth as ‘of his own making’ and it
86
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was probably similar to the ‘Spanish sorts Suffolk’ that Browne and Cardinal were
producing. He also drew a distinction between his cloth and the traditional woollen
cloths that were produced in that part of Somerset and named in the statutes, such as
Tauntons, and Bridgewaters, which he also sold.91 Leonard’s cloth was the same price
as Browne’s and Cardinal’s at £8 a piece, and like Suffolk cloth, was also dyed shades
of blue. Leonard was making his cloth at least until 1586, when he records that it was
‘aventured’, along with other cloth, through Topsham.92 Given that the Midland wool
traditionally used by the Taunton clothiers was being diverted to the Norwich bay
makers’ manufacture, 93 as were the local Suffolk supplies, it may be that Leonard’s
adoption of Spanish wool in his cloth was triggered by a dearth of local wool. Thus, in
both localities where Spanish wool was adopted, there was a shortage of the traditional
English supplies caused by demand from the new draperies. Also, in both localities
Spanish wool was being used as a replacement in the weft of a traditional woollen,
made of carded wool, which was fulled and finished.
In summary, the main innovation in Cardinals was the replacement of English
wools by a slightly better and more readily available Spanish one. It was in response to
domestic competition between medium-quality woollens and the emerging worsted
industries for the same English wool. It was therefore a problem of local demand, rather
than caused primarily by long-term changes in the quality of English wools. But the
long-term and continuing trajectory of improvement in Spanish wool may have been a
factor in its adoption as a replacement. The ongoing decline in the production of the
finest English wools was not a factor in decisions about choice of wools by Leonard and
his partners. There was some product innovation in producing a slightly better cloth, by
using slightly higher quality Spanish wool, and hence a unique name in Cardinals.
Some of the techniques of wool preparation (e.g. ‘tumming’, see p. 16, above) were
resolved in this phase, and were usefully adopted in the next phase of innovation.

Marketing of Cardinals
The establishment of the Cardinal cloth industry in England was based on a simple
bilateral exchange of Spanish and Portuguese wool for English cloth. In addition there
was some trade to the Azores and Canaries for dyestuffs, from the islands themselves,
91
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and cochineal and pernambucco from the Spanish New World colonies. Cardinals were
traded from West Country ports to the Iberian Peninsula. The Leonards, and probably
also the Everys and Symonds, were involved in this trade. Cardinal and Browne traded
from Suffolk to the Low Countries, as described below (see Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1 Primary trade routes for Spanish wool, dyes, and Cardinal cloth
in the 1580s

These routes show the
relative simplicity of trade,
which was a bilateral
exchange of wool for cloth
from the Iberian Peninsula.
There was some additional
trade in cloth to the Azores
and Canaries for oil and
dyes.

The Iberian trade in Cardinals is illustrated in Leonard’s accounts. In 1580, he bought
20 ‘whole cloths Spanish sorts’ from John Browne, a clothier from Ederstone in
Suffolk. He paid £7.10.0 for each piece.94 In May 1581, William Leonard ‘aventured’
11 ‘Spanish sorts Suffolks’ worth £8 each, and an assortment of other types of cloth, in
the Gallant out of Lime for Lisbon. Hugh Andres, a merchant from Taunton, acted as
his factor and was to receive 9 per cent ‘factorage’ on the successful sale of the return
cargo of spices and salt. Lisbon had fallen to the Spanish several months earlier but this
did not yet seem to be an impediment to trade. Again, in mid-1581, Leonard ‘aventured’
a cargo of ‘hole cloths’ and ‘Spanishe sorts Suffolks’ in the Diamond of Lime for the
94
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Isle of St Michael in the Azores. His brother Richard acted as factor for a 5 per cent fee.
Leonard stated that St Michael’s was still under the ‘Kinge of Portugal’, Don Antonio,
who was pretender to the Portuguese throne, following annexation of Portugal by
Spain.95 By 1581, Spain occupied most Portuguese territory other than some islands in
the Azores, and Leonard was probably acting on the presumption that St Michael’s was
still open to unrestricted trade from England. The island had in fact submitted to Spain
soon after 25 May 25 1581 but Leonard could easily have been unaware of this.96
This simple bilateral trade to the Iberian Peninsula would continue as long as
there was a demand for English cloth in Spain and Portugal, and Spanish and
Portuguese goods in England. Trade was constrained to the Iberian Peninsula and
Islands after war broke out between England and Spain. But the Leonards and Symonds,
like other merchants, maintained their trade after the outbreak of war in 1585 by using
foreign ports and aliases. From 1585 they began trading through French ports, such as
Morlaix in Brittany, and thence to Spanish territory.97 Using French ports when there
was ‘a Restrainte’ between England and Spain was a well-established practice as is
acknowledged in ‘A Speciall Direction for Divers Trades’.98 The trade link was so well
established that Lord Burghley received intelligence from there throughout much of the
war. 99 William Leonard sent a cargo of cloth, including some of his ‘own making’,
worth £157.18.0, in mid-1586 though Morlaix. The Symonds continued this trade under
a French guise. This was apparent from the confessions of Bartholemew Cole, a former
servant of the Symonds, made to the Inquisition in the Canaries where he was prisoner
in the 1590s. 100 In 1587, William Symonds sailed on a vessel to St Michael in the
95
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Azores with his cargo of merchandise and money under a French master from St Malo,
who was told to say the ship was from that port.101 Symonds stayed out of sight on
board the boat while at St Michael. In 1590, Thomas Symonds and other merchants in
Lyme fitted out a ship with a cargo for St Michael and Fayal, 102 and it was one of at
least three voyages. The English merchants passed themselves off as French, but Cole
confessed they were of the Protestant religion of England. Around the same time, Cole
stated he was part of the crew of a ship with Thomas Symonds as the master that
captured a Spanish vessel coming from the Indies, which they sent to England, before
loading a cargo in St Michael and returning themselves.103
Trade to peninsular Spain and Portugal after 1585 was even more difficult than
to the islands. Cole stated that English merchants did not trade there, even under French
or other aliases. Rather, he claimed they relied on the special status that Hector Nunez
and his family held both in England and in Spanish-controlled territory, which led to
them trading on behalf of other merchants.104 In some cases, the Nunez family shipped
other merchants’ cargoes as their own; both to and from Spain and Portugal, and in
1586 the Privy Council responded to petitions from London merchants to request that
Lord Burghley ratify the special role being played by the Nunez family. 105 Peter Frier in
Lisbon and Bernard Lewes in London had helped English merchants to continue to
trade through Lisbon and some other ports. Two of these merchants, Thomas Pullyson
and Symon Bowman, were among those trading in Spanish wool in 1579,106 although
Spanish wool is not mentioned in the 1586 petition. Burghley instructed the customs
officers not to impede Frier and Lewes in their trade, but specified the exports covered
by the license. Among the twelve commodities were dressed woollen cloth, coloured
kersies, Devonshire dozens, bays, says, grograms, and Holland cloth.107 There were no
specified restrictions on the import commodities from the Spanish territories.
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Contrary to Cole’s confessions to the Inquisition, the historian Pauline Croft
provides ample archival evidence of clandestine English trade with peninsular Spain,
especially the Biscay ports, after 1585. She also provides references to trade in Spanish
wool, which was being brought through French ports to England from the Biscay
ports.108 As previously discussed, Millard has shown a small but increasing volume of
Spanish wool being imported to England during this period. There would have been a
glut of wool in Spain with the collapse in demand from the French and Low Country
industries. War was evidently not an impediment to the supply of some Spanish wool to
English clothiers and feltmakers, and imports increased slightly. In 1592, the Earl of
Oxford approached Burghley seeking a license to import both Spanish hat and cloth
wool. Burghley’s inquiries of the London merchants showed that the amount of Spanish
wool for felt hat manufacture increased steadily over each of three years from 1,937
cwt. in 1589–90 to 3,096 cwt. in 1591–92, while the Spanish wool for cloth
manufacture was 85 cwt. in 1589–90, 357 cwt. in 1590–91, and 216 cwt. in 1591–92.109
The trade in Cardinals was always small. The number of cloths being produced
from the Spanish cloth wool coming through London would have been probably no
more than 300 cloths per year by 1591. 110 Added to this figure would be the cloth
produced from wool imported through the western ports, although overall the number of
cloths being produced would still be very modest. Even by 1614 fewer than 1,000
Cardinals were recorded as exported through London.111 Nor did the trade ever expand.
As bay and say manufacture expanded, the Suffolk broadcloth industry declined.
Kerridge stated that production of old Suffolk cloth was in decline by the early
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seventeenth century in the face of competition,112 and while Cardinals continued to be
made for some decades after that, they too declined, possibly in the face of better
Spanish Cloths.113

Puritan influence in the Cardinal industry
Shared Puritan beliefs emerge as a constant among the clothiers and merchants in the
early Cardinal industry, and also those in the later industries using Spanish wool. Some
of these merchants and clothiers in the Cardinal industry were at the forefront of
promoting Puritanism in Elizabethan England. Included were members of the Cardinal,
Browne, Leonard, Symonds, and Every families. The most obvious link between
William Leonard and the Suffolk Cardinal clothiers, some 170 miles distant from the
rest of his activities in the West Country, was through Puritan connections.
Shared religious belief seems to be important, but why? As outlined in the
Introduction, the commercial importance of a shared religion is extensively debated.
The experiences and attitudes of the Cardinal clothiers and merchants do add some
additional evidence to these debates. I consider that promotion of closer ties of trust and
sanction among trading partners is the best explanation of the importance of the
Puritanism common to these clothiers and merchants. Other explanations, such as
offering a common economic philosophy, are not convincing and the evidence points
away from this.
William Leonard in Somerset and the Cardinal clothiers in Suffolk, were
connected through the more radical elements of the Elizabethan Puritan movement.
Suffolk was a centre for Puritan theological development, including through the
Braintree and Denham Conferences. Agnes Leonard (William’s sister) was very likely
married to the clergyman, George Gifford, who was a participant in the Braintree
Conference and active in ‘advanced protestantism’ in Maldon and Colchester.114 It is
also likely that William’s stepsister, Alice Miflyn, was married to William Fulke,
another clergyman active in Suffolk.115 Leonard identifies Fulke as his brother-in-law in
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his accounts and calls Gifford his ‘brother’.116 He also traded with John Dod, another
divine. Gifford, Fulke, and Dod were prominent Elizabethan Puritans, writing many
treatises and sometimes collaborating. There was an anti-commercial strain to some of
the early Puritan philosophy in the Elizabethan period. 117 This was expressed in
sermons and other tracts by the divines, including William Fulke, John Dod, and
George Gifford. 118 The economic ideas of these divines have been comprehensively
studied,119 but apart from Seaver’s study of Nehemiah Wallington, there has been less
analysis of how this philosophy influenced individual merchants. The Conferences
received lay support and three of the Cardinal clothiers in Suffolk – William Cardinal
from East Bergholt, and the clothiers John Browne and his son John from Ederstone –
were instrumental in establishing or funding the Denham Conference. 120 William
Cardinal’s business partner, the merchant Robert Barker, ‘was the principal promoter of
godly religion in Ipswich’.121
116
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All of these clothiers and merchants can be considered entrepreneurial and some
were very successful. But William Leonard always showed some anxiety about his
trade, which became acute once he fell into debt. He expressed some sentiments about
his trade in his account book that would be expected of any merchant of the time. But
there were also some unusual sentiments. In the dedication at the beginning of his
accounts, he expresses a wish for poverty:
O good Father blesse my doings and they shalbe blessed and Forgive me my
sinnes for I have a love to serve the & directe me that I be not carried wth the
covetous desire of monie that golden hooke of the Divell But rather grante me
povertie wth a quiett conscience.

Undoubtedly his wish is partly hyperbole, but it contrasts starkly with the more
commercial sentiment of the dedication of another Tudor merchant, Thomas Gresham,
who asked ‘God to geve me profytt and prosepryte to defende me from evell fortune
losses and domage’.122 Most of Leonard’s trade involved credit, as was usual for the
period. 123 But he was troubled by the ethics of borrowing money at interest, 124 a
concern shared among some contemporary Protestant commentators. 125 He accepted the
pragmatic need to do so, borrowing £100 at 10 per cent interest per year,126 but ‘[he
hoped] in god to paye and never to enter the like againe because [he knew it] to be
sinfull’. He was still paying annual interest 5 years later in 1585, wishing ‘O god deliver
me out of this usurie for thy names sake for it is a hell to a good conscience’.127 It
appears he was conflicted between his pious beliefs and his calling as a merchant,
although his concern about his poor credit could have been caused at least partly by a
commonly held anxiety about a loss of reputation and standing in the community.128
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Without personal testimony from the other clothiers and merchants in Leonard’s
orbit it is not possible to know their beliefs. However, some were very successful,
suggesting a robust attitude to commerce. Thomas and Richard Symonds, Alexander
and William Every, and William Cardinal all died wealthy men. 129 Thomas Symonds
and his son in particular were prominent London merchants.130 Their Puritanism did not
dissuade them from trade with Catholic Spain and her territories during peace. Nor were
they dissuaded by the divines like Gifford, Fulke, and Dod, who identified the pope as
the antichrist, and whose polemics were used to push for a Protestant slant to foreign
policy, in opposition to Spain (although Croft thought the influence and concern of the
Cambridge dons about foreign trade should not be overstated).131 The Symonds were
happy to trade to the Canary Islands despite opposition to Protestant merchants from the
Inquisition there.132 And as Croft states the merchant Thomas Middleton’s (see Chapter
3) ‘committed Calvinism, in his case as others, was not necessarily combined with antiCatholic or anti-Spanish sentiment’.133 Consistent with Valeri’s proposition that there
were opposing influences upon Puritan Tudor merchants, they may have balanced
Puritan views against other more pragmatic commercial views, such as those promoted
by the merchant companies to which they belonged, or they may have been more
broadly influenced by the changing commercial times. 134 Thomas Symonds was a
member of the Spanish Company in 1577. Thomas and Richard Symonds were later
members of the East India and Levant Companies. Leonard does not seem to have
belonged to any Company.
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It is arguable that most of the Cardinal clothiers and merchants were not as
ambivalent about the ethics of trade as Leonard was. These other merchants seemed to
be able to maintain some separation between their religious and secular concerns and
continue robust and successful trade. Rather, Leonard’s response among this cohort
seemed exceptional; an expression of what the conservative economic model of Fulke
and the other divines could have looked like. Leonard did not necessarily adhere
literally to this anti-commercial philosophy, rather it made him constantly anxious about
his actions. His conflicted attitudes probably deprived him of the self-confidence
needed to ride through the setbacks of an entrepreneurial venture.
These Puritan connections offer an explanation for why the clothiers in two
areas far apart, in Suffolk and Somerset, traded with each other in Spanish wool and
cloth. Spufford has demonstrated the transmission of what were at the time considered
heretical Protestant ideas along the main road networks within England, in parallel with
commercial activity.135 Clothiers and merchants were identified by contemporaries as
conduits of new religious ideas, with links to the Continent, from there to the southeastern counties of England and then further afield, including the West Country.
Adherents to the radical religious ideas knew of each other and knew where along the
road networks they would receive a warm welcome. They also used fairs, such as the
one at Stourbridge, as meeting points. 136 Spufford shows that adherents to the new
religious sects sought each other out across the breadth of southern England through the
course of their commercial and religious activities. I suggest that the development of the
religious and commercial links was probably iterative, with each building upon the
other and strengthening over time.
Puritan influence: An economic philosophy or strengthening social networks?
The attitudes and experience of individual clothiers and merchants offers some clues
about the economic role that common religious belief played for this group. Of the
various economic rationales for a shared religion reviewed by Lake and Questier, the
two most prominent are the adherence to a common economic philosophy and the
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strengthening of social networks to reduce risk and promote trust.137 It is the latter that I
think is the most convincing when assessed against the individuals studied here.
The diversity of experience among the clothiers and merchants in the Cardinal
industry, and other early Puritan merchants, suggests that a common economic
philosophy was not the glue that their shared Puritanism provided to them. The traits
once argued to connect Protestantism and particularly Puritanism with industrious
activity are now not seen as unique to one brand of religion. They may not even have
been shared among all Protestants or Puritans. This diversity could be expected among
early Puritans in England in the late Tudor period, when Puritan philosophy was
unsettled. The anti-commercial strain seen in some of the early philosophy of the
Elizabethan period was expressed in sermons and other tracts by the divines, including
William Fulke, John Dod, and George Gifford.138 Some merchants, such as Nehemiah
Wallington, and William Leonard in this study, seemed to take the polemic of the
divines more seriously than did others. Leonard’s exceptional response illustrates the
dead end where the divines’ economic philosophy might have led. It also reinforces
why economic philosophy was not the cohesive element to these clothiers’ and
merchants’ common religious affiliation.
It is well established that religious and ethnic minorities traded together and
were significant players in the development of early modern trade. It is the network
benefits that accrue to small groups that are considered to be at play. There is an easier
flow of information and also monitoring and sanctioning of bad behaviour within tightly
defined communities. 139 Grassby stated that trust, and lower transaction costs, in
business could be grounded on religious belief, although it was most effectively secured
by a common value system such as that shared by kin.140 These general principles could
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be expected to apply to the community of Puritan clothiers and merchants who were
central to developing the Cardinal industry. What is the evidence?
Early modern merchants took considerable risks, especially in long distance
trade, and where sanctions for contract enforcement were limited.141 Trust would lower
the risks in trade, and merchants would therefore prefer to engage with those they
trusted. The additional risks taken by entrepreneurs, such as the Cardinal clothiers and
merchants, would amplify the search for trusted partners. Membership of a common
Puritan church could deliver that extra trust, through adherence to behavioural norms
promoted and reinforced by the congregation. These behavioural norms go to more
fundamental human values, such as industry, thrift, and honesty, rather than a shared
economic philosophy. The clothiers and merchants could find trusted partners within a
Puritan church that provided both sociability and order. Given the flux in Puritan
economic philosophy at the time, these more fundamental human values were more
important.
The argument for common Puritanism being most important in managing risk
and promoting trust is strengthened among this commercial group by their role in
developing formal guidelines for managing behaviour and resolving disputes within the
classis or conference system. The classis was a Presbyterian system of ecclesiastical
government within the Anglican Church. It was a forum developed by Elizabethan
Puritan congregations for local church control of mostly religious affairs but also of
some secular matters. Many of the Cardinal clothiers, especially Cardinal and Browne
as financial supporters of the Puritan classis of Dedham, would have been familiar with
the Dedham Orders of 1585 which sought to codify behaviour among the members of
the congregation. 142 Five of the nine signatories of the original orders in 1585 were
clothiers, and while William Cardinal was not a signatory, he is recognised by
Collinson as ‘ruling the roost in East Bergholt, one of the parishes represented by the
Dedham conference’.143 The order seeking full literacy would clearly benefit merchants,
and was financially supported by Cardinal who set up a scholarship trust for local
scholars to attend Cambridge University. A further order, in its fullest version, stated:
Item that so many as shall communicate promise and professe to live godly and
charitably with all our neighbors, and if any occasion of displeasure arise that
141
142
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they refraygne from all discord and revenge by words, gestures, actions or
suites, and endeavor themselves to be reconciled one to another; if that cannot
prevaill to request a neighbor or two to unite them in frindship agayne, and if
they prevail not to desire the mynister with other of the godly neighbors to
make peace between them and so all good meanes to be used before any
compleynt, presentment or lawe be attempted out of the town.144

The Dorchester congregation adopted a similar covenant 30 years later,
involving merchants in the Cardinal and Spanish Cloth trades of the West Country (see
Chapter 4). The Dorchester orders are more specific, including a vow about commercial
matters:
7. To forbeare the clogging of or hearts wth worldly affayres abstaining from all
oppression and fraud in bargaining, and abandoning all ways & means of gaine
wch shall bee judged scandalous.
8. To enter into speedy and thorough reconciliation wth any especially our
brethren with whom we have difference, as upon debate thereof shall bee
judged scandalous upon due examination of the godly wise especially ministers
that watch over or soules.145

These were efforts at mediation to avoid conflict and specifically to avoid litigation. It
was a formal reinforcement of the need for the congregation to cooperate and resolve
matters to mutual advantage and the common good, rather than individual selfinterest.
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courts. Ingram notes that ‘recourse to the law was perceived to be in partial conflict
with the idea of community harmony’ and that communities had well established
procedures for mediation and arbitration. 147 The courts themselves, including those
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dealing with commercial matters, often referred suits to mediation or arbitration. 148
What is exceptional about the Dedham, and more particularly the Dorchester, orders is
that they sought to keep commercial matters between brethren, away from the
ecclesiastical and lay courts, and developed their own mediation and arbitration regime.
The advantages to early modern entrepreneurs of mitigating risk and promoting trust
through such a measure is clear. In an entrepreneurial venture, mediation would allow
disputes over manufacture and trade to be resolved in confidence without exposing
‘trade secrets’ to a wider audience. The other general benefits of mediation over
litigation, well known in modern courts, such as more durable resolutions and lower
costs to settle disputes, would also apply. Admittedly there would have been a wide
range of disputes that could end up in the courts, but this order had benefit to clothiers
and merchants, who as a group would be confronted with trade disputes.
At a time where family feuds and financial disputes were increasingly litigated
in the courts did the Puritans use courts to the same level?149 If not, they must have
sought to resolve disputes in other ways. Later evidence among this group suggests that
they were highly litigious but only with people outside their circle (see Chapters 4 and
5). If this was a general pattern, then it seemed that they resolved disputes among
themselves through informal alternatives to litigation, but used the latter readily to deal
with disputes outside of their religious group. This is an area that warrants more
research to confirm the patterns of litigation.
Lake and Questier describe the process of Protestantism in England as ‘the result
… of a series of acts of synthesis, assimilation, appropriation and bricolage’ in which
the ‘resulting cultural and religious transactions and exchanges were always contested
and partial, subject to the input and influence of a large range of individuals and
groups’.150 In this period it was possible, among the godly who committed themselves
to print, for Puritan merchants and craftsmen to express moralistic condemnation of
usury and profit, and also a more pragmatic acceptance of business necessities. 151
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Leonard may have been more influenced by the former, and Cardinal and others more
by the latter. The personal experiences of the clothiers and merchants in the Cardinal
industry support that common religion was most important in reinforcing the trust that
lowered risks in business and particularly in speculative, long-distant trade. Puritanism
itself in the late sixteenth century did not offer a coherent philosophy, and even if it did,
this was not the imperative behind their shared belief.

Conclusion
The common elements in the initial adoption of Spanish wool into textile manufacture,
around the 1570s in England, specifically of a cloth called Cardinals, were these: it was
undertaken by a small number of clothiers who were also all involved in trade as
merchants to the Iberian Peninsula. It was these individuals’ common Puritan outlook
that plausibly created, or reinforced, the link between the geographically separated loci
in Somerset and Suffolk where Spanish wool was adopted. Common religious belief
reinforced the environment of trust within which these clothiers and merchants could
more safely create and market a new product.
These merchants operated in family-based enterprises to export Cardinals and
other woollen cloths and import items used in the cloth and felt making trades including
Spanish wool, olive oil, woad, and cochineal. These families had long established trade
links to the Iberian Peninsula and were able to sustain these links against the disruptions
of trade embargoes and war through the latter half of the sixteenth century.
The main innovation in Cardinals was the replacement of English wools by
slightly better quality and similarly priced Spanish wool, in response to domestic
competition with the emerging worsted industries for the English wools. There was
some product innovation in producing a slightly better cloth, by using higher quality
wool, and hence a unique name in ‘Cardinals’. Also, some of the techniques of wool
preparation were resolved in this phase, and were usefully adopted in the next phase of
innovation. Similarly the supply routes to and from the Iberian Peninsula were
preserved. But it would take the development of new types of better cloth using finer
wools to cement the future use of Spanish wool in English textiles. These are analysed
in the next chapter.
The decline in fine wool supply, outlined in Chapter 1, was clear by the late
sixteenth century but it did not play a primary role in the Cardinal industry. The
imperative to find an alternative supply of fine wool was to come in the next period. But
as the Cardinal manufacturers improved the quality of their cloth, through using better
89

Spanish wool, they established a precedent that the Spanish cloth clothiers, who did use
fine English wool, were to learn from (see Chapters 3 to 5). The Cardinal industry
declined into the seventeenth century, but the manufacturers’ knowledge and experience
were absorbed by the next wave of pioneers.
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Chapter 3
The Transition from Cardinals to Spanish Cloth
Introduction
In this chapter, I show how Spanish Cloth manufacture was established in England,
building upon the experience in Cardinal manufacture. Spanish Cloth was the textile in
which Spanish wool achieved long-term ascendancy over English wool. The hub of
innovation was in a small rural area around Shepton Mallet, centred upon Westcombe
and Batcombe in the Mendip Hills, and connected to international trade through the
nearby south coast ports of Weymouth and Melcombe Regis. Kinship and common
religion were essential to creating the strong social network that allowed this innovation
to succeed.
The historiography around these textiles needs some revision. Despite some
doubt, the general consensus among historians has been that Spanish wool was used
from the 1580s when Benedict Webb first began to make Spanish Cloth at Taunton in
Somerset.1 However, no one has presented any evidence to confirm that Webb used
Spanish wool in his cloth. 2 By the late seventeenth century, the industry making
expensive Spanish Cloth from fine Spanish wool had become a firmly entrenched
feature of the English textile landscape, obscuring its origins.3 These earliest Spanish
Cloths must have been made from English or Irish wool. Evidence indicates that the
clothiers at Shepton Mallet did not use Spanish wool in Spanish Cloth until around
1610. These clothiers first made, and then modified, Cardinals. They then fused their
knowledge in dyeing and using Spanish wool in Cardinals with the continental-style
medley introduced to England by Benedict Webb.
The clothiers’ merchant kin at the nearby south coast ports of Weymouth and
Melcombe Regis were pioneers in the trade triangles in which Newfoundland and then
1
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New England cod was exchanged for wool, dyes, oil, soap, and other goods in Biscay
ports. These triangles were used to maintain the supply of these goods to the English
clothiers after their bilateral trade in cloth to Spain collapsed. The critical role played by
these merchant mariners in establishing the new industries has not previously been
understood.
It can be demonstrated that kinship and religion created the social networks that
linked raw material supply, production, and marketing in the new industry. The social
networks of these clothiers’ and merchants’ were also important in responding to
national and international events. This group was Puritan almost without exception.
These social networks were in place from the very beginning of Cardinal and Spanish
Cloth manufacture, and were essential for their entrepreneurial ventures to succeed. The
links are clear in the genealogies of the key families.4
This group collaborated to neutralise the threat from the ill-fated Cockayne
Project of 1614–17. I propose that they avoided the worst of the Cockayne Project,
which could have sunk their trade, by quickly and quietly bringing their trade back from
London to the western out ports, until the project failed.
The lack of clothiers’ business accounts for the first 40 years of this industry has
obscured its history, as has the fact that Spanish Cloth was not rated in the customs
books before 1625.5 In addition, the effect of the Cockayne Project was to further hide
the industry. Other sources are used to infer what happened in these early years. These
include port and municipal records of the trade through the West Country outports and
London, and other government records.6

Making a Spanish Cloth in England
The first iteration: Webb’s cloth
Spanish Cloth was the second type of woollen, after Cardinals, to be made with Spanish
wool in England. I argue it developed through several iterations, first as a medley made
of English wool by Benedict Webb, and then as one made with Spanish wool by
4
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clothiers at Shepton Mallet who incorporated their expertise gained from making
Cardinals.
As medleys were being made in Somerset well before Spanish Cloth was
introduced, the production methods were well understood. Among the best known were
a medley broadcloth and a medley kersey, both referred to as ‘Readings’. 7 Briefly, the
process of making a medley was to dye several batches of wool and to then lay the
batches over each other, roll them together, and then card out a skein of mixed coloured
wool from one end of the roll for spinning.8 It was thus a cloth of a ‘medley’ of colours.
Medleys called ‘Spanish cloths’ probably first appeared on the Continent. The
all-carded medleys being made at Armentiéres were copied and improved in and around
Leiden after Flemish textile workers moved there in the 1570s to 80s. The Dutch used
high-quality Spanish wool, spun a finer and more regular thread with a Dutch-style
great wheel than for normal broadcloth, and with particularly close weaving and special
attention to finishing processes. 9 The improved Leiden medleys were themselves recopied in France and where they were called ‘Spanish cloths’. It is debatable whether
this denoted the use of Spanish wool in such cloths. French textile historians,
commenting on the southern diffusion of techniques from the Low Countries back into
France in the early seventeenth century, considered the name ‘Spanish cloth’ (e.g. draps
façon d’Espagne) was a consequence of the sovereignty of Spain over Flanders and
Holland10 where the medley had first been developed and the Dutch-style great wheel
adopted, and not the use of Spanish wool.
Benedict Webb is credited with introducing Spanish wool permanently into
English cloth manufacture.11 There is no primary evidence that he did. Rather, I propose
he improved the manufacture of medleys in England, by introducing new techniques in
dyeing and weaving from the Continent. This was the textile in which Spanish wool
was later to be most successfully used, but by other clothiers. In his 1618
7
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autobiography, Webb claimed to have introduced a high-quality medley cloth in
attractive new colours, which appealed to a wealthy clientèle with an eye to fashion. He
was impressed by the manufacturing he had observed in France and Italy, during his
five years living as a factor near Rouen. He stated it was superior to English techniques:
I was brought up under my father in the trade of clothmaking untell I came to
16 years of age and then bound prentis in London to a linen drapper and ffrench
marchant, where after I had bin wth him in London sum 3 months, sent mee to
Rouen, whear I remained sertain years, And being prettily well entred in the
clothing trade before my servis, I spent all my vacant time to see the manner of
the drapery thay made ther and in the parts near adjoining wch much delited
mee, being in the workmansheep farr more curious and better then owers. And
after 2 years observashyon I contracted wth a western marchant neare Exeter to
procure mee 2 Lomes to bee made ther, And gave full direction how the clothes
shold bee made.12

Medley manufacture was well understood and regulated in England well before
Benedict Webb started making them. What is unique about Webb’s manufacture is that
he was producing a medley cloth in a range of new colours, and with better
manufacturing techniques, including the looms he had made to French specifications.
Webb began making this medley cloth, and another innovative cloth he called
‘perpetuana’, at Taunton from 1583. He continued production after he moved back to
Kingswood, north-east Bristol, when his father died.13 While Webb called his medley
cloth ‘Webb’s cloth’, it was, as he says in his autobiography, William Stone, a
Merchant Adventurer and member of the Clothworkers Company based in Cheapside in
London14 who marketed the cloth as ‘Spanish clothes’:
The second sort was a sort of medly cloth wch Sr William Stone a merser in
Chepside delt wth mee or, and cald them Spanish clothes, wch are now knowne
thorow the kingdome and in forraine parts, by the name of Webbs cloth, and by
that name are entred in the custom houses, wch sort of cloth hath bin & is the
most useful of any other (in the Jenerall). The Imytation wherof hath added
12
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more prosecution to the drapery of mixed color cloth, then all the statutes made
sithence Edward the 3 time, And finding that the cullers then in use in this
kingdome wear very unfitting for the nobility and gentry of the kingdom, as
also of forrain parts, I devised divers & sundry cullers, wch at this daye is made
common to all, and by wch more cloth hath bin worne than in former ages and
wth much more pleasure & content wch manner of drappery is now exseedingly
Increased in many parts of the kingdom, And wch I continue to this daye.15

Stone may have marketed these cloths by using a name already familiar in the
continental market. Stone was in partnership with Thomas Middleton, Robert
Middleton, and Robert Bateman, who had family connections to the Shepton Mallet
clothiers and Weymouth merchants, and Thomas Pettyt from 1588 to 1602, selling
English cloth through their depot at Stade.16 The cloth the partners sold was all from the
West Country and included medleys and broadcloth. William Stone’s trade is not
recorded by product in Middelton’s accounts but it very likely included the ‘Spanish
cloth’ that Stone was exporting to ‘forraine parts’. 17 The partnership was dissolved
around 1602 because, as Middlelton writes, of ‘very small profit and great hazards at
sea’.18
Webb did not claim to have used Spanish wool nor can I find any evidence that
he did.19 It does remain possible that he used it given his Taunton neighbour William
Leonard used Spanish wool in his Cardinals. But Webb identified purchases only of
English wool in his surviving papers. In a dispute with the London merchant George
15
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Mynne, he listed the losses he had incurred through a trade deal gone wrong, including
purchasing £500 of ‘Lemster’ wool in 1613 and 1,000 stone of wool bought from a
Shrewsbury wool dealer.20 Modern historians are equivocal. Kerridge strongly implied
Webb used Spanish wool.21 He stated that the weft Webb made was either of Spanish,
Ryeland, or a mixture of the two wools on a warp of English wool. But there is no
reference to Webb using Spanish wool in Kerridge’s primary sources. 22 Mann was
unsure,23 only stating Webb may have used it in his production at Kingswood. She was
also very clear that Spanish wool was not a prerequisite for Spanish Cloth in England.
Esther Moir, Webb’s biographer, did not mention Spanish wool.24
John Aubrey’s comment, from the 1680s, is relied upon by Kerridge as
supporting evidence that Webb was using some Spanish wool.25 But what Aubrey wrote
was that Webb was ‘the first to produce Medleycloathes [and that before this his cloths]
were blew, green etc: coloured cloaths’.26 This is difficult to interpret. Aubrey cannot
have meant that Webb introduced medleys into the West Country of England as they
had long been produced locally. 27 Alternatively, Aubrey’s comment could mean that
Spanish wool was used in the west in plain-coloured cloth, such as Cardinals, which is
true, before Webb first used it in medleys. However, as already stated, Webb never
claimed to use Spanish wool. A third interpretation, and I think the most plausible one,
is that Webb was the first to make medleys in a new range of colours. Webb was
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looking to produce a fashionable product for a London and continental market, but
using fine English wool.
If so, Webb was not unique in changing to English wool in an adopted
continental fabric. This was also the case with the draps d’Armentiere that were copied
in Coventry and called ‘crombliste’ and ‘ulterfine Coventries’, both medley cloths,
which despite being made of some Spanish wool in France were not in England. 28 This
cloth is the closest to an English prototype for the medley cloth that Benedict Webb
began producing at Taunton, and he may have been influenced by it. Lionel Duckett,
who financed the new Coventry drapery, had strong West Country connections and
traded with Thomas Middleton and William Stone to Stade.29 This diffusion, and then
adaption of foreign manufacturing techniques to local circumstances including using
local wools, was ubiquitious in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.
Kerridge gives many examples.30 Also, in the Weymouth port book of 1607 there are
numerous references to the export of adapted continental cloths being made in the
Dorset hinterland; for example, Spanish satin, callimanto, fustian, and serge, all of
‘Englishe makinge’.31 It seems cloth was more likely to be marketed by style and not
the wool it was made from.
Benedict Webb had mixed success as an entrepreneur. He improved the
manufacture of medleys in England by introducing new manufacturing techniques. This
was the textile in which Spanish wool was, ultimately, to be most widely and
successfully used. Webb was innovative and recognised commercial opportunities. He
also filled the role of mercantile adviser and was an effective envoy and advocate of
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clothiers’ interests. 32 The West Country white broadcloth clothiers and the Privy
Council turned to Webb to negotiate removal of the edicts that were impeding trade of
English cloth in Rouen in France between 1600 and 1606. English white broadcloth and
mixed-coloured cloth were banned if stretched.33 Re-opening this market, by having that
part of the edict banning stretched cloth lifted, directly helped Webb and his family,
Webb in his medley trade, and his brothers in their white broadcloth trade. 34 Webb also
used his visit to France to assess the Paris market and judging there to be great promise,
sought approval to export his cloth of ‘sundry sorts’ there for 7 years custom free,
although this plan came to nought.35 These developments may have influenced the Ashe
family when they began to focus more on the Paris market for their Spanish cloths from
the 1620s (see Chapters 4 and 5).
Webb ended his life deeply in debt and did not benefit financially from his
strategic thinking and creativity.36 He continued to make Spanish Cloth until the early
1620s, 37 although his debts may have limited his production. Other clothiers around
Kingswood copied him, by his account.38 His debts came about because he was drawn
into at least one dubious partnership39 and also because he could not manage money.
His nephew, John Smythe, who had a special but increasingly exasperated care for his
uncle, often covered his debts. 40 Webb’s son, also Benedict, became a clothier at
Kingswood and, after also caring for his increasingly erratic father, inherited some of
what remained of the Webbs’ much reduced estate around 1627.41 He does not seem to
32
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have retained any mills at Kingswood as these were acquired by Smythe to cover his
father’s debts.42 Benedict did not expand his father’s trade. He occasionally sold cheap
Spanish Cloth to the Ashes from 1627 to 1645. 43 The Webbs’ influence on the
development of the Spanish Cloth trade was no longer through their personal efforts.
The people who ultimately benefited from Webb’s ideas were those imitators and
innovators who adopted and then adapted his inventions, and who were also good at
business. This included the Ashe family at Westcombe and other clothiers around
Shepton Mallet.
The second iteration: Innovations in Cardinals and Spanish Cloth by the Shepton
Mallet clothiers
It is likely that the first English medley made with Spanish wool was created at, or near,
Shepton Mallet. Kenneth Rogers hints at this.44 Kerridge thought that Shepton Mallet
became the centre of the newly developing industry, but he did not develop a conclusive
proof. Without clothiers’ business accounts to interrogate, other approaches have to be
considered. My investigation of other sources suggests it was connections with the
Leonard family that were probably behind the initial adoption of Spanish wool at
Shepton Mallet, where it was first used in Cardinal cloth. By 1606, the Leonards had
modified the manufacture of their Cardinals and by 1610–11 these clothiers were also
making the new medley cloth invented by Webb, but using Spanish wool in some
pieces.
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This chronology is supported by evidence in the Weymouth port books. Spanish
wool was being imported from the 1580s and Cardinals were being exported by 1607.
This evidence shows that clothiers in the Dorset and Somerset hinterland were
producing Cardinals by the early seventeenth century, and using Spanish wool probably
imported through south coast ports. There are no customs records of Spanish Cloth until
1625 when it began to be rated, but other evidence points to the earlier emergence of the
Spanish Cloth industry at Shepton Mallet.
The Ashes and related clothiers around Shepton Mallet were the foremost
innovators and promoters of Spanish wool in English textiles and were also responsible
for the geographical expansion of that industry over the brow of the Mendip Hills into
the Avon and Frome Valleys and beyond. James and Grace Ashe of Westcombe and
their children deserve particular attention because they were such successful
entrepreneurs, and also because they left comprehensive records. They operated through
broad trade networks. James Ashe and his two sisters married into the Pitt and Mounsell
families, merchants and ship owners of Weymouth and Melcombe Regis. These
merchants provided trade connections to France and the Iberian Peninsula and also
created new trade links to Newfoundland and the New England colonies, exchanging
New World codfish for Spanish wool, dyes, and oil. The Ashes also had links through
marriage to the Middleton and Bateman families, which opened access to the emerging
trade routes developed by both established and newly chartered companies, and
connected them to knowledge of Webb’s exports of Spanish Cloth.
The Ashe family had been clothiers near Shepton Mallet since at least the mid1500s. Thomas Ashe of Batcombe was supplying John Smythe of Bristol with cloth
from 1539 to 1548 and buying Toulouse woad in return. The cloths Ashe made were
‘penny hewes’,45 a dyed and fulled woollen that Smythe finished by rowing, barbing,
and shearing in Bristol before export.46 Smythe exported the Ashes’ cloth to Bordeaux,
Biscay ports, and Portugal.47 He also sold a unique ‘London sort’, presumably into that
domestic market. Subsequent generations of the Ashe family were clothiers at
Batcombe and Westcombe. Around 1553, a John Ashe of Westcombe married Anne
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Stroud, from another well-established clothier family. 48 John and Anne had three
children, James, Anne, and Margaret (Margery), all of whom entered marriages with
strategic effect (see Appendix 6). The Ashes’ long experience in cloth production, in
particular of making dyed cloth, and of marketing it internationally, which would have
held them in good stead in their impending expansion of trade. It was James and his
wife Grace who first began to use Spanish wool.
The Shepton Mallet clothiers had a reputation for producing fine, coloured cloth.
They sought out good wool. They traded to the Iberian Peninsula. These were all useful
prerequisites for adopting Spanish wool. From the mid–late 1500s, these clothiers were
using good quality wools from the Isle of Wight, ‘which, next unto that of Lemster and
Cotteswold is esteemed the best and in special request with clothiers’. 49 Kerridge
thought this Isle of Wight wool made the Shepton Mallet cloth superior to other blue
cloths made in the region.50 Some of this Shepton Mallet cloth was shipped to Bilbao
and Saint Sebastian. The dyeing was sophisticated, with multiple dyeing steps creating a
range of colours, such as those bound for Bilbao: ‘In every tene clothes you muste have
ij light popenjaye grenes, ij light violettes, ij light skye collers, ij azurs and ij Blewes.’
Other cloths were also shipped to Bilbao, including ‘some fine stammell Reddes; in
grayene, Bridgewaters and tawnton halfe clothes’. For Saint Sebastian there was a
different palette of colours. Spanish wool was not mentioned among the goods returned
from Bilbao and Saint Sebastian or other ports. 51 This suggests it was not used in
Shepton Mallet before 1585. But it is clear that the clothiers had long experience in
producing fine cloth and in a range of colours. They also had long standing ties of trade
to the Iberian Peninsula.
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Exactly when the Shepton Mallet clothiers began using Spanish wool, and in
what type of cloth, has been unclear. The historiography is conflicting. Kerridge thought
Spanish wool was first used there in the manufacture of Spanish medley cloth and as an
offshoot of the same industry at Sherborne, where Thomas Flitte was using Spanish
wool bought from William Leonard in 1583.52 But it seems more likely that Flitte was
making Cardinals modelled upon those produced by Leonard rather than Spanish Cloth,
especially given that Benedict Webb himself only began experimenting around 1583.
There are also more direct connections that can explain the transmission of experience.
William Leonard was trading directly to Shepton Mallet, selling imported oil to Edward
Barnard, a Shepton Mallet clothier, in 1590.53 The Barnards made both Cardinals and
later, Spanish Cloth. Leonard’s other connection in the Shepton Mallet region was to
James Ashe. Leonard’s widowed mother married John Baylie, a merchant of Charde,
after 1562, and in Baylie’s will in 1578 he lists his son-in-law Richard Pitt, the
merchant from Melcombe Regis, as an overseer. Pitt had married Baylie’s daughter
from his first marriage. Baylie’s stepson William Leonard witnessed his will.54 Richard
Pitt’s son John married Alice Ashe in 1586 and her brother James Ashe married Pitt’s
daughter Grace in 1596. The Leonards, Baylies, Pitts, and Ashes thus moved in the
same familial circles. Further, James Ashe (born 1554) and William Leonard (born
1550) were contemporaries. Familial links are also evident between the clothier families
of Barnard, Stroud, and Ashe at Shepton Mallet, and the Pitt family. 55 A reasonable
conclusion is that the Shepton Mallet clothiers first used Spanish wool by copying their
kinsman William Leonard in making Cardinals and in the late sixteenth century.
By 1606 the Shepton Mallet clothiers were producing a woad-dyed woollen,
some with Spanish wool in the weft, modified from the earlier Cardinals. This was clear
from the Merchant Adventurers description of the features of the ‘blue cloathe’ industry
of Somerset and Essex in a dispute with the London cloth workers. They stated that
some clothiers ‘in Somersetshire and diverse other counties’ were ‘of late’ beginning to
use some Spanish wool in their blue ‘cloathe’. The blue cloth clothiers were said to be
using for the ‘most parte’ Isle of Wight wools, so the industry probably encompassed
52
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the cloth produced at Shepton Mallet. 56 The Somerset blue cloths were now being
exported without any additional dyeing in the piece and were undressed, unlike the
older type of Cardinals.57 This change was unrelated to the choice of wool. These cloths
had previously been exported to Spain and Portugal but the 1585–1604 war with Spain
had disrupted trade. The Spanish and Portuguese had built up their own textile
industries and deprived the Somerset and Essex blue clothiers of this market.
Consequently, the Merchant Adventurers, who now controlled the trade in Somerset and
Essex blue cloth, opened a new market in the Low Countries and Germany. Fickle
fashion trends on the Continent dictated that the best commercial strategy was to export
the pale blue plunketts and blue azures undressed and unstrained. They were then redyed ‘beyond the seas’ in the piece into ‘murreys, violette, purples, tawneys, greenes,
and such lyke’, with the continental clothworker choosing the colour and final dressing
based on the fashion of the moment.58 The cloths were selling from £10 to £30 each.
The most expensive cloths were likely to have been the ones made with Spanish wool
(as was the case with the earlier Cardinals and James and Grace Ashe’s later Spanish
Cloth sales; see Chapter 4). However it was a small trade and only 491 from Somerset
and 50 from Essex were exported through London in 1606.59 This new type of cloth
also went by the name of Cardinals. Some appear by that name in the Weymouth port
books in 1607–08 traded by John Pitt,60 and demonstrating the name was being used for
any blue cloth made with Spanish wool, whether dressed or not.
The Somerset clothiers were quickly and flexibly responding to new market
conditions when they began exporting undressed Cardinals to the Low Countries and
Germany through the Merchant Adventurers. The Merchant Adventurers defended this
market in 1606, in opposing the petition from the London clothworkers who wished to
dye and finish these cloths before export. Robert Middleton was one of the two
merchants who represented the Adventurers, presumably because he was familiar with
56
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this trade. The Adventurers argued that if these cloths were dyed and finished in
England as the Clothworkers wanted, then the continental countries would, in response,
recommence their own textile manufacture as they once again had plenty of wool
including Spanish wool. That the French king had recently impeded the sale of English
cloth to allow his native industry using Spanish wool to grow was an example of what
could happen. 61 The Merchant Adventurers stated the only cloth that they exported
which could be fully dressed in England were the mingled coloured cloths (i.e. medleys)
such as ‘Kentish and Reddinge’ cloths as their colour could not be altered ‘in other
Nations’ without spoiling it.62 These arguments were opening forays in the campaign to
seek approval for the Cockayne Project and make clear that the Cardinal and Spanish
Cloth industries would be affected.
It may well have been Benedict Webb who introduced the new ‘Spanish Cloth’
medley manufacturing techniques to the Shepton Mallet clothiers. The manufacture of a
medley was a more difficult process than that used in established blue cloth and
Cardinal manufacture. In Cardinals, the wool was dyed in one uniform colour before
weaving, with possibly a second dyeing in the cloth afterwards. In medleys coloured
wools were mixed before spinning. The Ashes implied to John Aubrey many years later,
in the 1680s, that it was Webb who introduced them to the art of making the new
medley cloth. There is no obvious familial link (this is exceptional) but the two families
were linked through the trading company of William Stone and the Middletons. After
Alice Ashe’s marriage into the Pitt family, there was an overlapping period between
1586 and 1602 when the Middletons and Stone could have both exported Webb’s new
‘Spanish clothes’, and been in contact with the Shepton Mallet clothiers including
James Ashe. This adds weight to Aubrey’s statement that Webb was the source of the
Ashes’ knowledge of Spanish Cloth manufacture.63
There are no clothiers’ accounts to provide definitive evidence for the beginning
of the production of Spanish Cloth with Spanish wool in Shepton Mallet. The Merchant
Adventurers in 1606 state that only ‘cloth’, and not ‘kersies’, was being made with
Spanish wool in Somerset.64 ‘Cloth’ would include blue cloths and ‘kersies’ probably
61
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included medleys. There is some more definitive evidence of the date, albeit second
hand. Richard Watts in his paean to the glories of Shepton Mallet, written in 1641,65
stated that fine Shepton Mallet medley cloth, in a diversity of colours, was made from a
blend of Spanish and English wools and this trade has occurred in Shepton Mallet for
‘this thirty yeere’, suggesting it began around 1610–11, although Watts needs to be
allowed some poetic license.
Clothiers at Shepton Mallet later concurrently produced Cardinals and Spanish
Cloth and used some Spanish wool in both. James and Grace Ashe were doing so in
1626. By this time the bulk of their trade was in Spanish Cloth. Nathaniel Barnard,
Edward’s nephew and brother-in-law to Matthew Pitt, 66 was one of the clothiers in
Shepton Mallet who in 1618 was trading in ‘plunketts’ and ‘azures’ (embracing
Cardinals),67 and then Spanish Cloth in 1634,68 showing a transition from blue cloth
manufacture to Spanish Cloth over time.
So, by combinations of proximity, and business and family connections,
William Leonard, Benedict Webb, James Ashe, and other Shepton Mallet clothiers all
had contact with each other at times from the 1580s to the early 1600s. This allowed the
transmission of information between them about the application and potential for
Spanish wool in cloth manufacture and suggests that the main locus of innovation was
at Shepton Mallet. A likely scenario is that Leonard provided raw materials to the
Shepton Mallet clothiers and knowledge of how to use Spanish wool in woad-dyed blue
cloth to make Cardinals. In response to continental demand, the Shepton Mallet
clothiers sold their Cardinals undressed. Webb later demonstrated the techniques for
creating an attractively coloured fine medley. Cardinal makers like the Ashes copied
and combined Webb’s techniques with their knowledge of dyeing, spinning, and
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weaving with Spanish wool, to make a medley with Spanish wool. But it may have been
as late as 1610 or 1611 before this final step occurred.

Trade in Cardinals and Spanish Cloth up to 1626
A healthy trade in Cardinals and Spanish Cloth must have existed before 1626 as a wellestablished Spanish Cloth industry appears from the very start of James and Grace
Ashe’s surviving accounts. Cardinals also still appear. This level of sophistication in
raw material supply, production, and marketing could not have been achieved
overnight. To understand trade prior to 1626, sources other than clothiers’ accounts,
such as port records, Exchequer documents, and family records have to be used. These
records reveal something about the types of cloth being produced and then exported in
the hinterland of the ports and the raw materials being imported. They show the
emergence of new products. They also reveal the creation of the trade triangle through
which New World cod was exchanged for Iberian goods, including wool. Other sources
illustrate responses to the Cockayne experiment 1614–18 and suggest strategies that
were pursued to survive, and even prosper, during this disruption.
The Shepton Mallet clothiers and Dorchester merchants traditionally used the
ports of Weymouth and Melcombe Regis in Dorset. A triumvirate of related clothier
families from Shepton Mallet, merchant families from Dorchester, and merchant
mariner families of Weymouth and Melcombe Regis were involved in joint trading
operations through these ports. Port records and petty customs accounts give details of
the Cardinal and Spanish wool trades from 1587 to 1625.69 There are contemporary and
historical limitations. Only some of these port books remain legible. 70 Moreover,
meaningful quantitative analysis of these sources is limited by smuggling and fraud.
Customs officials in Weymouth often contended with fraud, and were participants
themselves at times.71 These sources do nonetheless identify the role the Weymouth
69
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merchants played in continental trade, in developing the cod fisheries, and in creating
the trade triangles, which linked the Newfoundland and New England cod fisheries with
Iberian trade. The clothiers and merchants more broadly created vertical integration of
supply, production, and sales in these new industries, which was critical to their
success. Their relationships and how they cooperated in building the industry up to
1626 are discussed below.

Kinship and religious links between Shepton Mallet, Dorchester, and
Weymouth families
There were links through kinship and religion between almost all of the clothier families
experimenting with Spanish wool and also with the merchants providing raw materials
for, and marketing of, the cloth. This is consistent with the historiography of the
importance of family and religious connections to successful early modern trade but
adds a useful entrepreneurial example. 72 The adoption and diffusion between these
clothiers of new techniques was more than the mere observation of a neighbour’s
unusual new manufacturing technique. These connections helped explain the
appearance of Cardinals in widely separated places such as Taunton in Somerset and the
Stour Valley in Essex explored in Chapter 2. In this next phase, there were similarly
many links between innovators in Spanish Cloth, especially through extended family
connections. These connections were developed and used to create durable economic
partnerships, and nurtured innovation.
The extended kinship group that bound the clothiers of Shepton Mallet with
south coast merchants was through marriages centred on the Pitt and Mounsell families
(see Appendices 3 to 7). The Pitts and Mounsells were Iberian and French merchants of
long standing. William Mounsell had been a factor in Portugal. The Mounsells and Pitts
held quayside property and warehouses in Melcombe from the 1570s to at least the
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1620s.73 They had also moved into the Newfoundland cod fishery in the 1580s. The
family connections began to expand in the same decade, when the Pitts, Middletons,
and Robert Bateman were trading in cloth, then privateering together, out of Weymouth.
They traded through London, Weymouth, and other south coast ports, and used
Middleburgh (1585–91), Stade (1588–1602), and also Caen (1591–94) as depots. 74
They focused on privateering from 1588 until the mid-1590s, making fabulous returns,
from their main base at Weymouth. They returned to trading in cloth as they retreated
from privateering, still using Weymouth as a base. The Pitts and Mounsells were
prominent in the administration of Melcombe Regis and Weymouth. Richard Pitt
(James Ashe’s father-in-law) and William Pitt were the mayor often during Elizabeth’s
reign, and John and Matthew Pitt and John Bond (Ashe’s brothers-in-law) all held the
mayorality at times between 1610 and 1620.75 In 1616 Richard, John, and Matthew Pitt
were among the first Aldermen of the free borough of the two towns.76 In these elected
roles, they managed many aspects of trade through the port, bolstered by regularly
winning control of the petty customs. Trevelyn, in his history of the Stuarts, stated that
the most important factor in forming the political character of the merchant class in this
period was the strength of English municipal self-government and the merchants’ ability
to take control of the municipalities.77 This allowed this self-reliant group of individuals
freely to develop the character and direction of their commercial activities in the port,
protected from central intervention.
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By the late 1580s, these merchants were progressively linked by marriages to
some Shepton Mallet clothiers and Dorchester merchants. Among the merchants in the
innermost circle were Robert Bateman, Robert Middleton, and his father Thomas; the
Weymouth merchant/mariners Richard, Matthew, John, and William Pitt, and John
Mounsell (the elder and younger); and the Dorchester merchants William Whiteway
(the elder and younger), Bernard Toupe, John Gould, Henry Waltham, and John Bond.
Among the clothiers were the Shepton Mallet clothiers James and Grace Ashe, their
sons John and Edward Ashe, Edward Bisse, James Stroud, and Edward, John, and
Nathaniel Barnard. These individuals were active in all aspects of the emerging
industry; in supply of raw materials, adoption of new manufacturing techniques, and
development of markets for new products. Radiating from this extended family were
some other partners in trade such as William Stone (whose connection is illustrated in
Figure 4.1).
As with the Cardinal clothiers discussed in Chapter 2, religion bolstered the
connections between these kinfolk. Wherever religion is apparent in the records, the
individuals were ardent Puritans: as diarists, such as William Whiteway and John
White;78 civic leaders, such as John Pitt, who when mayor in Weymouth forbade music
and the setting up of a maypole;79 or participants in disputes over Puritan-led liturgy, as
James Ashe was in Batcombe. 80 The Whiteway, Bond, and Gould families were
prominent members of the Puritan hierarchy of Dorchester 81 and William Whiteway,
John, and Richard Pitt were investors in religiously inspired colonial ventures such as
the Dorchester Company.82 The Ashes disseminated Puritan literature in opposition to
Archbishop Laud and were closely associated with the Puritan agitators William
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Prynne, Henry Burton, and John Bastwick.83 The collective benefit of common religion
in reinforcing social networks could be expected here. Strong social networks can make
business more productive, especially in reducing the uncertainty around innovation.
Some of the families mentioned above were participants in the Puritan classis in
Dorchester in the 1620s that developed the orders to regulate commercial activities and
to resolve disputes through mediation. As is the case today, mediation would have had
many advantages over adversarial resolution options in resolving business disputes.
This was a practical tool that would have benefited these merchants.
In the late sixteenth century, litigation burgeoned in England. Muldrew states
that ‘most litigation arose out of economic disputes and contracts’, which were
themselves driven by the rapid growth of marketing and reliance on credit. While he
states the protagonists first generally turned to the established community-driven means
of dispute resolution, the scale and complexity of the market forced more and more
matters through to the courts.84 In contrast, the clothiers and merchants in this study,
both in favouring fellow Puritans in trade, and in seeking to strengthen their informal
means of resolving their commercial disputes through classis rules, may have been
consciously trying to preserve the traditional ways of achieving settlement focused on
Christian reconciliation. Nevertheless, this did not dissuade them from litigating matters
outside their immediate group.
The bonds of kinship, strengthened by common religion, were strategically used
to build the new Cardinal and Spanish Cloth industries. The transfer of Cardinal
manufacture from Taunton to Shepton Mallet was through William Leonard’s trade and
kinship links with the Shepton Mallet clothiers. Meanwhile the fusion of Cardinal and
medley manufacture to create a Spanish Cloth using Spanish wool was achieved by a
coterie of related clothiers around Shepton Mallet. In other areas, kinship seems to have
been established and then used in a calculated way. The links between clothiers of
Shepton and merchant/mariners of Weymouth through marriage was to mutual
advantage. The clothiers relied on the merchants to market their cloth and to provide
raw materials such as wool, soap, oil, and dyes. The merchants secured a steady supply
of cloth, their major export. The merchants in this kinship group traded together to
83
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reduce risk. They often shared voyages. They also shared port infrastructure, such as
quayside warehouses. They formed companies with their clothier kin to further secure
trade and reduce risk. The Weymouth merchant/mariners’ role in developing Atlantic
trade proved crucial to maintaining the supply of Spanish wool, dyes, oil, and soap to
the clothiers after the collapse of English cloth exports to Spain.

The creation of the Atlantic trade triangles
During the earliest period of Cardinal manufacture, English cloth had been part of a
bilateral exchange for Spanish wool and other raw materials. Once the cloth market in
Spain was lost, Atlantic cod became the principal item of exchange for the raw
materials used in the Cardinal and then Spanish Cloth industries. Quite quickly,
triangular trade was established, whereby some New World cod was taken directly to
the Continent, rather than re-exported from England. These routes are shown in Figure
3.1. Two trade triangles, one based on the Newfoundland cod trade, and the other on the
New England fishing grounds, became central to the supply of Spanish wool, dyes, oil,
and soap to the English textile industries. Grafe’s ground-breaking work has shown how
important the cod fisheries were in securing the supply of Spanish wool for the English
market in the 1630s.85 I show how this exchange began much earlier. I also show that
the Weymouth-based merchant kin of the Shepton Mallet clothiers were among the
pioneers of these fisheries from the 1570s onwards.
The English trade in Atlantic cod with Spain did not develop until the 1580s.
Before the 1570s, English fishers, mainly from West Country ports, served an English
domestic market. 86 From the mid-1570s, under royal encouragement, the English
gradually displaced the Basque and Portuguese fishermen in the Newfoundland fishery
to dominate it. Sacks and Cell stated that the English interest in the New World cod
trade was further stimulated by Elizabeth’s conflicts with Spain, which disrupted the
settled pattern of English trade with Iberia. Some idle ships were diverted into
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Figure 3.1 Trade routes used by the West Country merchants in the Cardinal
and Spanish cloth industries in the early 1600s

privateering but many more were available to fish across the Atlantic, 87 and the
increased trade was sufficient to serve export markets. Their first continental market
was with France in the 1570s.88 Pope states this trade first arose to solve balance-ofpayments problems for English in buying French wine.89 Trade expanded clandestinely
to include Spain through French Biscayan port trade in the 1580s.90 The return cargoes
were mainly salt and wine, and then wool and iron.91 The demand for salt fish in Spain
was possibly influenced by the victualing needs of the Spanish military, which were
engaged on many new military fronts.92 Grafe offers another reason, suggesting that the
87
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demand for cod within Spain and Portugal was driven instead by the need for a low cost
protein.93 Both these arguments rest on Iberian demand. A third possibility is that the
English merchants needed another product to replace their declining cloth exports
disrupted by the war with Spain. This latter argument rests on a continued demand in
England for Iberian products,94 including wool, dyes, and oil. Spanish wool, dyes, and
oil were entering the West Country from at least the early 1600s via these new trade
links. All of these reasons may have been contributory.
The cod trade progressed in phases. Firstly, West Country merchant/mariners
fished seasonally for Newfoundland and New England cod. Then the same mariners
began more heavily exploiting New England stocks as the colonies were first
established. The first triangular trade, that is a direct voyage from the cod grounds to the
Continent, is recorded in 1584 from Newfoundland.95 By the 1630s a triangle of trade
had emerged through which English merchants, many London-based, took goods to the
New England colonies, bought cargoes of cod from local merchants, and then
exchanged the fish for Spanish wool and other goods in Spain, some of which was
destined for the West Country clothiers and felt hat makers. Contemporaries considered
that direct voyages from Newfoundland to the Continent were the norm.96 The English
trade was to French Biscay ports and southern Spanish ports,97 and after 1612, extended
to Biscay Spanish ports including Bilbao.98
Weymouth merchant/mariners participated in the cod fisheries from at least the
1570s.99 Despite limitations, the port books of Weymouth show both the re-export and
triangular trade. The ships leaving for Newfoundland were generally not recorded in
English port books.100 Nor did records of fish and oil appear if they sailed directly for
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the Continent and the whole cargo was sold there. From the 1580s onwards, there was a
sizeable fleet of ships going each year from Weymouth to the Newfoundland, and later
also to the New England, fishing grounds. Their trade fits into the narrative of English
merchants seeking a replacement good as the market for English cloth in Spain was lost.
At first, the Weymouth merchants were Iberian traders, taking English cloth there and
returning with a suite of items including wool, dyes, and oil. As a consequence of the
Spanish war, they shifted into both privateering and fishing for cod in the 1580s, first
off Newfoundland and later also New England waters before and during the early years
of colonisation in the 1620s.
The Pitt and Mounsell families were among these Weymouth fishers and
participated in the development of the industry generally and the early direct trade
triangles from the 1580s to the late 1620s. In 1587–88, William and Richard Pitt were
going to Newfoundland and fishing there. The composition of their cargoes offloaded at
Weymouth suggests they were first going directly to Biscay ports to sell some of their
catch and then returning to England with the balance, along with French wine (‘vin
vascon, vin sacka’) and Spanish wine (‘vin hispannia’), Bayonne (‘Bayon’) salt, and
dried fruit.101 Further evidence of direct voyages to the Continent from Newfoundland is
found in the dispute involving Richard Pitt that was heard before the High Court of the
Admiralty in August 1591. 102 Pitt had organised a fishing voyage to Newfoundland
using a French bark and crew, and had taken the cargo of fish directly to ‘Spain’ to be
sold. In his deposition, Pitt described how he ‘sente a barcke to Newfoundland on
ffishinge, whiche wente from there to Spaine with such fishe as was taken there’. Cell
believed this was one of the earliest recorded examples of the direct triangular trade
involving cod between English ports, Newfoundland, and European continental
destinations,103 although the examples from the 1587–88 Weymouth port books push
this back further. In 1607, there were numerous voyages by the Weymouth merchants
coming from Newfoundland with fish and train oil with some re-exported from
Weymouth to France (Rouen, Calais, Caen, Cherbourg, Bordeaux) and Spain
(Corunna).
The Weymouth merchant/mariners were also among those fishermen who
created the second trade triangle from the earliest days of the New England colonies.
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John and Matthew Pitt, William Whiteway, Dennis Bond, and James Gould were
foundation investors in the Dorchester Company’s colony at Cape Anne in 1623. The
Reverend John White of Dorchester described the foundation of the colony and its trade
in a deposition.104 He stated the Company was to support itself through onshore cod
fishing. Some of the original Weymouth investors ‘had continued a trade for Cod and
bartering for furs in those parts for divers years before’. Members of the Company
immediately established a trade triangle, which built upon their previous seasonal
fishing ventures off the New England coast. The Company’s first voyage, in 1623,
yielded a good catch of cod in Massachusetts Bay, which was taken directly to Spain. In
1624, the intention was to take the cargo directly to Bordeaux. However, the returning
ship first put into an English port, adding, as White complained, unnecessary cost to the
whole venture. In 1625, the Dorchester Company fished off Newfoundland, having
missed the New England season, and returned with cargoes of cod to Weymouth, which
they hoped to sell in Spain and France.105 ‘John Bond and Company’ received some of
the fish out of the cargo (‘Virginia cod’) and sold it in Bordeaux. 106 Phillip(a) Pitt
received some beaver skins.107 None of these voyages proved very successful, owing to
either poor catches or depressed markets in Spain and France and complications arising
from the colonising venture.108
The Pitts continued to also fish Newfoundland waters. In 1625, John Pitt
contracted to supply Thomas Symonds (William Leonard’s brother-in–law or his son), a
wealthy London merchant, to deliver a cargo of cod from the Newfoundland fishery.
Pitt sent out two ships in his own right, the Alice and the Hopewell, each of 50 tons, but
the fishing failed. To attempt to recoup his losses, Symonds first took action against
Pitt, then, after his death, his widow Alice (James Ashe’s sister), who also soon died,
and then their son Phineas.109
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The Newfoundland and New England fleets operating out of Weymouth faced
other risks. In 1622, the Mayor and bailiffs (one being John Pitt) of Weymouth and
Melcombe Regis, stated that in most years 39 ships went from the port to
Newfoundland, while in that year, only eleven went, because of piracy by ‘the Turks’.
They stated that Weymouth ships went to Spain, Portugal, and beyond the Gibraltar
Straits but almost all were taken or rifled, and up to 50 Weymouth mariners were
currently captive to the ‘Turks’,110 probably in Algiers.111
Trade activities through Weymouth were not accurately recorded. In 1625, no
ships are recorded in the Port Book leaving for Newfoundland or ‘Virginia’ (i.e. New
England) and only three are recorded as returning from there. 112 There is no record of
the two ships owned by John Pitt (the Alice and Hopewell) that definitely went to the
cod banks. The ships recorded returning from ‘Virginia’ are possibly those of the
Dorchester Company. Assuming there was a larger fishing fleet that eventually returned
to Weymouth, and with customable cargoes, then they must have been among the ships
coming from France, or one of the unidentified ports. The port books therefore only
show a partial picture of an irregular and risky trade. However, these West Country
merchants persisted in spite of the risks and they later successfully argued against the
New England Company for free trade in fishing in American waters. 113 Matthew Pitt, as
MP for Weymouth, spoke in Parliament in favour of this free trade perhaps because by
then he had withdrawn from colonising ventures.114
These pioneer Weymouth families secured the supply of Spanish wool and other
raw materials to the English clothiers through the Atlantic trade triangles. This was in
place by 1607. There is no evidence of cloth exports made with Spanish wool or any
imports of Spanish wool in either the 1587–88 Weymouth Port Book. or Middleton’s
110
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accounts.115 William Leonard was importing wool, oil, and dyes through Topsham in
the 1580s and trading to the Shepton Mallet clothiers, so Leonard may have been their
main supplier. By 1606–07, the situation had changed and the Weymouth merchants’
trade in cod, Cardinals, and Spanish wool is evident. John and Matthew Pitt, William
Whiteway, William Mounsell, and Henry Waltham were re-exporting Newfoundland
wet and dry fish, train oil, and English cloth, including one cargo of Cardinals, from
Weymouth to the Continent, and returning with salt, wine, and fruit from France and
Seville oil and dyes from Spain and Portugal.116 They were also the main exporters of
Reading kersies, a medley similar to Webb’s Cloth. As well as Cardinals, the Pitts,
Mounsells, and their kin were trading in traditional textiles and other newly created
textiles such as callimanto, fustian and serges of ‘Englishe makinge’, Spanish satin,
worsted, perpetuanas, Dutch grogram, stuffe, Norwich stuffe, wollsey, and others. The
only cloth known to be made with Spanish wool was the Cardinal cloth. There is no
evidence yet of Spanish Cloth. There was no wool in the Pitts’ manifests in these years,
but other Weymouth merchants imported wool. James Forde imported 46 bags of
Spanish wool in one cargo. John Roy imported Barbary and Turkey wool from Algiers,
some of which he re-exported to Caen.
The cargo of Spanish wool brought in by John Roy is the earliest evidence for
the direct exchange of New World cod for Spanish wool in the Weymouth port books I
studied. This evidence comes from the voyages of the Tomson in 1607, going to and
from Newfoundland and also to Port St Mary in Spain, and bringing in the cargo of
Spanish wool to Weymouth. 117 Some other outward voyages from Weymouth are
unaccounted for and may be explained if there were voyages to Newfoundland and then
directly to the Continent. There were 39 outward voyages from Weymouth and 50
inward voyages recorded for the year. There were voyages from the Iberian Peninsula
(Corunna, Lisbon), French Biscay, and Mediterranean ports (Mallaga, Algiers) to
Weymouth that may have been part of a triangular voyage. In 1610–11, there was still a
good re-export trade in train oil and Newfoundland fish out of Weymouth, and John Pitt
brought in a cargo of Spanish lambs wool. Other merchants brought in Seville oil and
Castille soap.
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The Shepton Mallet clothiers were receiving Spanish wool and other goods from
Weymouth merchants from the very beginning of the New England colonies. In the
1620s, the Weymouth merchants, including the Pitt family, traded in both New England
and Newfoundland cod and brought in cargoes of wool and other goods from Spain.
James Ashe bought over £100 of Spanish wool from his ’Cossin Pitt’ in 1628. This was
most likely Phillipa Pitt, the widow of Matthew Pitt, who was trading out of Weymouth
from 1624 after Matthew’s death. Spanish, French, and Irish wool were all imported
into Weymouth in 1628.118 The Pitts had dropped out of trade by the 1630s and the
Ashes then relied on other merchants with established links to the Newfoundland and
New England trades (see Chapters 4 and 5).
To summarise, the first trade triangle through which Newfoundland cod was
traded directly for Spanish goods through Weymouth had emerged by the late 1580s.
The patterns of trade in imports and exports then changed through the port between
1587 and 1607. Cloth exports to Spain declined and then ceased, and cod exports
expanded. Cardinals began to be exported to France. At the beginning of the Spanish
war, English cloth was being traded for Spanish goods including wool, dyes soap, and
oil. By the end of the war, it was Newfoundland cod that was increasingly being
exchanged for these, and other, Spanish goods. Weymouth merchants began fishing in
Newfoundland waters before the cod trade was tied to Spanish wool.119 By 1607, cod
was being traded for Spanish wool. The merchant/mariners closely connected to the
Shepton Mallet clothiers using Spanish wool were the origin of at least part of their
Spanish wool supply, first through the Newfoundland and then also the New England
trades. The linked exchange of cod for wool, while it occurred from at least the
beginning of the seventeenth century, did not dominate the trade as it later did. The
demand for Spanish wool in England was probably not yet large or stable enough to
influence the trade to the extent Grafe noted it did from the 1630s. 120 The wool first
being brought into Weymouth, and presumably used in Cardinals, was from Portuguese
and southern Spanish ports. This suggests fine Segovia wool, which was exported
through Spanish Basque ports, was not yet being used in the Dorset hinterland. The
strong interdependence of the cod and Segovia wool trades documented by Grafe
developed over time.
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Maintaining trade during the Cockayne Project, 1614–17
The Cockayne Project, approved by James I in 1614, was anticipated to be a disaster by
many clothiers and merchants, and for many it was. It accelerated the decline of some of
the major English textile industries. But the Cardinal and Spanish Cloth clothiers were
not badly affected. In fact their trade emerged in robust shape after the collapse of the
project. This outcome speaks to their ability to adroitly avoid or manage risk. While the
Cockayne Project is justifiably viewed as causing significant damage to England’s
export cloth industry, especially to the broadcloth industry of the West Country, 121
perversely it may have opened up opportunities for the Spanish Cloth industry. But this
was only because these entrepreneurs had outwitted the Cockayne projectors and had
placed themselves to take advantage of the project’s failure.
On the pretext of dyeing and dressing all English cloth before export, but really
to gain control of the Merchant Adventurers’ trade in white cloth, a new company, the
Kings New Merchant Adventurers, gained a charter at the complete expense of the ‘old’
Merchant Adventurers. The project would affect the English coloured-cloth industry,
including the nascent industries using Spanish wool. The West Country clothiers in the
coloured cloth industry would have to trade through a member of the King’s New
Merchant Adventurers to legally sell in the Low Countries and Germany. Their
Cardinals would have to be dressed before export to these markets, which would make
them unsaleable. The ‘old’ Merchant Adventurers were loath to join the new company,
gambling on its failure and then their own reinstatement. To maintain some trade, until
the anticipated failure of the new Company, would require novel marketing action.
The evidence of any trade by the Shepton Mallet clothiers after 1614 is
circumstantial but in aggregate it is substantial. Firstly, they produced Cardinals and
Spanish Cloth both immediately before and after the Cockayne Project. They were
making Spanish Cloth by 1610–11, and a sophisticated industry existed in 1626.
Cardinals are recorded in the 1607–08 Weymouth Port Book,122 after which they were
probably exported through London as by this time Robert Middleton and Robert
Bateman, prominent Merchant Adventurers, had moved to London. Cardinals were
exported by the Merchant Adventurers through London in 1606 and 1613–14. 123
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Shepton Mallet clothiers were making and exporting them in 1618. 124 Secondly, the
new Company constantly complained about clandestine trade through the outports.
Thirdly, the clothiers of Shepton Mallet and their merchant kin became much more
organised, forming their own ‘Companies’ and taking out joint leases over warehouses
in Melcombe in 1614 and 1617, clearly geared towards better coordinating their outport
trade. One good reason for the trade to be better organised, and also hidden, was to
avoid the new Company. They were then able to move immediately after the new
Company collapsed to legitimately export. Lastly, a sophisticated Spanish Cloth export
industry emerges in the primary sources in 1626, indicating a sustained period in
building the industry prior to this (Spanish Cloth was not rated separately and hence did
not appear in customs accounts in any case until the mid-1620s). This evidence points
to deft manoeuvring by these clothiers to protect their new industries.
This group was active in opposing and, I argue, circumventing the new
Company.125 As an MP for London, Robert Middleton led the charge among the ‘old’
Merchant Adventurers in attempting to prevent the Cockayne Project from
proceeding.126 When it was clear James I was likely to approve the new company, the
Merchant Adventurers, through Middleton, made their most vociferous condemnation
yet of the proposed scheme on the floor of the House of Commons on 20 May 1614. 127
Middleton made clear the anticipated damage to the Merchant Adventurers and the
English economy, but also personally to him and his partners. He accused the proposed
new company of having no real interest in dyeing and dressing cloth in England but
rather only of trying to wrest the trade in white cloth away from the Merchant
Adventurers. He went on, Friis says, to plead the cause of the Merchant Adventurers in
the way that would be most intelligible to the Parliament; that is, self-interest. He
asserted that he had ‘as good an inheritance in Trade as any Man hath in his Lands’, that
many families depended on his trade, and that further there was no guarantee that ‘the
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Clothiers, the Bride, would come to this Wedding’. 128 He probably already had
contingency plans in place with those clothiers with whom he dealt, including those at
Shepton Mallet, and knew they were not going to deal with the new company. In 1614,
Robert Middleton and his partner Robert Bateman exported 3,135½ cloths, the largest
consignment of any Adventurers.129 The Company’s exports through London peaked in
1614, prompting the King’s New Merchant Adventurers to charge the old Company
with attempting to flood the market and so impede sales by the new Company. 130
Middleton was doing everything he could to protect the Merchant Adventurers’, and his
own interests, but also preparing for the worst. Middleton and Bateman were also
members of other companies, including the French Company, 131 and were trading to
other ports between 1608 and 1614.132 They had other options on the Continent if they
lost access to their privileged Merchant Adventurer markets.
Once established, the New Merchant Adventurers were immediately concerned
with interloping (unapproved sales by non-member merchants into the new Company’s
export markets), 133 and illegal exporting of cloth through the outports, at their
expense.134 It was clear there was a significant clandestine trade through the outports,
which was seriously undermining the New Merchant Adventurers’ trade. They
repeatedly sought orders to ban it.135
Even as the King was revoking the old Merchant Adventurers’ charter, the
clothiers of Shepton Mallet and their merchant kin from Dorchester and Weymouth,
along with some of the ‘old’ Merchant Adventurers of London, were strengthening their
channels of trade through the outports. Many former freemen of the port, including
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Bateman and Middleton, returned to Weymouth during these years.136 The creation of
their own outport-based ‘Companies’137 or syndicates (my phrase) is evidence of this.
The Weymouth syndicate is indicated through the joint lessees of waterfront property
on the Melcombe Regis quay from May 1614. 138 In the same month of Robert
Middleton’s impassioned speech to Parliament, John Ashe, the 17-year-old son of
James and Grace, paid £40 to his uncle John Pitt to secure a lease over warehouses and
cellars on the quay in Melcombe. His father, James Ashe, and Edward Bisse, another
Shepton Mallet clothier, were named as the grantees. Edward Ashe, James Ashe’s 15year-old son, and who was yet to start his London apprenticeship, 139 witnessed the
lease. The rent went to James Ashe’s sister Margery, the widow of John Mounsell, who
made over the lease to John Pitt on the understanding that she be provided for from the
rent. In 1617, there was a second lease by John Pitt to ‘Edward Bisse of Spartgrove
clothier, James Ashe of Batcombe clothier, Robert Bateman of London merchant and
William Whiteway of Dorchester, merchant’ for a quayside messuage and cellar in
Melcombe. Other Dorchester merchants connected through marriage to this group of
lessees, such as John Bond, John Gould, Henry Waltham, Bernard Troupe, and John
Gardner, may have been involved. In the Port Book for 1614–15, all of these Dorchester
and Weymouth merchants regularly traded on the same voyages together.
This group had experience in collaborating in syndicates on ventures out of
Weymouth. In the late sixteenth century, the ports provided a base for privateering.
Robert Middleton, Robert Bateman, Richard and William Pitt, and John Bond all raised
privateering ventures out of Weymouth from 1588 until the mid-1590s.140 They worked
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together forming syndicates to launch their privateering expeditions. These ventures
brought in fabulous returns for a number of these merchants, who then invested their
rapidly accumulating capital wealth in other trade, including their existing trade in
cloth.141 They refocused upon the cloth trade as they retreated from privateering, still
using Weymouth as a base. In Middleton’s and Bateman’s cases, this move allowed
them to establish in London and invest in the East India, Levant, and other companies,
and also to invest as Merchant Adventurers in a significant trade in cloth out of the
West Country. By 1614, Middleton and Bateman were among the largest exporters of
cloth in the Company of Merchant Adventurers.
The Pitts and the Mounsells also built their wealth in the late sixteenth century
through trade and privateering.142 They acquired considerable property, including leases
over quays and warehouses in Melcombe Regis from the 1570s and large swathes of
quayside property were still held among the families into the 1620s.143 Establishing a
syndicate in response to the Cockayne Project was the application of the same model
that these same merchants had used in their privateering activities. It allowed them to
collaborate more closely to deal with rapidly changing circumstances.
Weymouth would have had a number of advantages for this group in 1614. The
merchants had established markets in France and Spain, which could be used as
alternative destinations to the ‘old’ Merchant Adventurers mart towns, which were now
legally closed to them. The Pitts and Mounsells still dominated municipal affairs in
Melcombe and Weymouth and controlled crucial aspects of the borough and port.144
Robert Bateman was returned as MP in 1614. 145 Robert Middleton gave £100 to
Weymouth and Melcombe Regis in his will in early 1616, to be lent in sums of £25 at 5
per cent per annum to young merchants or others to begin their trade. The first four
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loans were made in October 1616.146 These men probably had the sympathy of the local
customs collectors, which allowed them to disguise some of their cargoes and
destinations.
The merchants of the Weymouth syndicate and broader kinship group increased
their overall cloth export trade in 1614–15 compared to 1610–11. 147 Their custom
entries show them fishing at Newfoundland, dispatching cloth to French ports, and
trading to Spain. John and Matthew Pitt did not record any cloth exports, and Bernard
Toupe’s and William Whiteway’s trade declined slightly, but increased trade in cloth by
John Bond, Henry Waltham, John Gould, and John Gardner more than matched this.
Their main exports were Dorset kersies where the group exported 54 per cent of all
those exported. The group also exported 56 per cent of all Devonshire dozens. These
categories of cloth could have been used to hide both Cardinals and Spanish cloth.
The trade recorded in the Weymouth Port Books shows a change in the types
and numbers of cloth being exported between 1610–11 and 1614–15. These records
show a burgeoning trade in cloth during a time when it could be expected to have been
depressed by the Cockayne Project. Between 1610–11 and 1614–15, there was a
doubling of the trade in Devon dozens and Dorset kersies and perpetuanas. Some
Spanish wool was imported in both periods, which supports the notion that cloth was
being made with it. There is no record of any Cardinals being exported and so they were
either sold locally or their export was hidden.
Looking at the bigger picture, there was a surge in cloth exports of both old and
new draperies through Weymouth and Lyme Regis beginning around 1615 and lasting
through to at least 1626, after which it subsided.148 This pattern is the reverse of trends
for cloth exports through London for this period. The London slump encompassed the
same types of cloth that surged in numbers through the outports.149 In the late 1620s, the
London cloth trade rose as that of the provincial ports declined. Supple attributed these
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fluctuations directly to the effects of the Cockayne Project. 150 This all fits with a
scenario where London merchants, such as Robert Bateman and Robert Middleton,
moved their trade back to the outports to avoid the New Merchant Adventurers and then
gradually moved their trade back to London after the new company’s demise.151
This circumstantial evidence suggests the West Country clothiers and merchants
survived the disruption of the Cockayne Project, with no loss in overall trade, by
shifting their operations back to familiar outports. The effect of the Cockayne Project on
the use of Spanish wool was to cause the Cardinal trade to cease (unlikely given the
wool imports) or be hidden, in both London152 and Weymouth. There is no record of
Cardinal exports in 1614–15 through Weymouth 153 or London. 154 While there is no
customs record of Spanish Cloth during the era of the Cockayne Project, it appeared in
the Ashes’ accounts and the Port Books in considerable numbers soon afterwards. This
shows they had already been making it for some years. This group of clothiers and
merchants took offensive action to protect their trade, and the appearance of a wellestablished Spanish Cloth industry in the 1620s suggests they went further and built
momentum around their new industry despite the disruption in marketing.
These entrepreneurs had created a network of vertical and horizontal integration.
They controlled raw material supply, production, supply chains, and marketing. Having
built such a resilient network they could adapt to changing circumstances and buffer
themselves against threats. They could share ideas and strategies, and keep these secure
within the group. Their response to the Cockayne Project illustrates the advantages of
this strong network. I argue they sought to prevent the project proceeding, but when it
did, they had a contingency plan, and returned their trade covertly to the outports, which
not only saw their industry survive but rapidly expand when the Cockayne Project
collapsed.
150
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Trade after the Cockayne Project, 1618–25
After the New Merchant Adventurers lost their charter, clothiers and merchants moved
quickly to take advantage of the hiatus. Some outport syndicate members, such as
Robert Bateman, were involved in re-establishing the Merchant Adventurers after
1618.
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Other members of the outport syndicate exercised their new-found

independence and greater flexibility in marketing. In July 1618, the Shepton Mallet
clothiers sought approval to export their Cardinals themselves. 156 The clothiers of
Somerset, led by Nathaniel Barnard from Shepton Mallet, asked permission from the
Privy Council to export their blue cloth unwrought and undressed as they had before the
Cockayne Project, and also by themselves, rather than wait for the old Merchant
Adventurers to re-establish their trade networks through London.157 They stated it was
because the Merchant Adventurers were not yet able to. The old Merchant Adventurers
were in the process of re-establishing themselves and were still without a governor. The
clothiers were not necessarily undermining the Merchant Adventurers; rather they may
have been just seeking to legitimise their export trade. The Privy Council agreed to this
request in October 1618, 158 as they were now convinced there was no market for
dressed plunketts and blues on the Continent and also did not want to exacerbate
unemployment in Somerset. This was the final piece of proof that the Cockayne Project
had failed.
Other clothiers shifted their trade to London, but also independently of the
merchant companies. The Ashes are conspicuous in pursuing the marketing of their own
cloth through London from the 1620s, as will be discussed in Chapter 4. James and
Grace’s second son Edward set up in trade in 1624 in London. They had begun to focus
on the marketing of Spanish Cloth around this time. James and Grace’s surviving
accounts began in 1627 and most of their output was of Spanish Cloth, made either of
English wool, a mixture of English and Spanish wool, or of all Spanish wool, with some
residual production of Cardinals.
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Conclusion
I have pieced together evidence from a range of sources to build this picture of the
creation of industries in this period. Sometimes the evidence for my conclusions is
oblique, but altogether a persuasive picture of developments emerges.
An extended kinship group of clothiers, merchants, and mariners were
responsible for establishing the early Cardinal and Spanish Cloth industries based on
Spanish wool. While Benedict Webb introduced new medley manufacture in the West
Country, it was most likely at Shepton Mallet that Spanish Cloth was first made with
Spanish wool around 1610. The clothiers there combined their knowledge of dyeing and
spinning Spanish wool for Cardinal manufacture with Webb’s innovations in medley
manufacture. Their entrepreneurial flair took them into much wider spheres than just
experimenting with Spanish wool. To succeed in the first few decades of these
industries, they needed to innovate in areas of raw material supply, improved
technologies in cloth production, and opening new markets for the finished cloth.
These clothiers were connected to influential outport merchants by kinship and
common Puritan religion. The clothiers came from a small rural area around Shepton
Mallet and were linked strongly to merchants in one outport. They marketed their cloth
through these merchants. They collaborated to develop the trade triangles whereby
Newfoundland and New England cod was exchanged for Spanish wool and other
Iberian products for the textile industry; and by working together they survived the
Cockayne Project.
This collaboration, strengthened by kinship and common religion, put the young
industry on a good footing. The industry was well established by 1627, when good
records of clothiers’ production become available. These records are the focus of the
next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Development of the Spanish Cloth Industry in the 1620s–30s
Introduction
Searching for the emergence of a new industry four hundred years after the event is
challenging. A lack of sources limited the depth of analysis of the first four decades of
the Spanish Cloth industry in Chapter 3. The small volume of sources probably also
reflects the nature of nascent industry. But from 1626, the sources improve dramatically
and these sources show the emergence of a sophisticated industry. One family – the
Ashe family – stands out. Focusing on this family is justified as they were leaders in the
Spanish Cloth industry, but also necessary as their records are the best preserved. The
best evidence of the emerging industry comes from the accounts of James and Grace
Ashe of Westcombe. 1 The accounts of these pioneers describe raw material supply,
manufacturing techniques, production, and marketing. The Ashes’ sophisticated
production of Spanish Cloth evident in 1627 shows they had already been producing it
for some time. James and Grace had 16 years to build their Spanish Cloth trade to the
levels seen in their 1627 accounts, starting from around 1610–11, which is when Watts
estimated the Spanish Cloth industry began at Shepton Mallet.2
In this chapter, I look in detail at James and Grace Ashe’s production. They
were major pioneers in the industry. Their exports of Spanish Cloth in the late 1620s
were at least 7 per cent of the national total, which shows their stature.3 By the 1640s,
their extended family produced around 14 per cent of the exports recorded by Supple. 4
Their production though time illustrates the transition from the production of Cardinals
to Spanish Cloth, and the relative production of the three types of Spanish Cloth, which
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are described at Appendix 1. James and Grace Ashe’s accounts can also be used to
interpret the rhetoric of the protagonists in the trade debates of the time.
A view of broader events enables analyses of the patterns of production and
marketing evident in the Ashes’ trade. Spanish Cloth (Spanish wools) was already being
made by the 1620s. It was sold into a tiny niche London domestic trade, a market which
faltered after a few years. This may explain why historians have overlooked this early
development of an all-Spanish wool cloth in England. I believe the reasons for this
lingering preference for English wool within the new industry are to be found in
domestic mercantile interventions and market preferences and not in any technical
difficulties in using Spanish wool.
The entrepreneurial activities of the Ashes and associated clothiers and
merchants could be promoted or derailed by national and international events.
Government domestic policies had a significant impact on the industry. The ban on the
export of English wool, introduced in 1614, could have initially boosted the domestic
use of English wool over Spanish but depressed it over the long term. Free trade in
coloured cloth would have allowed English clothiers and merchants to quickly adapt
their production to respond to changing fashions. There were international events that
affected the Spanish Cloth trade. The impact of these events could sometimes be
predicted and be quickly responded to through nimble strategy, as happened in the
instance of the establishment of the King’s Merchant Adventurers in 1614, discussed in
Chapter 3. In other instances, the effects were opaque and played out over decades, such
as those resulting from the ban on the export of English wool. The evolution of the
Atlantic trade triangles, exploited by these clothiers and merchants to secure their
supply of Spanish wool, dyes, soap, and oil, highlights their entrepreneurial skill.
As in the previous period, there were strong family and religious links among
the clothiers and merchants active in this phase of the industry’s development. Most of
the key participants were kinfolk and even if not, they shared a strong Puritan faith.
These links are a constant among the participants in the first 80 years of the textile
industries using Spanish wool in England.

The Ashes’ transition from Cardinals to Spanish Cloth
The first comprehensive evidence of the different types of cloth being made of Spanish
wool in this period first appears after 1627, in James and Grace Ashe’s accounts. What
the accounts show is that the Ashes were shifting from making blue cloths, including
Cardinals, to making Spanish Cloth. Other Shepton Mallet clothiers were doing the
130

same. The Ashes’ accounts show that not all of their Spanish Cloth was the same. They
produced cloths worth from £10 to over £30 per cloth and gave these cloths different
names. James and Grace’s accounts are not definitive about their manufacturing
techniques, and so the composition of these different types of Spanish Cloth requires
some interpretation.
There are contemporary sources to aid this interpretation. A ten-year trade
dispute between the Ashes and other clothiers from 1630 to 16405 gives some insights.
In the 1630s, the Spanish Cloth manufacturers around Shepton Mallet complained to the
Privy Council that their cloth was being undersold by clothiers around Frome, notably
the Brewer family, who dyed their cloth in the say (i.e. after weaving and before fulling)
and which was sold misleadingly as ‘Spanish cloth’. Relevant to this thesis is what the
Merchant Adventurers, who supported the Shepton Mallet clothiers in the dispute,
stated in 1640 about the true ‘dyed in the wool’ Spanish Cloth:
That all Say-dyed Cloth is not made of English wooll only, but that some of
these Clothes are made altogether of Spanish wooll, and others mingled wth
English and Spanish wooll, according as they are in price and fineness, and as
is used in the making of such Coloured Cloths as are dyed in the wooll; as is
acknowledged by the Clothiers themselves. And those Cloths dyed in the wooll
are above Comparison exceed the Say-dyed Cloths, and are all for the most part
of £12 and under made of English wooll, and sett farre more people on work.6

The Merchant Adventurers statement that the say-dyed clothiers used Spanish wool is
unreliable, especially since the say-dyers themselves claimed they only used English
wool.7 But I think there is more certainty in what the Merchant Adventurers stated about
the techniques of the medley (i.e. dyed-in-the-wool) Spanish Cloth clothiers. There
were three types of Spanish Cloth: made of all English wool; with a mixture of English
and Spanish wool; and all-Spanish wool. As the Merchant Adventurers were backing
the Spanish Cloth clothiers of Shepton Mallet, including the Ashes, Barnards, and
Strouds, in the ongoing dispute, their statements probably directly reflect the Ashes’ and
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others’ practice, and reflected their practice at least from 1630 when the dispute with the
say-dyers began.
The alternative, contemporary view – that an all-Spanish wool cloth could not be
made in England – was put in a 1656 treatise by ‘W. S. Gent’, who stated:
… the wools of England are superlative to all the world for fineness, except that
of Spanish, which neither by itself, nor by incorporation with the wools of any
other nation, will be wrought into any cloth, without the help and mixture of
English wools; which being carded together (as by English clothiers they are)
they produce the richest mixture in clothing, which the whole world can show.8

The same view was still being put as late as 1675 in a submission to the House of
Commons. The author stated that Spanish wool was too soft and short to be used in the
warp, which required English or Irish wool.9
But the technical hurdle in making a Spanish wool warp in England had already
been overcome, copying Dutch innovations. There was a dramatic improvement in the
quality of Leiden lakens around 1630, which Chorley implies was the result of the
invention of the carded Spanish wool warp. 10 Different types of Spanish wool were
being used in the warp and weft of lakens, with ‘petit’ Segovia wool being used only in
the weft.11 Rogers believes that scribbling was the crucial innovation. Scribbling was
well established in the laken industry at Leiden by 1643. 12 Closer reading of
Posthumus’ history of the laken industry may push back that date. An all-carded
Spanish Cloth (Spanish wool) was therefore theoretically possible at Leiden by the early
1640s and probably much earlier. While the Dutch word ‘scribbling’ (schrubbeling)
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only appears after the 1670s in the West Country, 13 probably introduced by the first
Dutch immigrants, Rogers believes the Dutch scribbling bench itself had been
introduced many years earlier. The process was called ‘stock carding’ at Shepton Mallet
in the 1640s 14 but, as Rogers suggests, this carding may actually have been on a
scribbling bench.15 The close contact between Leiden and the West Country through the
Puritan movement over many previous decades supports this interpretation. There was a
strong connection to Leiden from the West Country in the 1620s through the Puritans at
Dorchester. Some of the Ashes’ relatives, such as William Whiteway, and their
associates, such as John Blachford, hosted Dutch Puritans from Leiden visiting
Dorchester.16 Troup also states that the Reverend John White of Dorchester would have
known many of the English Puritan exiles at Leiden.17 Many of the English exiles there,
before they began leaving for America, were employed in textile manufacture, mostly
as weavers (including Thomas Jones formerly of Dorchester), wool carders, and
combers, but also as clothiers and merchants.18 It is therefore plausible for the Shepton
Mallet clothiers to have quickly adopted the innovations from Leiden as they were
invented.
While it challenges the current historiography if the Ashes were making an allSpanish wool cloth by 1627, the Merchant Adventurers’ position allows a more
coherent interpretation of the evidence in James and Grace’s accounts. I propose that,
by quickly adopting the Leiden innovations, the Shepton Mallet clothiers had mastered
an all-carded Spanish Cloth made of Segovia wools by the late 1620s. They were
making Spanish Cloth using Benedict Webb’s innovations, with some being made of
13
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English wool, some with a weft of Spanish wool over an English warp, and some cloths
being made entirely of Spanish wool.
It is likely that the Spanish Cloth (Spanish wool) first made at Shepton Mallet by
the Ashes in the 1620s was the type that needed a heavy warp of Spanish wool to give it
sufficient strength, with a warp:weft ratio of near 1:1, corresponding to what I have
termed ‘Phase 3A’. It is doubtful, as it would become in ‘Phase 3B’, that it was a
‘modern’ lightweight superfine one. Chorley states that the ‘modern’ superfine cloth, in
which improvements in carding and spinning allowed a light warp to be used with a
heavier weft (with a warp:weft ratio of 1:1.5), was not developed on the Continent until
the mid-seventeenth century.19 It was then copied afterwards in England (see Chapter
5).
The evolving nomenclature around Spanish Cloth in the Ashes’ accounts reflects
the emergence of new textiles.20 Those priced from £11 to £24, James and Grace called
‘cloths’, and sometimes ‘mixed cloths’ or ‘coloured cloths’. Some of their most
expensive cloths, at over £24, they called ‘Segovia superfine’ or ‘Segovia Secundo’,
and Grace called them ‘yellow markes’ when she made entries into the accounts.21 She
also identified cheaper red and blue ‘markes’. These are the three types of Spanish
Cloth. A parallel evolution of nomenclature is also evident in the Weymouth customs
records. Spanish Cloth was first recorded in the Weymouth Port Books in 1625 (they
also first appeared in the customs records of the port of London sometime between 1622
and 1628).22 That it was a new product to be rated is evident from the very specific
details entered by the Customs Controller, John Gardner, in order to calculate the
customs due. There was a new catchall in the 1625 Book of Rates that stated any cloth
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not specifically mentioned was to be rated as a ‘narrow-listed pack cloth’.23 Gardner
first entered them as ‘narrowlisted Spanish broadcloth Somerset making’. Variations of
this description were then used over time until he and other officials settled on ‘Spanish
cloth’.24
In summary, I conclude that by the 1620s the Shepton Mallet clothiers were
producing three types of Spanish Cloth, some made entirely of English wool, some with
a warp of English wool and a weft of Spanish, and some made entirely of Spanish wool.
The English clothiers had quickly adopted the innovations of the Leiden laken industry,
to produce an all-Spanish wool cloth, through close contact between other Puritan
clothiers at Leiden and in the West Country. This revised sequence of events gives a
firm platform from which to analyse the Spanish Cloth industry as it appears in the
accounts of James and Grace.

The business strategies of the Ashes and their associates
This chapter focuses upon the patriarch and matriarch of the Ashe family, James and
Grace, because their accounts are the only ones to survive within the family for cloth
production. James and Grace’s activities at Westcombe can be followed from 1627 to
1648.25 The other surviving accounts are from their sons’ merchant houses and their
composite records allow an overall picture of the family’s raw material supply, cloth
production, and marketing to be portrayed.
Several of James and Grace’s sons became clothiers and merchants and their
daughters married others. The family was ambitious and independently developed their
own marketing networks from the 1620s. They established trading houses in London
and Antwerp. They had a shop front in London. They had factors in French ports, and
also traded into the Mediterranean, and to India and the West Indies. They received raw
materials through their merchant kin. The integrated business created by James and
Grace Ashe, with their sons, sons-in-law and wives, and others, provided both vertical
and horizontal integration of manufacturing and marketing functions for the family’s
trade. These strategies are explored below.
23

Commissioners of Customs, The Rates of Marchandizes, as they are set down in the Booke of Rates,

for the Custome and Subsidie of Poundage, and for the Custome and Subsidie of Clothes, London, F.
Kingston, 1625, unpaginated (see EEBO, STC 7694.3, image 51).
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TNA, E 190/876/6, Port Book of Weymouth and Melcombe Regis, 1635–36.
TNA, C 107/20/1; TNA, C 107/17/6.
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Production strategies
In the decade before 1627, the year that James and Grace Ashe’s surviving accounts
began, the family and other leading Shepton Mallet clothiers were probably producing a
range of types of cloth, innovating in blue and medley cloth and using Spanish wool in
some of the better cloths of both. These clothiers then shifted their production towards
Spanish Cloth. In 1634, James ‘Aysh’, John ‘Aysh’, Nathaniel Barnard, Abraham
Cooke, Thomas ‘Strod’, Henry Albin, and Phillip Bradford, in a petition to the Privy
Council, identified themselves and unnamed others as makers of Spanish Cloth.26 Isaac
Cooke and James Bisse from Shepton Mallet can be added to this group, 27 as can John
Barnard.28 The Ashe family expanded production from their Westcombe base into other
West Country locations with James and Grace’s sons becoming clothiers. Samuel Ashe
was a clothier at Stowford on the Frome River.29 In 1621, John Ashe married Elizabeth
Davison and moved to Freshford 30 where he began producing cloth at his father-inlaw’s mill on the Frome.
Henry Davison and his wife Anne (née Chivers) 31 had been producing
broadcloth at Freshford since the early 1600s. In 1621, their daughter Elizabeth came of
age. The couple had no male children at that time; their only son Joseph was not born
until 1628. A marriage to an ambitious young man who was already in trade, like John
Ashe, probably suited both families. The connection between the Ashes and the
26

TNA, SP 16/28, fol. 9; TNA, PROB 11/187/260, Will of Abraham Cooke, clothier of Shepton Mallet,

1641; TNA, PROB 5/4919, Inventory of Isaac Cooke of Shepton Mallet; TNA, PROB 11/228/222, Will
of Henry Albin clothier of Upton Noble Somerset, 1653; TNA, PROB 11/249/359, Will of Phillip
Bradford clothier of Batcombe Somerset, 1655.
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Davisons was multi-stranded. Henry Davison inherited Knowle Parke at Shepton
Montague in 1604, close to the Ashes’ base at Westcombe. Henry’s son Thomas would
later become a clothier at Batcombe. 32 Henry Davison’s sister Rebecca had earlier
married Upton Bisse33 of Shepton Mallett.34 Both Upton and his clothier father Edward
Bisse were involved with the Weymouth/Melcombe Regis syndicate in 1614 and
1617. 35 The Davisons were therefore within the orbit of those clothiers making and
marketing cloth made with Spanish wool. Nor did the Davisons retreat from trade as
both Anne and Elizabeth were actively involved in managing production, including
when John Ashe moved to London during the Civil War, as will be discussed in Chapter
5.
There are no records of what John Ashe produced at Freshford, until 1634 when
he declared to the Privy Council in a trade dispute that he was producing Spanish
Cloth. 36 John Ashe probably reoriented the trade established by his father-in-law to
focus on medleys. From the 1640s, his cloth sales are preserved in the accounts of his
two brothers in London. John Aubrey was wrong, however, when he declared, based on
later statements from Samuel and James Ashe, John’s sons, that:
Mr John Ash of Freshford in Somersetshire was the second that made medleys
(after Benedict Webb), who improved the art, and got a great estate by it
tempore Caroli primi. He was the greatest cloathier in his time tempore Caroli
primi.37
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It is reasonable to assume John Ashe began making medleys when he moved to
Freshford from Westcombe in the 1620s, by copying his father and other clothiers from
Shepton Mallet. What he most likely did do was to make further improvements in its
manufacture.
The Ashes were aggressive in purchasing property to expand their production.
Crucial to this strategy was the control of fulling mills, which could be used to finish
their own and other clothiers’ cloth and also to control the marketing of other clothiers’
output.38 James and Grace first had a fulling mill on the River Alham at Westcombe on
the southern slopes of the Mendip Hills.39 The family then acquired a suite of manors
with mills within the Avon River catchment. The first, on the River Frome, which ran
off the northern slopes of the Mendips, was the Davisons’ mill at Freshford in 1621.
The Ashes then acquired in 1622, Wingfield and Stowford manors with two fulling
mills on the Frome River,40 in 1639, Westbury Mauduits on the Biss with one mill,41
and in 1652, Teffont Evias on the River Nadder with two mills.42 The Ashes also had a
mortgage over the Chivers’ two fulling mills at Quemerford on the River Marden from
the 1630s, which was disputed in later years. 43 John and Edward acquired another
fulling mill at Beckington, further up the Frome Valley from Freshford, from Robert
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Webb’s grandson in 1633–34.44 This sale was the subject of legal acrimony as Robert
Webb, Jr believed he had been misled by the Ashes, to which they responded angrily.45
Beckington manor became a significant focus for their production.
The new industry required specialisation within the putting-out system. James
and Grace employed close to one hundred weavers, who can each be identified by the
cloth marks included in the margin of the accounts against their cloths.46 I could identify
only ten weavers among these who made Spanish Cloth (Spanish wools) reflecting the
technical challenges in its production, especially in making a Spanish wool warp. These
same ten also wove the cheaper cloths. The other 90 weavers focused on lower quality
cloths, using English wool or Spanish wefts on an English warp. Weavers were paid by
the piece and there were many complaints at the time from weavers in the West Country
about exploitation by clothiers.47 But James and Grace would need to have encouraged
their weavers to adopt new practices. So the relationship, at least with the more skilful
of the weavers, must have been cooperative, out of necessity, if not respect. 48 The
medley industry also drove specialisation in other parts of the industry. For example,
the market spinners, who sold their yarn in the market rather than being employed
directly by the clothiers, had a better trade with the coloured clothiers than the white
broadcloth clothiers.49 After the failure of the top-down Cockayne experiment, groundup developments were now leading to successful specialisation in the coloured cloth
textile industry.
A distinguishing feature of the Spanish Cloth sold by James and Grace Ashe
was the diversity of colours, including some striking shades. Their names, found in the
accounts, reached a peak in creativity in the 1630s, and included ‘claret wyne, partridge
44
45
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grey, grasse green, bever grey, French ware gold, sea greene, stone grey, parott greene,
and sad sinimon’. The Ashes experimented with new combinations of dyes in their
dyehouse at Westcombe, and with mixes of coloured wools. To produce their range of
colours they used a suite of dyestuffs. The dyestuffs that appear in the family accounts
were galls, woad, indigo, pernambucco wood, cochineal, copperas, and brazil wood.
Cochineal and dyewoods in particular broadened the pallet of colours.50 However, some
cloths were of plain colours, for example black, which attracted a premium price. There
were also white cloths. Such plain-coloured Spanish cloth appears earlier than the date
of 1687 stated by Mann for the creation of Spanish cloth of one colour. 51 There were
also a few examples of cloth of two colours. This suggests that some wool was dyed
before spinning, but not mixed to create a medley yarn. Cloth of two colours could be
created by using two different solid coloured yarns, as was done in some Dutch
lakens.52 Following Benedict Webb’s example, the later Spanish Cloth clothiers were
looking to capitalise on emerging trends in fashion.
The Ashes, and associated families, sought to dominate the new industry by
expanding their overall production and also by gaining control of fulling mills, which
were the crucial element of production and marketing infrastructure in the rural
component of their business. They were also aggressive in challenging competition
from competitors who had achieved an advantage or posed a challenge in production,
which is apparent in the controversy with the say-dyers, who could have sold their cloth
in the same market at a cheaper rate, and in their disputes over property. These disputes
were with individuals who were outside their circles of kin and common Puritan
religion. The Ashes were equally as assertive in seeking new markets for their Spanish
Cloth.
Marketing strategies
The Ashes’ marketing interests expanded in London as they declined in the outports.
Nothing more is heard of the warehouses in Weymouth and Melcombe after 1617. The
evidence suggests the Ashes moved from selling through merchants in the outports to
developing their own local and export trade focused on London from the mid-1620s. It
50
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was James and Grace’s second son Edward who first represented the family in London.
Edward was a signatory to some of the Melcombe warehouse leases in 1614 when he
was only 15 years old.53 He had entered a seven-year apprenticeship in London by 1616
as a Draper. 54 Edward was made a freeman of the Company in 1624. He took on
apprentices himself, including William Stroud from Shepton Mallet in 1632, his
younger brother Jonathan around 1639, and his nephew Joseph Ashe in 1654. 55
Jonathan became a freeman of the Company in 1646 with Edward Ashe as his master. 56
Edward traded from tenements in Candlewick Street and other properties leased from
the Clothworkers’ Company.57
Edward and Jonathan traded individually and in partnership. Their accounts, of
which eight survive, are one of the best sources of information about the expansion of
the Spanish Cloth industry from the 1640s to 1660s.58 The Groote Boeck runs from
1640 to 1643 and records their cloth trade to all markets. The second book, titled
‘Edward and Jonathan Ashe and Company of Paris’, runs from November 1645 to
1651. This company was formed to trade principally with customers in Paris and some
other French towns via the port of Dunkirk. The Dutch embargo on English coloured
broadcloth from 1614 in response to the Cockayne Project could have encouraged the
Ashes to develop their French market. They may also have been aware of Benedict
Webb’s favourable assessment of the Paris market. In both books, there are also some
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sales through other northern European and Mediterranean ports, and to London
customers. Edward and Jonathan’s other account books cover their trade to various
other locations, and purchases of raw materials, particularly Spanish wool.
Other family members were involved in the Ashes’ trading activities though
London. Some of James and Grace’s sales from the 1640s onwards appear in the Groote
Boeck and the Paris accounts.59 Each cloth was given a unique identifying number. This
allows cross-referencing of the production and sale of individual cloths. 60 Edward’s
brother Samuel was also selling cloth through the company. Edward Harris ran a retail
outlet in London, buying from his Ashe brothers-in-law. There was a regular trade
through Joseph Ashe in Antwerp.61 John Ashe of Freshford’s son, also John, and his
son-in-law John Shaw were his factors in Antwerp, and were still there at the time of
John, Sr’s death in 1659.62 It seems John of Freshford was both selling cloth through his
brothers in London and Antwerp and trading in his own right through his factors in
Antwerp. The family also had factors in Dover and Dunkirk.
By establishing trading houses in London and Antwerp, and factors on the
Continent, the Ashes consolidated their access to both domestic and international
markets. They were able to bypass the main London cloth market at Blackwell Hall and
independently develop new markets. This was further enabled when Parliament reduced
the export privileges of the Merchant Adventurers from 1624, allowing all comers to
trade in coloured cloth. 63 How they met and adjusted their production to meet these
markets can be seen in James and Grace Ashe’s accounts.
James and Grace Ashe’s patterns of production
James and Grace Ashe’s accounts give details of the types of cloth they produced, their
prices, and markets. Their trade can be followed from 1627 through to 1643 in their
joint accounts, with a short gap, 64 and then to 1648 in Grace’s accounts, when she
59
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carried on alone after James died. Their trade dropped off dramatically after 1643 and
had petered out by 1648 just before Grace died.
Consistent with the Merchant Adventurers’ statements65 I have assumed that the
Ashes’ cloth worth less than £12 per piece was Spanish Cloth (English wool); that the
cloth identified in their accounts as ‘Segovia’ was Spanish Cloth (Spanish wool), the
cheapest of which was £24/piece; and that any other cloth worth between £13 and
£24/piece was Spanish Cloth (mixed wool), i.e. made with an English wool warp and a
Spanish weft. In Grace’s accounts for 1645–48, she called her cloths ‘markes’ rather
than Spanish Cloth. She recognised three types of markes – red, blue, and yellow – with
the colour indicating quality and not hue; there is, for example, a grey blue marke
entered. Her red markes were worth around £12, blue markes around £16, and the
yellow ones over £27 per cloth. These three types correlate with the schema outlined
above, that is, of cloth made of all English wool, a combination of English and Spanish
wools, and all Spanish wool.66 This schema is also reinforced by James and Grace’s
substantial purchases of Spanish wool in some years. Only some could have been
absorbed in their production of ‘Segovia’ cloth,67 with the balance being used in the
wefts of their second quality cloths.
James and Grace dealt almost exclusively in coloured textiles (see Table 4.1).
They had a small trade in traditional coloured cloth and in the relatively new Cardinals
but the vast bulk of their trade (85%) was in Spanish Cloths. From 1627–48 they sold
3,831 Spanish Cloths, of which 900 (23%) were Spanish Cloth (English wools), 2,405
(63%) were Spanish Cloth (mixed wools), and 526 (13%) were Spanish Cloth (Spanish
wools). At the peaks of their trade, between 1627 to 1632 and 1638 to 1642, James and
Grace were selling 300 to 350 cloths per year. Their small trade in the traditional
coloured textiles such as Russells, watchetts, and azures ceased by 1632. Their
miniscule Cardinal trade ceased by 1636.
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Table 4.1 The types and amounts of cloth produced by James and Grace
Ashe at Westcombe, 1627–48
a

Cloth Type

Price

Years sold

Total sold

various

1632–42

36

£17–£20
£8–£9
£17–£19
£16
£15–£19
£12
£11
£10

1627–29
1627–29
1628–29
1628–32
1627, 1638
1636
1636
1636

61
54
41
5
5
2
1
1

£17–£18
£34

1628–36
1628–36

2
6

£10–£12

1627–47

900

£13–£24

1627–48

2405

£24–£29c
£24–£28
£24
£29–£37
£31
£34

1647–48

11

1627, 1631–38
1633
1627–1640
1628–32
1631, 1636

256
1
253
3
2

Miscellaneous
Wrappers (various types)b
English wools
Russells
Watchetts
Half cloths
Azure
Whites
Drap de bery
Frysse
Locks (Lockrams?)
Cardinals
Segovia fine (Secundo) azure
Segovia superfine azure
Spanish Cloth
English wool
Cloth and Red Markes

Mixed wools (English warp & Spanish weft)
Cloth and Blue Markes
Spanish wool
Yellow Markes
Segovia fine (Secundo)
Segovia fine (Secundo) white
Segovia superfine
Segovia superfine white
Segovia superfine black

TOTAL

4045

Notes
a
Spanish cloths and azures were around 25 yards in length. Drap de bery, frysse, and locks were
20 yds. No lengths are specified for the other cloths.
b
The names in italics are those used in the Ashes’ accounts.
c
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Two were priced at £22, which I have treated as an anomaly.

James and Grace Ashe’s trade in Spanish Cloth became more specialised at
times, as can be seen in Figure 4.1. They were only selling between 12 and 28 cloths per
year of the Spanish Cloth (Spanish wools) type up to 1632. However, given that most
historians doubt that any English cloth was made wholly of Spanish wool at this time, it
is a significant finding. There was a slump in their overall cloth sales between 1633 and
1637. Interestingly, they sold the most Spanish Cloth (Spanish wools) during these lean
years, with a peak of 78 such cloths sold in 1633, which made up 40 per cent of their
annual trade for that year. In 1635, they sold 43 of these cloths, which made up 48 per
cent of the annual trade. These all-Spanish wool cloths were mostly sold to London
retailers, and the cloths held a market in London for a brief period in the 1630s.
Thereafter, trade declined, and between 1639 and 1648, the Ashes sold only around five
all-Spanish wool cloths per year.
Figure 4.1 James and Grace Ashes Spanish Cloth sales, 1627–48
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Note: Each cloth is assumed to be 24 yds in length. There are no data for 1630 and 1644.
Wrappers not counted.
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Each of their main buyers focused upon different products and sold into
different markets. The merchants who traded with James and Grace and their purchases
are shown at Table 4.2. James and Grace sold cloth to 14 merchants, of whom nine
bought more than 100 cloths over the 20-year period covered by the accounts. The
largest buyers by far were their sons Edward and Jonathan in London, who specialised
in the cheaper types of Spanish Cloths for the Paris market. They bought 2,230 cloths of
which only 63 were the luxury Spanish Cloth (Spanish wools). In contrast, George
Garratt bought 428 cloths, 384 of which were made of all-Spanish wool. Garratt, a
major London merchant, was their only customer to specialise in Spanish Cloth
(Spanish wools). The other seven merchants who bought over 100 cloths each bought
only a handful of the expensive cloths made of all-Spanish wool.68
The Ashes showed the flexibility to move from high volume/low value output to
low volume/high value output and for different markets. When they focused upon the
Paris market, selling through Edward and Jonathan in London, they produced a higher
number of medium- to low-value cloths. This seemed to be a reliable market, with sales
to the same Paris retailers for many decades. The opportunity to specialise in a smaller
volume of high-value all-Spanish wool cloth for the London market could have realised
them a similar profit (see below), but this proved to be an ephemeral market. The main
purchaser, George Garratt, specialised for a few years in marketing this high-value
cloth, but had ceased buying it by 1638. There are many potential explanations:
Garratt’s business could have declined; Spanish wool was difficult to procure or was too
expensive; or there was no market for such high-quality English cloth. But Garrett was
still in business, as he became Master of the Drapers’ Company in 1641–42, served as
an Alderman in London from 1641–47, 69 and presented a proposed peace treaty to
Charles I in Oxford in January 1643 partly motivated about concern for trade to and
from London.70 The selling price of James and Grace’s Spanish Cloth (Spanish wools)
rose steadily from £24 to £35/cloth between 1627 and 1642. 71 Something that

68
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Table 4.2 Merchants who bought cloth from James and Grace Ashe, 1627–48
Location

Merchant
Name

Profession

No. of
cloths
bought

Purchases of
Spanish Cloth
(Spanish wool)

Edward Ashe

Draper

London

2230

63

George Garratt

Draper

London

428

384

Edward Harris

Retailer

London

303

13

George Antrobus

Merchant Taylor

London

298

8

William Essington

Merchant Adventurer, London
Levant Co.

184

18

Ezra Shorley

Woollen draper

Blandford

157

11

Morris Aldridge

Woollen draper

Salisbury

154

3

Robert Elliot

Merchant

Bristol

125

4

Thomas Woodward

Woollen draper

Bristol

109

4

Richard Churchill

Woollen draper

Dorchester

18

9

William Elkington

Merchant

London

12

3

Morris & Syste
Aldridge

Woollen draper

Salisbury

10

3

Richard Sherbrooke

Merchant Taylor

London

9

0

Joseph Ashe

Factor Antwerp

Antwerp

2

2

Mr Chamberlain

London

2

0

Royal Court

London

1

0

George Gryste

London

1

0

Freshford

1

0

Sherborne

1

1

John Ashe

Clothier

Mr Whetcombe

had also changed was that the Dutch had expanded the production of their lakens fourfold between 1634 and 1638,72 and were exporting it, despite a very stiff tariff of 10s/yd
on lakens sold in England.73 Garratt could have lost his market in competition with the
Dutch lakens. Flexibility to change the mix of products allowed the Spanish Cloth
clothiers to adapt to such changes in demand and the Ashes rapidly expanded their
production of cheaper cloths for export as this local market faded.
James and Grace may have made similar returns from either higher volume
production of cheaper cloths or lower volume production of more expensive cloths. This
72
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is despite a variable turnover of between £4,000 and £1,500 per year for each strategy.
Prime variables in determining the Ashes’ overall profit are the relative price of English
and Spanish wools and the selling price and return on each type of cloth. The cost of
wool was a significant component of the total cost of the finished cloth. As Munro has
shown, for luxury woollens in the medieval period the wool accounted for 60 to 75 per
cent of the cost of production, with other raw materials (oils, fullers earth, teasels, and
dyes) accounting for another 10 per cent. 74 For cheaper woollens, Munro quotes wool
costs of around 30 per cent of the total cost of production.75 These contrasts are still
valid for early modern England. Mann, using Sir Matthew Hale’s costs for a coarse allEnglish wool medley cloth from the mid-seventeenth century, calculated manufacturing
to account for 62 per cent and wool 38 per cent of the costs.76 Using the same data but
replacing coarse English wool with superfine Spanish wool, I calculate, from prices
paid for wool by the Ashes (discussed below), costs swung to 60 per cent being the cost
of wool. The extra cost of the wool would be about £6.6.0/cloth. 77 But the huge
difference in selling price for an all-Spanish wool cloth (£24 to £37/cloth from 1627 to
1641) compared to an all-English wool one (steady at £10 to £12/cloth) could more than
compensate for the increased cost of the wool, and also a differential in the cost of yarn.
Mann notes of high-quality Spanish Cloth that ‘the profit … is substantial enough to
explain how it was possible to become rich by manufacturing such cloth’.78 The Ashes
therefore could have made a good net return from selling a small number of valuable
Spanish Cloths (Spanish wool) or selling a large number of Spanish Cloths (English
wool).
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The Ashes’ sales fit the changing patterns of trade after the collapse of the
Cockayne Project, when there was a dramatic drop in cloth exports through outports
such as Weymouth and a corresponding increase in London cloth exports from 1625 to
1640, a reversal of the previous decade.79 The advantages to West Country clothiers in
trading through London re-emerged once the New Merchant Adventurers collapsed in
1617. The only time subsequently that James and Grace turned away from London was
around 1634, the same date that the old Merchant Adventurers regained control of the
export of coloured cloth to their privileged markets. 80 After the experience of the
Cockayne Project, the Ashes were possibly wary of trading through the old chartered
companies. James and Grace normally sold over 90 per cent of their cloth through
London. They turned briefly to the outports in 1633–34, selling 48 per cent of their
cloth to merchants in Bristol, Salisbury, and Blandford. This trade is outlined in Table
4.3. But by 1638–39, James and Grace had shifted decisively back to exporting through
London, selling 93 per cent of their cloth there.
When the Ashes did trade through the outports, this echoed some of the Shepton
Mallet clothiers’ earlier trade patterns in the west. In addition to the general surge
through Bristol in 1634–35, James and Grace continued to make some limited sales in
the West Country to Dorset merchants (Table 4.2 and 4.3). They sold ‘Secundo’, ‘blue
markes’, and ‘red markes’ to several Dorset woollen drapers from 1632 to 1642, which
could have been exported. Most notably, in 1636, they sold 18 cloths to Richard
Churchill, woollen draper of Dorchester.81 Churchill had married into the Blachfords, a
major merchant family who exported Spanish Cloth and imported wool through
Weymouth.82 Between 1632 and 1640, the Ashes also sold 125 cloths to Ezra Shorley,
woollen draper of Blandford, including some Segovia cloths. It was Grace who
managed the trade with Ezra Shorley suggesting some links through her family
79
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remained. 83 Most of the Ashes’ kinfolk among the Weymouth and Dorchester
merchants had progressively dropped out of the export and fishing trades between 1625
and 1636 and entries for them decline in the Weymouth Port Books. John Mounsell, the
retired merchant/mariner of Weymouth, at the time of his death in 1637, still had ‘£400
or £500’ invested with John Ashe at Freshford, and further moneys with James Ashe
‘clothier’ at ‘Batcombe’, probably invested in the Ashes’ cloth production.84 James and
Grace were in their late seventies themselves by then and had outlived many of their
close merchant kin.
Table 4.3 Cloth sales by James and Grace Ashe in London and outports in
selected years
Cloth sales

Trading year

Merchant

Location

1627–28

1633–34

1638–39

1640–41

Edward Ashe

London

236

32

488

564

Edward Harris

London

218

22

George Antrobus

London

232

George Garratt

London

97

William Essington

London

19

Robert Elliott

Bristol

39

Thomas Woodward

Bristol

43

Morris Aldridge

Salisbury

49

31

1

Ezra Shorley

Blandford

31

21

13

Simon Wetcombe

Sherborne

% through London

123

25

12

1
100

52

93

96

That the Ashes’ cloth was fashionable is evident from their sales in 1640–41 to
‘Henry Seymour of the Bedchamber to the Prince’. 85 Seymour was groom of the
bedchamber to the young Prince Charles from 1638.86 Their cloth was clearly of high
enough quality to satisfy royal taste and the reference in Richard Watt’s 1641 poem to
83
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being invested with leaves of Ash may be a metaphor for the Ashes’ cloth sales to the
Royal household:
… That Kings and Nobles have thought fit to weare
Our country cloth, and cloth of gold forbeare;
Yea our dread Soveraigne (Must be not too rash)
Hath beene invested with leaves of Ash …87

Grace continued the business after James died. Her sons Edward and Jonathan still sold
her cloth in Paris.88 But her trade declined quickly between 1645 and 1648, when she
ceased trading. Since she was in her eighties this decline is not surprising. She used her
account book to record the intended beneficiaries of her estate. She also focused upon
clearing debts. The occasional references to her son Samuel suggest that he was taking
over production at Westcombe. James and Grace had been active in trade for at least six
decades, and this longevity must have been a stabilising factor in the new industry.
Wool supplies to James and Grace Ashe
James and Grace identified superfine and fine (‘Secundo’) wool, the two highest grades
of Spanish Segovia wool in their most expensive cloths. There is no evidence that they
bought any third-grade Spanish wool. They did not record what wool they used in the
cheaper cloths, which made up the majority of their trade, although it must have
included second-grade Segovia and English wools. Many purchases of wool were not
recorded, as the amounts required for their cloth production far exceed the documented
purchases. Part of the shortfall may be in smuggled wool. It is possible that the ‘Mr
Ashe’ who was identified smuggling wool in through Lymington in 1617 to avoid
import duties in Southampton was of this family.89 I suspect that much of their Spanish
wool was purchased in London by their sons and not charged to them, and therefore
does not appear in their accounts. Also, only those transactions with other suppliers
where there was a period of credit might have been recorded in the accounts. It is also
possible that local purchases of English wool were recorded in a separate account book,
which has not survived. However, some features of their wool supply can be determined
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from the Spanish and English wool purchases, and cloth sales, recorded by James and
Grace.
The Ashes’ Spanish wool came through south coast ports and London. Their
purchases are shown in Table 4.4. In 1628 they bought £102 of Segovia wool from Mr
Battman (Bateman) and £103 worth from ‘Cossin [Cousin] Pitt’,90 both kinfolk, which
suggests that Weymouth was the port of entry. From then, the Weymouth and
Dorchester merchant/mariners retreated from trade. In 1632, the Mayor of Dorchester
declared that ‘concerning the merchants of this town, none of them have any trade with
Newfoundland, Verginea, or Spayne, save only Mr. John Blachford who is now in
London’.91 The Whites of Exeter were the major outport supplier of Spanish wool to the
Ashes in the 1630s.92 James White and his brother Walter were trading from at least
1628 out of Topsham and specialising in the Spanish trade.93 Stephens thought Walter
White was one of a handful of Exeter merchants trading to Spain and the Islands in
Newfoundland fish and returning with cargoes of iron and wool.94 The customs records
show Walter imported 12.5 tons of Spanish wool in 1636. 95 The Ashes’ payments to the
Whites appear to be out of step with the peaks and troughs of their production, with the
payments concentrated in just two years. One explanation is that the wool was bought
on credit and then paid off after several years, a common practice.96
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Table 4.4 Spanish and English wool purchases and sales by James and
Grace Ashe
Transaction

Date

Price/lb.

4 bags Segovia wool @ £102.07.00 from ‘Mr Battman’a

1628

2s 6d

4 bags Segovia wool @ £103.17.06 from ‘Cossin Pitt’a

1628

2s 6d

Haulage for 9 bags Segovia wool from Londona

1632

8 deliveries of Spanish wool from Walter and James White of
Exeter, £2,424.14.0a

1638–40

Edward Ashe sent 10 bags of Spanish wool containing 2,064 lb.
b
worth £322.08.0 from London to James Ashe

1643

Grace sold wool worth £92.01.0 to 4 clothiers in Shepton Malletc

1646

Grace Ashe sold 200 lb. fine Spanish wool to Thomas Stroud of
Sheptonc

1647

Thomas Stroud paid Grace £71.12.4 for Spanish woolc

1647

Grace Ashe received 3 weight of (English) wool worth 36s the
c
weight from Thomas Stroud, also one weight of abb wool parted

1647

Thomas Stroud paid Grace Ashe £83 for Spanish wool delivered
November 1646c

1647

Sources: a TNA, C 107/20/1;

b

TNA, C 107/20/3, fol. 133;

c

3s 3d

1s 4d

TNA, C 107/17/6

Note: Price per pound of Spanish wool is calculated on a 200 lb. bag (from 1643 data). A
‘weight’ is an English tod (28 lb.). Dates assume January–December calendar year.

James and Grace also received Spanish wool from their son Edward in London,
including buying 10 bags of wool at 3s 3d/lb. in 1643.97 This was most likely just the tip
of a much bigger supply. English wool was probably bought through local wool
merchants. The only record of English wool is for 3 ‘waights’ at ‘36s the waight’ (1s
4d/lb.) bought by Grace from her nephew Thomas Stroud in Shepton in 1647.98 Grace
also sold Spanish wool to Thomas in 1647.99
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The Segovia wool purchased by James and Grace in 1628 was worth around 2s
6d/lb. The price of 3s 3d/lb. paid in 1643 seems to be an anomaly and coincides with a
spike in the export price from Bilbao, with prices quickly returning to pre-war levels.100
By 1648, Edward Ashe was buying Spanish wool in London for 2s 10d/lb.101 Segovia
wool was a cheaper alternative to fine English wool for making their best quality cloths
throughout this period. Ryeland, the alternative English wool to Segovia, was worth
over 3s/lb. 102 The Ashes could have used traditional Isle of Wight wools in their
Spanish Cloth (English wools). It was selling for around 1s 2d/lb., 103 similar to the price
Grace paid for the English wool she bought in 1647.
James and Grace still depended upon the outport merchants for some of their
Spanish wool. They were perpetuating the older trade triangle based upon the
Newfoundland trade. But their purchases show a transition over time from outports to
London and the next generation of clothiers by the 1630s already relied more on the
merchants trading through London to the New England colonies.
Supply of Spanish wool through the evolving Newfoundland and New England
trade triangles
From 1620 to 1640, supplies of Spanish wool to English clothiers, including the
extended Ashe family, gradually shifted from entry through the outports to London,
reflecting changes to the Atlantic trade triangles. While West Country outport mariners
still participated in the Newfoundland fishery, access to the New England fishery began
to be controlled by London export merchants. The amount of Spanish wool imported
into London increased ten-fold between 1629/30 and 1632/33.104 This shows a dramatic
change in the pattern of Spanish trade at that time, and explains the shift in wool
purchases by the Ashes towards London and away from the outports.
Merchants close to the Spanish Cloth clothiers were involved in establishing the
Newfoundland fishery, the New England fishery, and the New England colonies. Many
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also had knowledge of Iberian trade, built over a number of generations. As the New
England cod fishery was developed and taken over by the colonists, these English
merchants used their position and experience to also participate with the colonists in
ongoing trade with Spain. The Spanish Cloth clothiers therefore maintained solid links
into both the established and the emerging Atlantic trade triangles through which they
could receive Spanish wool and ensure continuity in the supply.
The Weymouth mariners had been fishing off New England before permanent
colonies were established.105 It is not surprising that they were investors in some of the
colonising ventures. The Pitts, along with their kin among the West Country cloth
merchants, such as the Whiteways, Goulds, and Bonds, invested in the Dorchester
Company’s plantation at Cape Ann in Massachusetts Bay in 1623. 106 When the
Dorchester Company was wound up and replaced by the New England Company in
1628, some of these merchants renewed their investment although the Pitts did not
make the transition.107 Finally when the New England Company was absorbed into the
Massachusetts Bay Company in 1629 another suite of merchants, some with links to the
Shepton Mallet clothiers, became involved in establishing, and trading with, the new
company. This continuity ensured an ongoing supply of wool to the Ashes.
Nathaniel Wright was a foundation investor108 and director of the Massachusetts
Bay Company and his close trading associate Matthew Craddock was the original
governor. They were both members of the London based sub-company that had a
privileged position in the colony’s trade through the 1630s.109 Craddock, in 1640, was
one of the first to propose that the colony commence a colonially based cod fishing
industry.110 New England merchants in partnership with London merchants, including
Nathaniel Wright, Benjamin Whetcombe, and his partner, Joseph Jackson developed
105
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this industry.111 The Whetcombes, who sold Spanish wool in the 1640s to their Ashe
kinfolk, were foundation investors in all three New England colonial companies112 and
were trading in New England cod from at least the early 1630s. 113 The Jacksons were
involved in the triangular trade from Bristol, south coast ports, and London to
Newfoundland and the New England colonies from the early 1600s 114 to as late as the
1660s.115 Joseph Jackson was trading with his brothers Miles and John out of Bristol116
and to London through the Whetcombes. Phillip Jackson was their resident factor in
Bilbao from 1635 to 1649 before returning to England.117
The New England cod trade was different in a number of respects from the
Newfoundland one. Fishing was conducted year round, rather than just in summer. Also
it evolved from partnerships between English merchants mainly from London and
Bristol, with colonial counterparts. English merchants, many London based, sent out
goods needed in the New England colonies. The New England merchants managed the
procurement of the fish, from isolated fishing communities along the New England
coast. Sale of the cod and purchase of wool and other products in Spain were organised
111
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by resident factors answering to the London merchants. 118 Given the huge distances
involved, trust was built through long-term relationships, often between related
individuals. Most of the merchants were Puritans which was almost a necessity given
the religious underpinnings of the New England colonies. Later the colonial merchants
undertook the shipping of the cod to Spain themselves.119
Grafe described the New England colonial triangle by combining records of the
departures of ships from English ports for the American colonies with the arrivals and
departures of the same ships in Spain, and the eventual arrival back in the English home
port of the ships many months later. 120 The example she quotes is The George of
Barnstaple, which travelled to ‘Virginia’ with small cargoes of mercery and
haberdashery, from there carried cargoes of cod to Bilbao, and then brought mainly
Segovia wool, lambs wool, and iron back to Barnstaple between 1632 and 1641.
My study shows how the Ashes’ supplies of Spanish wool can be explained
through the chronological changes in the cod trade. They initially received Spanish
wool through the Newfoundland triangle through outport merchants to whom they were
related, such as the Pitts, or whom they knew through Puritan networks. Arguably they
did so from the very beginning of their experimentation in Spanish wool. In the 1630s,
the Ashes received wool through the Newfoundland and New England triangles, which
entered England through both the outports and London. It could be expected the Ashes
began buying Spanish wool in London after Edward Ashe was established there. The
Whetcombes and Jacksons, who supplied the Ashes, were merchant families that made
the transition as the fisheries developed. They were major wool traders and brought
Spanish wool over many decades into Bristol, Exeter, Barnstaple and other West
Country ports, and London via these trade triangles. They traded from Newfoundland
from at least 1610,121 and from New England from 1632122 until 1651,123 and probably
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longer. 124 Grafe described their trade into Barnstaple in some detail.

125

These

merchants’ continuous involvement in the cod fisheries ensured continuity of supply of
Spanish wool and other raw materials to the West Country clothiers.
The same trade patterns appear in the 1640s. Some West Country
merchant/mariners remained in the Newfoundland trade into the 1640s, including the
White family of Exeter who were suppliers of Spanish wool to James and Grace Ashe.
They also supplied John Ashe at Freshford with wool. The Ashes also received wool
through London. For example, Edward purchased 10 bags, over 2,000 lbs., of Spanish
wool in London for James from Richard Jenny in 1643. Edward bought another 7 bags
from Richard Jenny for John Ashe at the same time.126 It is perhaps not surprising that
James and Grace continued to rely upon the Newfoundland triangle for some of their
supply, given their outport connections. In John’s case, he too probably relied upon it
through the 1620s early in his career, but increasingly relied upon the New England
colonial triangle, and supply through London, as these became more established. By
1645, the pattern of Spanish wool purchases by the Ashes and their kin had shifted
firmly in favour of the London merchants who traded with the New England colonists.
The codfish and the Spanish Cloth industries moved in compatible ways from
the 1620s. The Spanish Cloth clothiers could not have maintained their supply of
Spanish raw materials without the maintenance, expansion, and adaption of the cod
fisheries. The ongoing participation in the fisheries by merchant kin of the clothiers,
over several generations, was crucial. When the Atlantic trade triangles began to be
controlled in England by London rather than outport merchants, the Ashes increasingly
managed their Spanish wool supply through their own London base. Adaption to
changing circumstances was the key to maintaining trade.
The Spanish Cloth industry drew upon both Spanish and English wool. While
those in the industry were adroit at securing their Spanish wool, there were also changes
in the English wool industry that required adaption. A major perturbation was the ban in
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1614 on the export of English wool. While this might have been expected to favour
English users of the wools I argue that this was not necessarily so.
Changes in the supply of fine English wool
Recalling the arguments presented in Chapter 1 about the production of fine English
wool, there are further implications for English cloth manufacture. In 1614 James I
issued a proclamation banning the export of English wool, ostensibly to starve the
Dutch of an essential source of supply. This was followed by bans on the export of live
sheep and of fuller’s earth. 127 These proclamations were all intended to prevent the
Dutch from acquiring the necessary raw materials to expand their production of dyed
and dressed cloth ahead of the New Merchant Adventurers’ anticipated trade in
coloured cloth. The export embargo was expected to starve continental clothiers of their
wool supply in the mistaken belief that better English wool was necessary for the
production of fine cloth there. The ban failed in its immediate objective of denying the
Dutch good quality wool, for they already had an alternative supply from Spain. 128
English policy makers did not see this. The Dutch expanded their industry but used
Spanish wool, in direct competition with English producers, and banned English
imports of finished cloth. Nevertheless, legislation banning the export of English wool
stayed in force throughout the seventeenth century and well beyond.129
These bans failed in their intended aim of inhibiting Dutch industry. I propose
they also had other unintended domestic impacts, and would have been felt differently
in the short and medium terms. Theoretically, limiting the market for English wool to
local manufacturers would result in an immediate glut in England and a reduction in
price. This would have encouraged English clothiers to continue using English wool in
the very short term, in preference to shifting to imported wools. But the longer-term
effect of a slump in price would be for the sheep farmers to shift to alternative products
that were more profitable. Before the 1614 ban, English sheep masters were already
shifting their production to the expanding markets for worsted wool and meat, using
dual-purpose sheep. Better profits could be had from a dual-purpose flock producing
both worsted wool and more meat, compared to one producing fine wool, as discussed
127
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in Chapter 1. The expanding parts of the English textile industry were the draperies
which used lower-quality worsted wools. 130 The market for meat from London and
other towns was being met from an expanding area of the hinterlands, including far into
the West Country.131 The trends in production were already at the expense of fine wool
production. The longer term multi-decadal effect of the ban on export of English wool
in 1614 would be to accelerate the shift from fine wool production to worsted/meat
production. It would therefore have had the exact opposite effect to what was intended.
Is there evidence for this proposition? There was a glut in fine wool production
in England in the early–mid seventeenth century with an accompanying decline in
price. 132 This was mainly due to a slump in broadcloth sales 133 and the consequent
decline in the demand for fine wool. A drop in wool prices overall is evident from the
ongoing government interventions to try to raise the price of the better English wools.
The Staplers had been successful in 1617 in getting home staple towns recognised,
arguing this would raise the price of wool. But they failed, and the price had sunk
further by 1620.134 The Staplers’ monopoly grant was repealed soon afterwards in 1624,
specifically to try to increase the price of wool.135
It also appears that by the mid-1620s more producers had shifted out of fine
wool production. The recognition of the importance of the once-despised wool
‘broggers’ (i.e. brokers) in scouring the countryside to consolidate and market what fine
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wool there was available is a further indication of the problem. The anti-middleman
legislation of 1554 was repealed in 1624, to legitimise the work of the wool broggers in
consolidating geographically disparate supplies.

136

The evidence suggests a

continuation, and probably an acceleration, of the trend of a dwindling supply of fine
English wool, with the consequential government interventions.
Are these short- and medium-term trends evident in the Spanish Cloth
industries? The evidence about short-term impacts is suggestive but inconclusive. From
1604 to 1614, the price of English wool had been falling relative to Spanish wool,137
and prices for English wools continued to decline into the early 1620s. 138 Relatively
cheaper English wool could have slowed English clothiers from adopting Spanish wool.
A reasonable number of Spanish Cloths were made of English wool. All of the Devon
Spanish Cloths were made of coarse English and Irish wools. Up to the mid-1640s,
about 85 per cent of the Spanish Cloths from the district around Shepton Mallet were
made wholly or partly of English wool, if James and Grace’s production is any guide.
So the ban could have favoured the production of the two cheaper types of Spanish
Cloth using medium-quality English wools.
But the multi-decadal trend, which becomes very clear in the Ashes’ accounts
after the Civil Wars, was towards using Spanish wool in preference to English and the
production of more all-Spanish wool cloth.139 At least for their expensive Spanish Cloth
(Spanish wool), the price of wool was not the decisive factor, as from the 1630s to
1660s, Ryeland wool became cheaper than Segovia wool. 140 The Spanish Cloth
clothiers did not want fine English wool and their demand for medium-quality English
wool was declining.
By the 1680s, some well-informed observers clearly recognised the long-term
effects of the wool ban. Sir William Petty thought that superior Dutch industry ‘hath so
maddened us here in England, that we have been apt to think of such exorbitantly fierce
ways of prohibiting Wool and Earth to be exported, as perhaps do us twice as much
136
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harm as the losse of our said Trade’, and it was necessary to ‘return to our Wits and
Trade again’. Petty understood that the future of the Spanish Cloth industry was
dependent on competing with the Dutch on quality, and did not need English wool
which might as well be exported where it could find a market. He thought it a better
strategy to both entice Dutch workers to England to improve manufacture and also to
re-open the export trade in wool.141
John Aubrey was perplexed by the falling profits from his own sheep farms in
Wiltshire in the 1680s. He sought out informed opinions on trade from William Petty
and Francis Lodwicke. 142 He asked Lodwicke to critique A Treatise of Wool, 143 the
author of which, among other things, proposed a levy on the price of Spanish wools
sold in England while maintaining a ban on the export of English wools. The same
author dismissed any adverse impact on the Spanish Cloth industry on the basis that
only 100 clothiers used Spanish wool, all located within a 20–30 mile radius, so there
would be no major impact on the whole West Country textile industry. Aubrey, based
on Petty’s and Lodwicke’s responses, mused ‘if it would not be the better way, to send
our Wooll beyond the sea again, as in the time of the Staple. For the Dutch and French
doe spinne finer, worke cheaper & die better’.144 He and his correspondents favoured
free trade in English wool over trying to manipulate its domestic price, or restrict the
sale of Spanish wool in England.
Aubrey also corresponded with Henry Milburne who was knowledgeable on the
production of Ryeland wool in Herefordshire. Aubrey summarised that correspondence,
stating:
… about 1666 or 1667 it [Ryeland wool] hath been at xxs or xxijs per stone
whereby it is thought we go out of the fine Lemster wooll called Lemster ore
and fall upon coarse wooll and the body carkes [carcase] of the Lemster sheep
are not worth above 2 groates or two shillings, whereas the body of the coarse
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wooll sheep is worth a crown or a noble and twice as much wooll, and were it
not for the compost that is made of the fine wooll sheep, they would not keep
any fine wooll sheep.145

Aubrey’s inquiries make two things clear. Firstly, dual-purpose breeds for meat and
coarse wool were displacing the production of even the most expensive of English
wools, the fine Ryeland. He did not produce it himself in Wiltshire, but possibly he
realised that if there were changes in the Ryeland industry, the most valuable of the fine
wools, the lessons would also apply to the less valuable fine wool producers such as
himself. Aubrey’s correspondence with Petty and Lodwicke showed they thought free
trade in wool was likely to produce a better outcome for English fine wool producers
than the existing market interventions. Once again there is apparent forethought in
choosing his correspondents. Petty and Lodwicke promoted radical ideas,146 and stood
outside mainstream thought, as did Milburne who was a Catholic. Aubrey sought
independent analysis, not conventional wisdom. But conventional wisdom won the day
and received political support, and the ban on wool exports remained. But it is clear that
by the 1680s, there was already little future for fine wool production in England.
Aubrey and his unconventional correspondents were probably some of the few people
to realise that. This would have pushed the industry towards Spanish wool, if it was not
already heading in that direction.

The centrality of kinship to the success of the Spanish Cloth industry
The Cardinal and Spanish Cloth industries were built through their most formative
period by only 10–15 closely related families. The families were clothiers, merchants,
and merchant/mariners. As previously identified, the principal clothiers were a group of
Shepton Mallet clothiers of the Ashe, Barnard, Bisse, Davison, and Stroud families. The
merchants included the Pitt and Mounsell families of Weymouth, and Dorchester
merchants and clothiers including the Whiteway, Bond, Gould, Waltham, and Toupe
families. London-based company merchants included Edward and Jonathan Ashe. The
links reached overseas to include factors in Spain and Antwerp. They also reached back
in time to include the Leonard, Middleton, and Bateman families, and forwards to
145
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include the Methuens and Yerburys. These families were instrumental in developing all
parts of the Cardinal and Spanish Cloth industries. Kinship is evident in continuity in
trade over generations, and through marriages between families in different sectors of
the industry.
The centrality of their kinship to the Cardinal and Spanish Cloth industries is
illustrated in Figure 4.2. These related individuals are evident in all aspects of the
emerging industry: in the supply of raw materials, in cloth production, and in marketing.
They were also the innovators in developing new supply routes, the adoption of new
manufacturing techniques, and in developing markets for new products.
Figure 4.2 Kinship and trade connections between the clothiers, outport
merchants, and London merchants who pioneered the Cardinal and
Spanish Cloth industries in the early seventeenth century
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Each family mainly focused upon a specific division of the industry, generally
following a paternal line over several generations. Families such as the Barnards,
Bisses, and early generations of the Ashes were clothiers. Others such as the Pitts and
Mounsells were merchant/mariners and were involved in cloth sales and raw material
supply through their Iberian and French trade. As pioneers in the cod trade to the
Iberian Peninsula, they were also responsible for opening up new supply routes for raw
materials. Families, such as the Middletons and Batemans, focused upon trade in cloth.
Sometimes paternal lines of individual families diversified into more than one arm of
the industry. This occurred in the earliest phase of the Cardinal industry in the 1570s to
80s, and then in the Spanish Cloth industry once it was established in the midseventeenth century. But during the critical intermediate phase of building the new
industry, and for most families over the whole period I have studied, specialisation was
the norm.
The clothiers of Shepton Mallet were bound into an extended kinship group by
marriage with south coast and London merchants. The ties were initiated through
marriages centred upon the Pitt and Mounsell families. As discussed in Chapter 3, the
Pitts and Mounsells were Iberian and French merchants of long standing who had also
moved into the Newfoundland cod fishery in the 1580s. The family connections began
to expand in the 1580s when the Pitts and Middletons began trading together in cloth
from Weymouth and London. From the late 1580s to the end of the century, these
merchants were also progressively linked by marriages to Shepton Mallet clothiers and
Dorchester merchants. In the seventeenth century, other clothier families and merchants
joined the network. Trade connections without obvious family links were exceptional
and limited to Benedict Webb and William Stone.
Over 80 per cent of marriages in the first generation were across industry
sectors, rather than within them, as can be seen in Table 4.5. This pattern diminished in
the two subsequent generations but was still over 60 per cent across all three
generations. This brought brothers-in-law, and other extended family, into partnerships.
The Ashes, the Pitts, and the Mounsells formed such a partnership, bringing clothiers
and merchant/mariners together in trade. It also led to wives becoming active in new
sectors. Grace Ashe, who became a significant clothier in partnership with her husband
James, was from the merchant/mariner Pitt family.
Maintenance of the business entity was as, if not more, important than
inheritance imperatives. While there are many examples of businesses being passed
onto the eldest son, this was not an inviolate rule. Inheritance did not automatically
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follow primogeniture. The most able child took control, and sometimes sons-in-law
rather than biological sons. John Ashe took over from his father-in-law. James was
James Mercer alias Ashe in the Weymouth warehouse leases, suggesting a previous
generation had also inherited this way.
Women were both drawn into and essential to the management of the West
Country textile industry. Women of some of these families were actively involved in
trade, especially at crucial times. This was highlighted in the need for continuity when
husbands were away, evident in John Ashe’s absence in London during the Civil Wars.
Anne Davison produced cloth throughout the English Civil War in partnership with her
son-in-law, John Curle.147 Anne was also selling through her daughter, Elizabeth Ashe,
who managed the Ashes’ business at Freshford while her husband John was in London.
The continuity of business between generations was strengthened by partners (husband
and wife) having knowledge of business networks, and the ability to ensure inheritance
of important infrastructure. Often widows continued the family business until their own
deaths, or a member of the next generation took it on as they came of age. Grace Ashe
continued alone at Westcombe from 1643 to 1648 after James died, assisted by her son
Samuel. Those women who grew up within clothier families, such as Anne Davison
(née Chivers), probably brought experience into the marriage. This held them in good
stead in their marriages where they were able to work with their husbands to actively
manage and maintain trade. Others, like Grace Ashe, learnt the trade after they were
married.
The cumulative effect of these strategic marriages was the creation of a web of
partnerships between families across all sectors. The whole nascent industry took on a
familial structure. This is a very good example of familial capitalism, as described by
Grassy, Tadmor, and others, in action. Grassby recognised that family networks could
corner markets and share risks, and had lower transaction costs in monitoring
behaviour. I think the example can be taken further to describe a familial
entrepreneurship, which while having the features of familial capitalism has different
emphases.148 The links across sectors of the Spanish Cloth industry ensured that vertical
integration was in place. Creating a web of links between sectors guarded against gaps
from the loss of key individuals, from the ever-present threats from disease and
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Table 4.5 Marriages between families in the Cardinal and Spanish
Cloth industries
Generation

Marriage date

Husband

Wife

1

1590s

James Ashe

§ Grace Pitt

1

1568

John Mounsell (1)

Joan Pitt

1

1608

John Mounsell

Margery Ashe

1

1564

Richard Pitt

Margaret Bailey

1

William Pitt

Amy Mann

1

John Pitt

Agnes Davidge

1

1586

John Pitt

Alice Ashe

1

1588

Thomas Barefoot (2)

Joan Pitt

1

1591

Robert Middleton

Margaret Mounsell

1

1583

John Bond

Margaret Pitt

1

1597

Matthew Pitt

Christian Barnard (1)

Matthew Pitt

§ Philippa Daniel (2)

1

1596

James Stroud

Amy Pitt

1

1594

Robert Bateman

Joan Mounsell

1

1606

Henry Davison

§ Anne Chivers

Upton Bisse

Anne Davison

1
1

1572

William Leonard

§ Mary Symonds

1

1598

William Whiteway

Mary Mounsell

2

1621

John Ashe

§ Eliz. Davison

2

by 1631

Edward Ashe

Eliz. Woodward (1)

2

after 1638

Edward Ashe

Eliz. Jolliffe (2)

2

by 1652

Joseph Ashe

Mary Wilson

2

Jonathan Ashe

Rebecca Leaver

2

Edward Harris

Alice Ashe

2

Latymer Simpson

Joan Mounsell

John Shaw

Sarah Ashe

3

by 1654

3

1647

Paul Methuen

Grace Ashe (2)

3

1641

Paul Methuen

§ Sarah Davison (1)

Jacob Selfe

Mary Ashe

3
Legend

Colour codes: for husbands, their own profession; for wives, the profession they were raised in.

(1) First spouse

(2) Second spouse

§









Yeoman

Clothier

Active business role (women)
Merchant – continental

Merchant/mariner – continental merchant, owned ships, fished North American codbanks
Merchant/mariner – continental merchant, owned ships
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accident. If one strand broke there were others to fall back on. Trust and confidentiality
were especially important in an entrepreneurial venture where intellectual property and
the commercial advantage of industry leaders needed to be protected. Kinship,
reinforced by common religion, could provide such security. The efforts to promote
mediation of commercial disputes within the Puritan classis system would have been
valuable. The ability to raise credit for inherently risky ventures was probably easier
among kin. Finally, this tight social network would have encouraged the participants to
share market intelligence and introduce new ideas from which they would all benefit.
Innovation would not have occurred as quickly or readily without these links. For
example, the clothiers must have got to know of new dyestuffs through their
merchant/mariner kin who were trading to the Iberian Peninsula. Merchants also kept
clothiers abreast of new manufacturing techniques on the Continent.149 Thus, familial
capitalism went further than just facilitating trade; it nurtured entrepreneurship by
providing the social networks to identify opportunities and to undertake calculated risks.

Conclusion
As this chapter and the previous two have shown, there were three distinct divisions to
the Cardinal and Spanish Cloth industries. These were raw material supply, cloth
production, and cloth marketing. The small group of families who pioneered cloth made
with Spanish wool tended to specialise in one or other of these divisions of the industry,
but integrated them through kinship and common religion. These strong social networks
were the key to their entrepreneurial success.
Apart from English wool, the wool, dyestuffs, oil, and soap needed in cloth
production came from, or via, the Iberian Peninsula. This reliance upon Iberian goods is
what made the New World cod trade so vital to the expansion of the Spanish Cloth
industry. The Spanish Cloth industry was already sophisticated by the 1620s. Different
types of Spanish Cloth, distinguished in quality by the type of wool used, was sold into
different markets. The clothiers altered production as market demands changed. A
government ban on the export of English wool gave some short-term price advantage to
English over Spanish wool, which may have briefly favoured the production of Spanish
Cloth with English wool over that in which Spanish wool was used. But further
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improvements in textile manufacture in the 1650s were to favour the expanded use of
Spanish wools when a truly fashionable, lightweight, and affordable cloth was created,
which is the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
The Spanish Cloth Industry during the Civil Wars
and Interregnum
Introduction
The maturing of the Spanish Cloth industry was achieved by 1660. The key participants
in the Spanish Cloth industry put their collective economic interests first despite being
active and opposing political players in the Civil Wars and Interregnum. They emerged
from this tumultuous period having pursued further significant changes to production
techniques, bedded down raw material supplies, and opened up new markets.
Historians have already addressed some of these developments. Both Mann and
Ramsay showed that despite disruption during the periods of conflict, the coloured cloth
industries, including the Spanish Cloth industry, survived the wars, recovered through
the Interregnum, and expanded after the Restoration.1 Rather than cover the same broad
history, I have concentrated on some particular issues during the 1640s to 60s that
expand upon Mann’s and Ramsay’s analyses to explain why the Spanish Cloth industry
was in good shape by 1660. Some new arguments are presented, using previously
unused archival material, and through reinterpretation of material previously cited by
other historians. The conclusions highlight strategic behaviour by the participants to
advance the industry, while managing the still considerable risks in these two decades.
The major technical achievement in this period was the creation of an allSpanish wool lightweight cloth in England. Paul Methuen recruited Dutch artisans to
introduce the new techniques at Bradford-on-Avon in the late 1650s. The Dutch
migrants were housed together in Bradford. This was part of a broader trend in the
Spanish Cloth industry in establishing urban specialists and moving away from rural
artisans. This trend, I propose, was the beginning of the decline of the rural putting-out
system and the start of urban industrial production.
I show that most of the Spanish wool for the English industry was obtained
through the colonial New England triangle by 1660, including that used by the Ashes
and their kin. The trade triangle incorporating the New England colonies developed
1
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from the 1630s, first complementing, and then dominating the Newfoundland codfish
trade with the Iberian countries.2
There remains the question why, despite English merchants controlling the
international carrying trade in Spanish wool for discrete periods in the 1620s and 30s,
this was not used strategically to preference English industry. Despite expanding, the
Spanish Cloth industry can only account for a modest part of the wool exported from
Bilbao on English ships. I suggest the wool was ultimately going to other competing
foreign markets. The Spanish Cloth industry was not large enough yet to influence
English international trade policy. Other issues addressed include the connections
between politics and trade during the Civil Wars and Interregnum. The Ashes, in
particular, were deft at manoeuvring around the political parties. I outline the expansion
of trade in Spanish Cloth beyond the traditional northern European markets; to the
Mediterranean, America, the West Indies, and testing markets as far away as India.

The participants
The development of the Spanish Cloth industry continues to be most deeply analysed
through the activities of the Ashe family. Their activities in this period were dominated
by the second and third generations of the family. James died in 1643 and Grace in
1648. James and Grace’s sons, John, Edward, Jonathan, Joseph, and Samuel, were the
principal players in the second generation, along with their brother-in-law, Edward
Harris.3 Their earlier activities are described in Chapter 4. When Edward died in 1656,4
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Jonathan continued their London business. Joseph was still a merchant in Antwerp and
Samuel was a clothier in Somerset. Among the third generation, John’s sons, John and
Edward, and John’s sons-in-law, Paul Methuen and John Shaw, were participants in the
family business; Paul as a clothier, John Ashe and John Shaw as merchants in Antwerp,
and Edward briefly as a clothier at Freshford.
John Ashe’s two sons-in-law played crucial roles in this period; Paul Methuen
by modernising the industry from his base at Bradford-on Avon, and John Shaw
through his Royalist connections during the Interregnum. Paul Methuen first married
Sarah Davison in 16415 and then, after Sarah’s death, Grace Ashe in 1647.6 Methuen
came to be the dominant clothier of the extended family in the 1650s and 60s. His main
base was at Bradford-on-Avon but he supported the Freshford operations after John
Ashe died in 1659, helping John’s widow Elizabeth and son Edward. He then took over
in 1661 when Edward Ashe died in his mid-20s.7 Paul Methuen was closely involved
with other clothiers, notably the Yerbury family.8 John Shaw had established himself as
a merchant with his brother George in Antwerp before the Civil Wars. 9 He married
Sarah Ashe in 1649. 10 John Ashe, Jr and Joseph Ashe both traded with Shaw in
Antwerp. Shaw was a Royalist and acted as a financier for the exiled court of Charles II
throughout the Interregnum.11 Despite their apparent opposing political allegiances he
was personally close to his father-in-law and used his political connections to benefit
their trade (see Appendix 6 for political affiliations).
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Merchants, mostly based in London and with New England colonial
connections, supplied the Ashes with their Spanish wool and other raw materials. A few
major wool suppliers, such as the Jacksons and Whetcombes, as well as William Stroud
(see Appendix 9), even if London based, still had family and Puritan links with the
Spanish Cloth clothiers back into the West Country. Nevertheless, raw material supply
moved partly beyond the familial group, while production and marketing of the cloth
stayed tightly controlled and integrated within it. The supply of Spanish wool was
guaranteed, while production and marketing were still evolving.
Important Puritan connections can still be observed in this period, among the
clothiers themselves and between the principal suppliers of Spanish wool to the Ashes.
John Ashe and his brother-in-law John Curle were elders in the Somerset classis in
1648,12 part of the national Presbyterian System that was in place from 1646 to 1660,
and modelled on the previous classes (see Chapters 2 and 3). The Spanish wool
merchants, mostly London-based, traded through partners in the New England colonies
and with factors in Spain. They had long-established connections to the Puritan New
England colonies and this would have placed them in good stead in conducting trade
there, even as Puritan influence over trade declined.13 Their factors in Spain might be
expected to have faced some obstacles in a Catholic country but this was not so. Neither
Catholic Spain nor Protestant England let religion stand in the way of trade. Some
factors stayed for long periods in Spain. Grafe observed that the English community in
Bilbao was unusual in that the factors rarely married or applied for naturalisation, nor
did they buy property. 14 They also sent their illegitimate children to England to be
educated. This behaviour is consistent with individuals preserving their Protestant faith,
being unwilling to convert to Catholicism in order to marry, and wanting their
illegitimate children raised in England as Protestants. Philip Jackson was resident factor
in Bilbao for the Jackson and Whetcombe families for at least 15 years from 1635–49.15
He had returned to London by 1651 and began trading from there with Benjamin
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Whetcombe.16 He married only when he returned to London, and was well into his 50s
or 60s before his daughter was married. 17 George Gifford, another factor for the
Jacksons in Bilbao stayed there from 1632–42, before returning to England to trade
from London with Benjamin Whetcombe.18 The Spanish Cloth industry clothiers and
merchants used their religion to their advantage in New England and avoided conflict
over it in Catholic Spain and France.

Their production and marketing
There is no consistent and continuous record of the Ashes’ production. From 1627 to
1640, the only data is of James and Grace’s sales, discussed in Chapter 4. From 1640 to
1643, there is a record of sales through Edward Ashe’s company in London. This
includes details of cloth sales from James and Grace, and John Ashe, Paul Methuen, and
other kin. After 1645, when Edward and Jonathan traded together, there are records of
their sales to Paris and to other markets. There are some records of sales to Antwerp on
behalf of John. Grace’s sales cease in 1648. John, Paul Methuen, and other kin account
for most of the trade. After Edward died in 1656, Jonathan continued the company and
four of his account books survive for the period 1655 to 1665. These and other sources
show that the Ashes’ main centres of production, and generally those of the industry
using Spanish wool19 were still in and around Shepton Mallet including Westcombe, in
the Avon Valley at Freshford and Bradford-on-Avon and along the Frome River centred
upon Beckington (see Figure 5.1).
The Ashes marketed most, if not all, of their own cloth. Their trade through
London was managed primarily through the warehouse operated by Edward and
Jonathan. They thus avoided the cloth market at Blackwell Hall and controlled their
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Figure 5.1 Expansion of the Spanish Cloth industry from the 1580s to 1660s

own retail sales. Edward and Jonathan’s main suppliers were their brother John Ashe
and kinsman Paul Methuen, who between them supplied 75 per cent of their cloths.20
They bought most of James and Grace’s cloth and also bought small quantities from
other kin, including John Curle, Henry Davison, and Edward Barnard. They traded
mostly to the Continent, but also sold to London merchants. During the Civil War years,
the Ashes still focused on the export market, but also sold to a wide range of London
retailers. In this period, domestic sales made up around 40 per cent of the Ashe family’s
total sales with much of the balance being sent to France.
Domestic sales
The domestic sales of the Ashes and their partners were mostly in London with a small
amount of cloth sold in the West Country. James and Grace for example sold over 90
per cent of their production to London merchants, including their sons, in 1639–41 (see
Table 4.2), with the balance to West Country merchants. They sold in London to both
local wholesalers and retailers. James and Grace also sold directly to their son-in-law
Edward Harris who sold 240 of their cloths (17% of their production from 1639–41)

20

I analysed their purchases for 1645/6 and 1650.
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through the family shop-front in London. The variability in price evident in the sales to
some domestic merchants suggests they were sometimes selling at whatever price they
could negotiate.21
In France
For the French market, Edward and Jonathan were acting for French merchants, such as
Madame Moullart and Co. and Jaques le Couteaulx and Co. in Paris. The cloth sold in
Paris ranged in price from £12/piece to £30/piece. There was a market for the three
types of Spanish Cloth, with the market shifting over time from the cheaper types to a
strong market by 1650 for the highest value type made completely of Spanish wool. In
that year, they sold 290 cloths, with 90 being Spanish Cloth (Spanish wools). A
comparison of purchase and selling prices within the Ashes’ accounts shows the French
merchants set the price and requirements for the cloth they wanted. The prices varied
little year on year. Jonathan and Edward added their commission of 11 per cent across
all types (see Table 5.1), and sourced the cloth from their West Country suppliers.
These arrangements resemble the fixed price sales of large capitalised clothiers of the
eighteenth century described by Smail. 22 The Paris market was likely to be very
competitive, and to sell into this market, the French merchants needed to apply rigorous
control over quality and price. Edward and Jonathan in London acted as factors for the
French merchants and could meet these requirements by setting the same demands and
conditions upon their clothier suppliers. The clothiers in the West Country were selling
at set prices, with a high turnover and probably a low profit mode of production. But
they benefited from the certainty of sales and could calculate their likely profit before
sale, and adjust their level of production accordingly.23 Jonathan and Edward assessed
the cloth before dispatching it and flawed cloth was either rejected or rebated.
Sometimes their Paris customers demanded a rebate after receiving the cloth.

21
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Table 5.1 Return on all Spanish Cloth bought in London and sold in Paris
by Edward and Jonathan Ashe
Type of cloth

Ave. buying
price/cloth (£)

Ave. selling
price/cloth (£)

% mark-up

1. Red Marke

14.0

15.6

11

2. Blue Marke

16.2

18.0

11

3. Green Marke

18.1

20.6

11

4. White Marke

18.8

21.8

11

5. Yellow Marke

21.4

24.0

11

6. Black Marke

N/A

28.8

N/A

Note: The clothiers and merchants did not use a common nomenclature for their Spanish
Cloth. While James and Grace had three categories of markes, their sons Edward and
Jonathan further divided these three categories to create six, being red, blue, green,
white, yellow and black, reflecting increasing quality. Presumably this further subdivision was done to assist in their marketing.

At Antwerp and Middleburg
The trade to Antwerp was conducted differently from the French trade. John Ashe, Jr
and John Shaw were factors for John, Sr and were seeking the best sale they could find
for his Spanish Cloth. As his factor, John, Jr received a quarterly salary of £25 from his
father.24 In a letter, dated 22 February 1657, from John Ashe, Jr in Antwerp to his father
in England (sent under the pseudonym John Johnson as the letter also contained
political information), the nature of the market in Antwerp is revealed:
… My last (letter) unto you was of the 9th present, to which I humbly crave to
referr you; since is come to my hands yours of the 5th instant; and for answer to
what you mention as to matter of trade, I wrote you in my last, that according to
the season of the yeare, which for sales is ever bad in Jan. and Feb. we had sold
but few of your cloaths, but that in March we expected most of our chiefe
merchants to come out for their easter fortment, against which tyme I desired
you would be pleased to give orders at Freshford, that there might be reddy
about … red markes in 5th and 6th … for to sort those remayning unsold,
which are now most at neat marketts, and of which our markett vents not so
great a quantity by far as of the red. I hope there will be such care taken in the
future, that we may have found cloth free of faults, well mixed, and bright
lively cullers, by which we shall be able not only to bring the marke in esteem
again, but also to rayse the price in the sale to all our profitts and content. The
24

TNA, C 107/17/5, fol. 27.
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cullers yet in request heer are the light greys abovementioned: so soon as the
fancy alters, we shall give you timely notice thereof …25

The Ashes were selling cloth on the open market in Antwerp, at whatever price
they could get. They also regularly traded to Middelburg, although these cargoes may
have been ultimately destined for Antwerp. In 1649 they consigned their ‘usual’ two
ships, the Peter and King Baned both of Flushing, to Middleburg. Another cargo, of
Spanish Cloth, was sent two months later. 26 In 1656 John Ashe, Sr prepared several
shipments of red and ‘mixed’ markes, which were sent to Jonathan Ashe’s warehouse in
London and from there shipped to Flushing and then onto Antwerp.27 It was clear that
some of the Ashes’ Spanish Cloth was suffering from poor manufacture, and price
declined accordingly. The other crucial issue was that the cloths needed to be of colours
that met rapidly changing fashion.28
To other foreign markets
The Ashes were expanding their trade beyond their primary trade to France, Holland,
into the Mediterranean, and to the West Indies and India. By 1649 the Ashes were
trading into the Mediterranean. They sent cargoes of cloth to Naples twice in 1649 and
once again in 1651.29 While there are few details in their surviving accounts, they must
have been both active and knowledgeable in the Mediterranean trade. In January 1653,
Edward Ashe offered to organise a group of merchants at either Venice, Naples, or
Leghorn to provide money and ships to ‘fetch away’ four or five hundred English

25

Thomas Birch (ed.), A Collection of the State Papers of John Thurloe, 7 vols, London, Fletcher Gyles,
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seamen, who were confined as slaves in Algiers, to provide crew for the English fleet
which was fighting against the Dutch in the Mediterranean.30
By 1655 they were trading to India. Jonathan Ashe had a one-eighth share in an
‘aventure’ to the English factories at Surat and Rajapore on the west coast of India
organised by the East India Company merchant Edward Knipe using the Aleppo
Merchant.31 Listed among the textiles exported by Ashe are frises and red markes. He
received lignum aloes (an aromatic resin), calicos, and lignum cassia in return.32 This
may have been only one of several voyages, as transactions – with the East India
Company representatives, Thomas Leaver 33 and Henry Dacres, and Captain Garratt
between 1652 and 1657 – in gold bullion of £1,622.18.0 are listed in his accounts.34 He
sold some of his best black Spanish Cloth to Dacres and Knipe in 1658. 35 He also took
out £500 of insurance in 1660 on a cargo in the Richard and Martha36 probably also
destined for Surat. 37 This journey yielded calico, indigo, and satin. 38 These journeys
30
31

TNA, SP 18/45, fol. 25, Edward Ashe offer to raise rescue fleet, 3 January 1653.
TNA, C 107/18/1, fols 26, 31. See also Peter Mundy, ‘Relation XXXVI, The Third Voyage to East
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Edward Knipe on the voyage.
32
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entailed considerable risks. Peter Mundy wrote of the large number of deaths among the
crew of the Aleppo Merchant on the 1655–56 voyage.39 In 1656 there was a market for
English broadcloth in India, 40 sufficiently valuable for the East India Company to
discourage interloping by other merchants.41
The Ashes did not record any trade in Spanish Cloth to the New England
colonies, but the New England merchants who sold Spanish wool to the Ashes did
occasionally include Spanish Cloth in their cargoes on the first leg from London to
Boston. There is also one recorded voyage to Barbados of a cargo of Spanish Cloth 22–
25s/yd, delivered to Jonathan’s brother-in-law, John Leaver.42
The size of these new markets is unclear. Ramsay thought that by 1664
Methuen’s cloth, and that of other medley clothiers, was going mostly to the Levant,
with the balance to India, although I believe he has misinterpreted the London Port
Books.43 The Ashes’ accounts suggest the Mediterranean and India were very secondary
markets compared with France, as does my interpretation of Ramsay’s figures. Perhaps
apart from the Mediterranean market, their surviving accounts do not suggest the Ashe
group had opened up a major new outlet by 1660. The voyages to India were backed by
significant capital investment by Jonathan, and he brought back some valuable cargoes,
but subsequent history showed that there was not a market for English woollens in
India.

Supply of raw materials
As in previous decades, the Spanish Cloth clothiers were buying some wool locally,
with other raw materials such as Spanish wool, dyes, oil, and soap being obtained
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Figure 5.2 Trade routes in the Spanish Cloth industry in the 1650s and 1660s

through trade with the Iberian Peninsula. The trade is evident in the Ashes’ accounts,
port records, and petitions about particular trade issues.
English wool
There is little record of purchases of English wool in the Ashes’ accounts from the
1640s to the 1660s. The purchases from William Jolly of Leeke,44 his son William, and
Abdy Jolly in 1647–48 may have been of English wool. Equally it could have been
Spanish, as the Jolly family were both provincial and London wool merchants, who
traded to New England and the Mediterranean.45 The Ashes also bought some Kentish
wool in 1655.46 As the surviving accounts are not likely to be a complete set, they do
not help determine the relative amounts of English and Spanish wool that were being
used. Little can be added to the discussion in Chapter 4 about their English wool
supplies.
44
45
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Supplies of Spanish wool and other raw materials
The accounts do show the Ashes regularly purchasing Spanish wool, dyes, oil, and soap
through London and a little through the West Country ports. Other evidence suggests
that there was a substantial amount of Spanish wool coming into the West Country ports
in these decades.47 As with their English wool supplies, it is not possible to be definitive
about the total amount of Spanish wool they purchased. But other issues about their
Spanish wool supply can be addressed, including details of the London suppliers, price,
quality, and seasonality. These details are representative of the supply to the industry
overall.
By the 1640s, two trade triangles were operating (see Figure 5.1). The triangular
trade to Newfoundland was still functioning, typified by the contracted voyages of John
de la Barre and Co., from the 1630s, 48 to the 1650s when de la Barre was selling
Spanish wool to the Ashes (Appendix 9). The second triangle, incorporating the New
England colonial trade, was by the 1640s far more important in supplying the Spanish
wool used in English textiles.49
The Spanish wool bought by the Ashes in London came mostly from merchants
who traded with the New England colonies rather through than the Newfoundland trade.
They bought wool worth £35,224 from 57 different London merchants between 1645
and 1660.50 From Aspinwall’s notarial records from Boston and other sources, I can
identify 25 of these as English merchants who traded to New England (Appendix 9).51
These 25 should be taken as a minimum, as I expect some of the other 32 merchants
also had New England connections. They supplied 67 per cent of the wool bought by
the Ashes in London, worth £23,735. Three of the merchants (Philip Jackson, Joseph
Throgmorton, and John Hart) were factors resident in Bilbao, receiving New England
cod on behalf of trading partners and dispatching Spanish wool to London. Only five
merchants can be associated with the Newfoundland fishery (John de la Barre, Stephen
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White, Nathan Wright, Joseph Jackson, and Benjamin Whetcombe), and the latter three
also traded to New England.52
The operation of the New England triangle is typified by trade of the Jacksons
and Whetcombes. In the 1640s and 50s, when their trade was at a peak they were
shipping cargoes of mixed goods including cloth, canvas, and lead to New England,
taking on board cargoes of cod fish assembled there by their agent Robert Sedgewick,
and thence to Bilbao where Phillip Jackson took delivery of the fish and loaded a return
cargo of wool and other goods for England. They were selling Spanish wool in London
and Bristol53 and other western ports such as Barnstaple. In addition to Bilbao, they
traded to Madeira, Portugal, and into the Mediterranean port of Malaga. 54 Despite the
scale of their Spanish wool trade, they were not restricting their Iberian operations to the
Bilbao wool trading centre.
A further sign of the changing trade relationships was a diminishing reliance on
kin for raw material supplies of wool, and also of dyes, oil, and soap. The Ashes relied
upon a steady supply of wool coming into London and buying wool from a very broad
group of merchants. For fourteen or more years, from 1645 to 1660, they bought from
only a few of their established suppliers. 55 Furthermore, only nine of the sixty-odd
merchants in the Ashes’ accounts for this period had documented family connections to
the Ashes or other Shepton Mallet clothiers. These were: Joseph Jackson of Bristol;
Philip Jackson, the resident factor in Bilbao; Benjamin, Gregory, and William
Whetcombe; the Jollys; and William Stroud.56 The Whetcombes had family connections
to the Barnards and Strouds of Shepton Mallet.57 They held the manor of Spargrove at
52
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Westcombe in the early seventeenth century, just a few miles downstream on the River
Alham from the Ashes at Westcombe. From there some family members branched out
to become merchants in Sherwood, Dorchester, and London. The Jacksons also had
connections to the Bisse and Davison families at Shepton Mallet.58 William Jolly was
either Edward Ashe’s father-in-law or brother-in-law. 59 William, Sr was a wool
merchant at Leeke, while his son was a merchant in London. Both sold wool to Edward.
William Stroud was likely to be the former apprentice of Edward Ashe. While their kin
did remain among their principal suppliers and several of these families were central to
the development of the two trade triangles, the Ashes drew on a much larger and more
flexible group than their kinfolk for their wool supplies. Their previous reliance on kin
was loosening. This suggests that raw material supply was now much more reliable, and
the industry it was supplying was more stable, and no longer needed to be kept within
the tight bounds of familial trade.
Price, quality, and seasonality of raw material purchases
The price of Spanish wool was volatile throughout the Civil Wars and up to 1655.
Superfine wool varied in price from 28d/lb. up to 53d/lb., with spikes over 39d/lb. (see
Table 5.2). The industry absorbed the short-term price spikes. Despite the volatility,
superfine Spanish wool was generally cheaper than comparable English wools. The best
Ryeland wool was selling for 36d/lb. around this time. The second quality Spanish wool
(Refina or Secundo) sold for 23–28d/lb. throughout the period. The purchases of cheap
fine ‘short’ wool coincided with the production of a new cloth type in 1659 (see p. 209).
From 1645 to 1655, the Ashes spent £22,780 on Spanish wool in London. They
spent £4,220 in excise and some minor haulage costs. They also bought around £1,000
worth of dyes, Gallipoli oil, and Alicante soap. Between 1655 and 1660, they bought
another £13,450 worth of Spanish wool. The Ashes made regular purchases in London
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Table 5.2 Prices per lb. for specific purchases of lots of Spanish wool
Years of purchases

Price
d/lb.

Quality

No.
bags

Comments

Prices paid by James and Grace (see Chapter 4)
1630s

27

Superfine?

1641

39

Superfine?

10

Price spike

4 lots (total of 7 bags)
over 39d/lb.

Wool purchases in TNA, C107/17/5
1648–55

28–53

Superfine

99

1653–54

23–27

Refine

50

1656–60

28–38

Superfine

1656–60

23–27

Refine

1659–60

10–13

Fine (‘short’)

Wool purchases in TNA, C107/18/1
407
42
5

In 3 lots @10–13d/lb.

Note: The lots from TNA, C 107/17/5 are a small subset of all purchases (18 of 134), as for
many lots, the price per lb. cannot be calculated. The TNA, C 107/18/1 data is far more
complete and therefore more representative (63 of 79 lots).

throughout the year. The peak in purchases was from December to January when twice
as much wool was purchased as in other months. An average of just over £320/month of
Spanish wool was bought in these two months every year between 1645 and 1655.
Between the months of February and November, their purchases averaged
£160/month.60 These purchases do not follow the seasonal patterns of New England and
Newfoundland cod sales by English merchants in Spain and Portugal, 61 as might be
expected. One explanation is that the merchants were holding their Spanish wool in
store in London and the clothiers were buying it only as they required it. Another is that
the merchants were holding back their wool to manipulate price.62 Grafe shows there
was no profit to the English merchants for their cargoes of cod sold in the Biscay
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ports.63 As it was on the last leg, with the sale of Spanish goods, including wool, in
England being where the profit was to be made, there was a strong incentive to hold
wool in London and wait on better prices.

English demand for Spanish wool
How much Spanish wool was used in the Spanish Cloth industry in England? In fact it
appears that more Spanish wool left Bilbao on English ships than could be absorbed by
the English cloth industry. Where did the wool go? There are some unusual aspects to
English participation in the Spanish wool trade that bear upon these questions. English
merchants had control over the Atlantic trade triangles exchanging New World cod for
Spanish wool. The English also gained control of the shipping trade in Spanish wool
from the Iberian Peninsula between 1621–25 and 1630–47 (see pp. 192–95, below).
They thus had unique leverage over both the English and continental industries using
Spanish wool.
By the 1630s, English merchants were specialising more and more in return
cargoes of wool from Spain rather than the general cargoes of 50 years before. 64 Around
200 tons of Spanish wool was exported to England from Bilbao in the early 1630s,
climbing to 1,100 tons in 1638.65 Some of this wool went to the outports and some to
London. Grafe believes as much wool was coming collectively into western ports as
into London.66 The imports into Exeter between 1617 and 1647 was 14 tons in 1617,
rose to 50 tons in 1638, but declined to 15 tons by 1647. 67 Similar amounts were
coming into other western ports.68 Israel and Grafe considered that the demand from the
Spanish Cloth industry explained much of this expansion in Spanish wool exports to
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England from around 1630.69 The dramatic increase in the exports of wool from Bilbao
bound for English ports after 1632 70 and of Spanish wool imports into London 71
corresponds with a surge in Spanish Cloth production from the 1630s and also with a
rapidly expanding Spanish Cloth export trade through London,72 as is shown in Table
5.3. But how much Spanish wool could be absorbed by the Spanish Cloth industry is a
question with a speculative response.
While the demand from the new industry was clearly increasing, the amount of
Spanish wool being exported from Bilbao to England seems to exceed that required.
Analysis of the amount of Spanish wool used in England is limited by incomplete
knowledge of aspects of the Spanish Cloth industry, including the level of domestic
consumption of Spanish Cloth, wool losses in production, amount used per cloth, the
mix of the three types of Spanish Cloth being produced, and a lack of analysis of the
export trade through the outports. But even using assumptions that inflate the amount of
Spanish wool absorbed by the Spanish Cloth industry, 73 the Bilbao wool exports in
1640 are still 30 per cent greater than what could be absorbed in the production of
English cloth, as outlined in Table 5.4. If the 1639 figure for wool imports is used to
reflect the lag in conversion from wool to cloth, then the surplus in supply is even
greater. Some of the imported Segovia sheeps wool may have been going to other uses
such as felt hat making. Some may also have been re-exported.
There is some evidence for re-export. Barbary and Turkey wools were being reexported from Weymouth in the 1620s and 1630s to the Continent. No wool was re-
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Table 5.3 Comparison of the amount of Spanish wool leaving Bilbao 1632
to 1662 for England and the Spanish Cloth exports from England
Date

Bilbao
wool exportsa

London
Spanish Cloth exportsb

Tons

No. cloths

1632

162

1633

110

1634

237

1635

194

1636

561

1637

792

1638

1,007

1639

[1,090]

1640

[850]

1641

[822]

1642

557

1643

[951]

1644

[976]

1668c

163–571

c

240

1671

5,542

12,435

Notes:
a

Metric tons (= 2,205 lb./ton) of Spanish wool exported to England. Figures to 1644 are from
Grafe, ‘Northern Spain between the Iberian and Atlantic Worlds’, pp. 121, 123. The
figures in brackets are Grafe’s estimates, when the precise share of exports to England is
unknown but was likely to be near 100%.
b
Spanish Cloth exports in selected years. Figure for 1632 is from Supple, Commercial Crisis
and Change, p. 260, and is for exports to northern Europe only. The 1640 figure is from
Ramsay, Wiltshire Woollen Industry, app. II, and is for exports of Spanish cloth to all
markets.
c
Spain’s wool exports to England (from Israel, Dutch Primacy, p. 234).

exported from the important wool port of Exeter, however some wool did arrive in
Exeter from London and other English ports at least from the 1620s through to the
1680s, including 3,800 lb. of Spanish wool in 1624. 74 Spanish wool also entered
Weymouth from Dover in 1626. 75 Re-export of Spanish wool through London also

74
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Stephens, ‘Economic and Commercial Development’, pp. 199, 227, 329, 338.
TNA, E 190/873/9, fol. 24v.
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Table 5.4 An estimate of the amount of Spanish Segovia wool imported into
England that could be absorbed by the Spanish Cloth industry in 1640

Wool available based on amount imported from Bilbao
tons

Spanish wool imported in 1640

850

Less 17% lambs wool used exclusively by felt hat manufacturers

705

Less 50% waste in manufacture of Spanish Cloth

353
Total available

lb.

353

Amount of Spanish wool available (@ 2,205 lb./ton)

778,365

Wool required based on number of cloths produced
cloths

London exports

lb.

12,435

Additional 20% exported through outports

a

2,487
Cumulative subtotal

Additional 50% domestic consumptiona

14,922
14,922

Total produced

Amount of Spanish wool used @ average of 20lb./clothb
Surplus of supply over demand

29,844

32,440
596,880
181,485

Notes:
a
Based on the Ashes’ production.
b
Assuming the Ashes’ production mix of three types of Spanish Cloth and Mann’s
estimate of a 40 lb. Spanish cloth.

occurred. The size of the trade is uncertain. Fisher stated that re-exports constituted half
of the value of London’s exports, although the actual value was probably much greater
than what was recorded in the port books as many ships would not have docked or
unloaded before proceeding to their continental destination. 76 A further complicating
factor is whether Spanish wool was caught by the ban on the export of wool out of
England. When Spanish wool was potentially caught by the reinstated ban on wool
export in 1644, the London merchants sought clarification. The effect of the ban on
Spanish wool appears to have been inadvertent, as Parliament confirmed it did not apply
to Spanish wool. 77 Furthermore, the group of London merchants, who had bought a
76
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77
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cargo of 244 bags of Segovia Spanish wool belonging to Joseph Jackson and Benjamin
Whetcombe 78 in 1644, 79 which had been seized at sea and sold in London by
Parliamentary forces, sought permission in June 1645 to export the wool free of custom
to Holland because they could not find a market for it in London.80
There may also have been movement of Segovia wool through the entrepôt trade
of Dover. The port of Dover was used as an entrepôt, with reduced customs rates, with
English ships being used to conduct trade from southern to northern Europe to avoid
trade embargoes between Spain and other countries.81 It was very actively used from
1633 to 1647. Taylor noted that the trade in Spanish wool through Dover was
considerable. In 1638, the value of industrial goods, mainly Spanish wool and dyestuffs,
‘Transporting Wools. The humble Petition of divers Merchants trading into Spaine, desiring Liberty to
transport such Wools within Six Months, as they have formerly imported, according to the Book of Rates,
was this Day read. Ordered, That this House doth declare, That they do not intend by the Order of the
Twenty-ninth of February, which prohibits the Exportation of Wools, to hinder the Exportation of such
Spanish Wools, within Six Months, as have formerly been imported, or shall be imported; but,
notwithstanding that Order, that the Merchants shall have the Benefit of the Book of Rates in that behalf.’
78
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passing through Dover to northern Europe was £105,253.82 Grafe challenges Taylor’s
thesis of the re-export of Spanish wool through Dover as being an explanation of the
destination of Bilbao exports, because most of the entrepôt trade through Dover was
from southern Spanish ports, with only a limited volume of goods coming from the
Biscay ports.83 However, some trade in Segovia wools through Dover84 could fill part of
the surplus in supply over English domestic demand identified above. This shortfall
between domestic demand for, and supply of, Spanish wool may also explain why the
English did not use their control of the Spanish wool carrying trade to prejudice the
continental textile industries that were using Spanish wool.

The Spanish goods carrying trade
The English merchants also had a further opportunity to limit continental competition to
the emerging Spanish Cloth industry in England. This opportunity came through their
control of the carrying trade in Spanish wool to the Continent. English merchants had
control of the Spanish wool carrying trade from 1621 to 1625 and 1630 to 1647, during
the period when some English clothiers began to specialise in Spanish Cloth. This
conjunction of events could have given England a distinct competitive advantage over
continental competitors by manipulating the wool supply, which they occasionally
contemplated. But the English did not take it. Why? The obvious reason, as suggested
above, was that there was not the demand for Spanish wool within England. Therefore
the merchants’ main financial imperative would be to service a continental market.
While the carrying trade in Spanish wool fluctuated between the Dutch, French,
and English from 1610, by 1621 the English had gained control of the trade from the
Dutch who were embargoed from Spanish ports at the outbreak of the second Spanish–
Dutch war. The English themselves were embargoed from the carrying trade for a short
period between 1625 to 1630 during the Anglo-Spanish war. They regained control
again in 1630, but were subject to sureties that they would not trade to countries
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embargoed by Spain. Rather than sail straight to continental ports, the English reexported through English ports including Dover to avoid the letter of the sureties. 85
Israel states that as the overland route from France to the Spanish Netherlands was
closed from 1635, Spanish wool was stockpiled at Dover and sold to the Dutch at
depressed prices from 1635.86
The trade in Spanish wool and dyestuffs, which were two of the main
commodities carried on English ships from Spain, allowed continental manufacture to
continue. This wool trade on English ships peaked in 1640.87 Much went to Leiden for
the rapidly expanding fine laken drapery there 88 which grew six-fold from 1620 to
1638. 89 The Merchant Adventurers in Holland were aware of the contribution of
Spanish wools to Dutch manufacture, and the role of English merchants in the carrying
trade, stating in 1635 of the Dutch:
… But their chiefest means of making fine cloth is the great supply they have in
Spanish wolles: wch they procure out of Spaigne by some of our owne nation,
whereby they are come now to such a height of cloth-making.90

They perceived the risks, but were still prepared to trade in the same cloth,
bringing Dutch cloth back to England for sale,91 but were not prepared to restrict the
supply of wool to continental manufacturers. The English merchants who were selling
their cod at a loss in the Biscay ports, and were making up the shortfall on the profitable
final leg of the triangle, were prepared to sell their cargoes of Spanish wool in northern
Europe even if this promoted competition with English industry.92 And by this time not
all of the Spanish wool merchants were as closely allied with the Spanish Cloth
clothiers as they had been a few decades earlier. Therefore despite English merchants
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having control of the trade in Spanish wool, this did not lead to exploitation by the
English of this economic lever to favour their trade and impede the Dutch.
The Dutch were not impeded in developing their laken industry after 1635 and
were able to capitalise on their technical improvements. The English merchants lost
control of the Spanish wool carrying trade to the Dutch in 1647.93 Dover ceased to act
as a hub for re-export from 1647–48, and after the Treaty of Westphalia was concluded,
the Dutch regained control of the shipping trade and re-established their own entrepôts
for wool and dyestuffs94 and rapidly expanded their laken industry.95 As a consequence
they out-competed English Spanish Cloth in many continental markets.96
Only four years later, the impact of the loss of the carrying trade was realised by
an English mercantilist, probably Henry Robinson, who in 1652 proposed that England
should negotiate a treaty with the King of Spain to give English merchants a monopoly
in the carrying trade in Spanish wool. He argued that this control could be used to
impede the development of Dutch and French industry and favour the export of English
textiles made with Spanish wool. The West Country merchants trading in
Newfoundland cod and Biscay wool were to be invited into the monopoly company
with the bait of a secure price for their cod in Biscay ports. 97 However, nothing came of
this scheme and the Dutch, not about to give up control of the continental carrying
trade,98 consolidated their position so successfully that the English merchant Nathaniel
Manton used Dutch ships for his Spanish wool trade in 1652,99 in defiance of the 1651
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Navigation Act, at a time when he and his partners100 were supplying Spanish wool to
the Ashes.
Why didn’t the English take action to fully exploit their advantage? Firstly the
Spanish Cloth industry in England was still in its infancy in the 1620s, and mainly used
English wool, and so the Spanish wool trade was not important to the mercantilists. The
mistaken belief persisted in England that English wool was superior to all others and
that the way to boost English advantage was to restrict access to English wool (see
Chapter 1). Access to an ‘inferior’ Spanish wool was dismissed as a threat. In the 1650s,
some English commentators realised that a monopoly in the Spanish wool carrying
trade101 could be manipulated to benefit local Spanish Cloth production.102 But by this
time, it was too late either to control the carrying trade or to prevent Leiden’s
advantage. The Leiden clothiers made significant and dramatic improvements in their
superfine Spanish wool cloth from 1630, and again around 1650. And they had
mastered the technology to produce a lightweight all-Spanish wool cloth. The more
savvy English clothiers decided it was better to poach their skilled artisans, as Paul
Methuen did (see below), than try to disrupt their raw material supply.

Trade and political allegiances during the English Civil Wars and
Interregnum
The Civil War period (1642–51)
Political allegiance is another social bond that could either bind or test the trust needed
in business. Opposing political allegiances during the Civil Wars and Interregnum could
have disrupted the path of the Spanish Cloth industry. But the progress of the industry
was little disrupted by these events,103 despite some individuals in the industry playing
significant local and national roles on both sides during the Wars and Interregnum.
Rather, they used these positions to protect and maintain their collective trade. It was
these strategies that contributed to the durability of their trade in the face of war.
Politics did not outweigh their economic imperatives. They were also well placed to
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expand their trade quickly after hostilities ceased, and continue the path that was set
before the wars.104
The Ashe family was split politically by the Civil Wars. James, Sr, John, and
Edward were active as Parliamentarians during the war. They were pushed into this
camp, perhaps more so than they could have anticipated, by the actions of Charles I and
Archbishop Laud.105 John and Edward had ardent Puritan beliefs.106 John was MP for
Westbury and Edward for Heytesbury in Wiltshire, and both were major Parliamentary
contributors in raising an army in 1642.107 John Ashe raised and armed his own troop of
horse, a company of foot, and a company of dragoons at a cost of £3,000. 108 Entries in
Edward’s Groote Boeck show payments for horses and troopers.109 John also made cash
payments to the leaders of the Parliamentary forces in the west: £600 in 1643 to Sir
William Waller and £200 to Sir Edward Hungerford. 110 On the other side, John’s
brother Joseph, his son John, Jr, and son-in-law John Shaw were supporting the Royalist
cause from their base in Antwerp. Joseph Ashe and John Shaw were later part of
Charles II’s court in exile.
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The Ashes traded with other Parliamentarians, including William Stroud and
Paul Methuen, and with Royalists throughout the war years. Among their Royalist
trading partners during the Wars and Interregnum were Lady Anne Beauchamp (née
Sackville) and her sons Edward, William, and Richard Lewis. 111 Lady Beauchamp held
three fulling mills from 1630 to 1664 at Edington in John Ashe’s Westbury electorate in
Wiltshire 112 and sold medley textiles through the Ashes. The Lewis family was
connected to the Sackvilles and Hertfords, who were among the leading Royalist leaders
in the west. Edward Yerbury and his sons were also trading with the Ashes.113 Edward
Yerbury seems to have been drawn reluctantly into the Royalist party during the war,
while his two sons Edward and John were more committed. 114 The Chivers were
another Royalist clothier family within the Ashes’ trade orbit whom they supported
throughout the Wars.115
The Spanish Cloth industry was disrupted by the periodic Royalist embargoes
on trade through London,116 and by some disruption to the Spanish wool trade through
Parliamentary privateering.117 Any disruption of Spanish Cloth production or marketing
in England was to the advantage of the Dutch laken trade.118 The English cloth sales to
the Baltic did decline from 1646 to 1651 and the Dutch laken manufacturers filled the
gap. 119 France, despite being hostile to trade by Parliamentarians since 1640, had
allowed some trade to continue until their prohibition on the importation of English
111
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woollens in October 1648.120 But the Ashes and their partners found ways and means of
avoiding many of these impediments and Ramsay states that ‘the medley … industry
was comparatively little interrupted in its progress once the actual fighting was at an
end’.121
The Ashes and their partners maintained trade to their established markets
throughout the war years. In 1640, the Ashes were trading within England to Bristol,
New Sarum, and London and exporting to Dublin, Paris, Antwerp, and The Hague.122
They had factors in London, Dover, Antwerp, and Dunkirk. In 1642, at the start of the
Wars, their Spanish Cloth sales averaged 88 pieces per month.123 Two-thirds were being
sent to France and the balance was sold mainly to merchants and drapers in London.
The main clothiers were John, James, and Samuel Ashe, John’s brother-in-law, John
Curle, his mother-in-law, Anne Davison, son-in-law, Paul Methuen, and John Barnard.
John’s wife Elizabeth took on production at Freshford during the latter years of the
Wars while he was absent in London.
The Ashes were briefly affected by the Royalist embargoes of London early in
the Wars, but had restored their trade by 1646. Their sales in Paris were markedly less
in 1645 before recovering in 1646. 124 Their wool purchases matched this pattern. 125
Their accounts show that they were selling around 76 pieces of Spanish Cloth per
month in 1648, or 86 per cent of their trade in this commodity in 1642. 126 In 1649,
France and London continued to be their main markets with some trade through
Rotterdam, Flushing, and Middleburgh.127 They also expanded their trade with voyages
out of Bristol to France 128 and at least three voyages to Naples 129 with cargoes of
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Spanish Cloth. They managed to bypass the 1648 French prohibition on the importation
of English woollens, which was strengthened after the execution of Charles I in 1649,
and had developed into an unofficial naval war. This prohibition was not lifted until
1655.130 The Ashes had very close connections to the exiled court of Charles II through
John Shaw and Joseph Ashe in Antwerp and could have used these connections to
ensure the French market remained open to them (see p. 203, below).
The Ashes assisted other clothiers to continue trading, including their
neighbours and kin with Royalist connections. The most notable examples relate to
Lady Anne Beauchamp and her sons Edward, Richard, and William Lewis. The Ashes
were selling Beauchamp’s cloth in Paris from at least January 1642131 and references
continue to 1651. Many involve bills of exchange variously between Madame Moullart,
Monsieur Heron, Edward, William and Richard Lewis, Lady Beauchamp, John Ashe,
and Christopher Thetford.132 According to a letter written by John Ashe on her behalf in
November 1645 to the Committee for Advance of Money, who were pursuing her and
her sons Edward and William for outstanding assessments as Royalists, Lady
Beauchamp was careful to preserve neutrality in the war, sending her eldest sons abroad
and not allowing them come home ‘lest their uncles, the Marquis of Hertford and the
Earl of Dorset, should engage them in the war’ (i.e. the Royalist cause). 133 Edward,
William, and Richard were in Paris in 1642 and on the Continent thereon in. 134 It
appears that the bills of exchange were used and facilitated by John Ashe to remit
payments to Lady Beauchamp’s sons who were exiled on the Continent.
A second example concerns the Chivers family. In 1648, five individuals are
variously cited in several bills of exchange. These are Mary Chivers at Calne, her 20year-old brother Seacole Chivers and Joseph Ashe in or near Antwerp,135 John Lydell, J.
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le Couteulx in Paris and John Ashe.136 Mary was the sister of Robert Chivers, who was
appointed Sheriff of Wiltshire by Charles I in 1641 and an active Royalist.137 It is likely
that she had taken on responsibility for the Chivers family’s cloth production at Calne
when Robert died in 1647 and had sent her younger brother Seacole overseas. The
Chivers had added reason to protect Seacole as he was the only remaining male heir.138
The Ashes were selling the Chivers’ cloth in Antwerp and Paris, and Seacole was
receiving payments via bills of exchange. The Ashes had a mortgage over the Chivers’
fulling mills at Calne and so they too had an added commercial interest in the Chivers’
operations.
Both Royalist and Parliamentary clothiers acted to protect each other when in
official roles. As a Royalist Commissioner responsible for sequestering and
compounding property, Edward Yerbury shielded his Parliamentary neighbours in
Wiltshire 139 and they in turn, including John Ashe and Paul Methuen, shielded him
when the tide turned.140 The Ashes used their influence on Parliamentary committees to
protect their Royalist trading partners and kin. In the calendared cases of the Committee
for Advance of Money, there are seven recorded cases where John or Edward Ashe, as
Committee members, intervened to mitigate rulings. 141 In six of these cases, the
individuals appear in the Ashe accounts and are either trading partners (William Gore,
Lady Beauchamp and her two sons, Edward and William Lewis, and William Wallis),
or kin (Edward Yerbury). It is quite possible that Edward Yerbury was also a trading
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partner.142 Their business relationships are never revealed in the Ashes’ submissions to
the Committee. Proceedings against Royalists ran, often in parallel, in both the
Committee for the Advance of Money and the Parliamentary Committee for
Compounding. Thus while the Ashes intervened overtly with the Committee for
Advance of Money, they may also have influenced the proceedings of the Committee
for Compounding, on which they sat, but left no record. At his retirement in 1650, John
Ashe sought to manipulate the membership of the Committee for Compounding, by
unsuccessfully nominating family members and associates, 143 but his Parliamentary
influence had waned by this stage. If he had succeeded he could have continued to
shield his Royalist business partners and kin.
Ties of kinship and to locality are clearly evident in the experiences of these
families. When the Ashes and Yerbury sought to mitigate the effects of assessment and
sequestration it was generally to protect their trading partners. The protagonists might
have been ardent Royalists and Parliamentarians but were still willing and able to
support and protect their neighbours and kin regardless of loyalties. While this political
and military froth was bubbling away, there were deeper currents flowing and the same
people were selling their cloth through their established networks. Self-interest shows
through, and maintenance of trade was a mutual necessity. During the Civil Wars, the
clothiers and merchants in the Spanish Cloth industry acted to preserve their trade as
best they could. During the Interregnum, the actions within the Ashe family were even
more calculated.
The Interregnum (1649–60)
During the Interregnum, the Ashes were able to expand their business while also
playing key political roles in both the Commonwealth regime and with the exiled
Royalists.144 Their actions suggest their strategic business objectives conditioned their
political activities. John, Snr (see Figure 5.2), his brothers, Edward and Samuel, and his
son, James, all served for various periods in Parliament and influenced debates in the
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House, including those surrounding trade and high politics.145 John’s influence and that
of his son and brothers waxed and waned, but was generally much stronger before
Pride’s Purge in 1648 than afterwards.146 John Ashe was a leader of the ‘middle party’,
which supported a settlement with Charles I in 1648.147 He was temporarily excluded
from Parliament as a result of Pride’s Purge but returned to the House in February 1648
after the regicide, possibly through Cromwell’s influence.148
At the same time, John Shaw, Joseph Ashe (see Figure 5.2), and also probably
John Ashe, Jr, were supporting the exiled Court of Charles II from their base in
Antwerp. John Shaw was one of the main financiers of the Royalist exiles.149 He and his
wife Sarah hosted exiled Royalists in Antwerp and were personally connected to
Edward Hyde, the Marquess of Ormonde, and the King. Shaw maintained important
clandestine lines of communication with Royalists in England, 150 one such line possibly
being through his uncle Joseph when he returned to London from Antwerp in 1651.151
When Joseph Ashe first returned to London, his house was searched because he was
suspected by Parliament of being in touch with the exiled Royalists.152 He survived this
scrutiny and actively represented the family in business from 1652 onwards.153
There was regular, often weekly, contact between the Ashe family members in
England and those in Antwerp. Batches of letters are recorded in the business
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accounts.154 Despite John Ashe, Sr’s personal relationship with Oliver Cromwell and
the role he and Edward had played in the Civil Wars on the Parliamentary side, the
family’s motives were sufficiently suspect for John Thurloe to intercept their mail. The
intercepted letters show the family was sharing intelligence about political
developments both in London and with the exiled Court. John Ashe, Jr, using the
pseudonym ‘John Johnson’, wrote in 1656 and 1657 to his father at Freshford and to his
uncle Joseph in London to convey intelligence about the exiled Court and to
acknowledge their advice about activities in Parliament.155
The Ashes were experiencing some difficulties in the Antwerp market, at this
time, selling more of their red markes made of English wool than their other more
expensive types. They may have been suffering from competition with the technically
improved lightweight Dutch lakens (see pp. 209–10, below). Their French market
seemed more robust. John Shaw may have worked to keep the French market open
during the French ban on English cloth imports from 1649 to 1655.156 Shaw had access
to Paris and travelled there from Antwerp in 1659.157 Certainly the Ashes’ exports to
France do not seem to have been affected by the embargo, and were as strong in 1650 as
they had been in 1645–46.158 Shaw was willing to call upon royal favour to protect his
trade. Charles II in exile wrote several times to the Spanish court on Shaw’s behalf
seeking restitution from the Spanish king for Shaw’s goods, including cloth, seized in
Spain.159 Charles argued that the Spanish embargo on English trade, introduced in 1655,
should exempt Royalist exiles.160
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The Ashe family and kin seem to have been manoeuvring between both sides. If
so, one of their motives was a search for the stability needed for successful trade. They
wanted the stability of a monarch. The issue of succession was raised between John
Ashe in Antwerp and his father in England in the intercepted letter of 22 February
1657,161 and in the later letter to his uncle Joseph Ashe.162 They seemed to countenance
either Charles or Cromwell taking the Crown. Joseph even made overtures to Thurloe,
offering to act as an intermediary with exiled Court members.163 John Ashe’s role in
encouraging Cromwell to take the Crown is equally curious. In January 1657, John
Ashe had risen unexpectedly in Parliament and proposed that Cromwell take the Crown
according to the ‘ancient constitution’ and ‘to the quieting of the designs of our
enemies’.164 Other MPs were outraged, with one identifying the ‘ancient constitution’ as
Charles Stuart’s interest, and alleging that Ashe ‘would have Cromwell as Charles
Stuarts viceroy or some such thing’. Ashe’s motives and potential Royalist sympathies
were suspect to some, although he may only have been prompting Cromwell towards
sorting out the issue of succession.165 The debate was adjourned and Burton stated that
he had not seen so hot a debate vanish so strangely like an ‘ignis fatuus’. 166 Only
months later Christopher Pack, a prominent Merchant Adventurer, tabled the Humble
Petition and Advice, which detailed what Ashe had signalled, but it was passed without
Cromwell accepting the Crown. Firth says it was the merchants and lawyers of the
middle party who encouraged Cromwell to consider becoming king and to accept the
Humble Petition.167 Earlier historians like Firth and Buchan were perplexed about, and
therefore dismissive of, John Ashe calling him a minor and obscure individual. 168
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Debate at the exiled Court was divided as to whether or not Cromwell’s refusal of the
Crown helped Charles’ cause.169 Later, in December 1657, Thurloe wrote to John Ashe
asking him to come up to the January session of Parliament. Ashe agreed so that ‘I may
give my best assistance after perfecting the happy settlement, which is soe much
expected and desired by all those that love his highnesse and the peace and safety of
these nations’. 170 Cromwell never took the Crown, and the merchants’ search for
stability was thwarted for the moment.
John Ashe, Samuel Ashe, and James Ashe were all elected to sit in Richard
Cromwell’s first Parliament. John Ashe died soon after this Third Protectorate
Parliament began sitting in January 1659. 171 John Shaw wrote from Antwerp to
Ormonde or Edward Hyde, to advise them of Ashe’s death, of his wife Sarah’s
distraction at her father’s death, and stated ‘if he had kept himself at Freshford and not
come upp to this accurst parliament, he might have lived many years’. 172 This was
either a purely personal reflection, or something of political import to Ormonde and
Hyde. In his will John instructed his son and son-in-law to sell what cloth of his they
held in Antwerp, with a similar instruction to Jonathan in London.173
What were motives of those in the industry in response to these political events?
They had kept their trade going through the Civil Wars and consolidated it during the
Interregnum. During the Civil Wars, the collective response of the Spanish Cloth
industry was to mitigate the impacts in order to preserve their economic livelihood. The
industry did not progress in any meaningful way during the 1640s. During the
Interregnum, these players’ actions seemed to be more calculated. They could have
been just engaging in high politics. But when viewed through the lens of their
commercial activities there are other explicable motives and these were about finding
opportunities in the political uncertainty. There were significant changes, discussed
below, in developing markets and changes to production during the 1650s. The Ashes
could not have ended up as wealthy as they did if they had not had the advancement of
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their business interests as a major determining motivator of their actions. Economic
success was not a passive by-product of other pursuits, nor was it due to serendipity.
They used their representation in both the Parliamentary and Royalist camps during the
Interregnum to their commercial advantage. It was also probably a calculated strategy to
secure their trade whoever was in power. But they also actively pursued a preference for
a monarchy to further stability. When the Royalists were once again in the ascendancy
they were well placed through their Royalist connections to take advantage of the
commercial possibilities of the Restoration.

Developments in the industry in the 1650s and beyond
Spanish Cloth specifications remained unregulated
Spanish Cloth production occurred without the regulatory constraints that governed the
specifications of many of the traditional textiles. This freedom allowed a great deal of
innovation, but some mercantilist commentators saw the lack of regulation as a threat to
the securing of a long-term export market. A mercantilist philosophy of supporting and
directing private enterprise through government intervention had both pros and cons.
One difficulty is that mercantilist
… measures taken to encourage economic development may overstep the
bounds of prudence and have the opposite effect of retarding economic
development. Indeed the golden mean between the extremes of too much and
too little government participation was seldom realised.174

Regulation of the technical specifications of textile manufacture was one of those issues
where the balance was hard to find. The Spanish Cloth industry after the Cockayne
Project may have developed in, and arguably benefited from, a period of benign neglect
by being free to quickly change manufacture of the cloth. Ramsay states the declining
efforts at regulation of the textile industries in the first half of the seventeenth century
were not necessarily out of a change in policy, but occurred because government was
too distracted with other issues to keep pace with the rapid changes happening within
the English textile industries.175
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Figure 5.3 The Parliamentarian, John Ashe, and his Royalist brother, Joseph

John Ashe of Freshford (Artist
and year unknown. Portrait held at
Corsham Court)

Joseph Ashe of London (Artist and
year unknown. Portrait held at
Raynham Hall)

The Spanish Cloth clothiers generally opposed regulation of cloth specifications
when it was occasionally mooted. Other aspects of the industry, such as textile workers’
wages, also were largely unregulated. However, when the clothiers sponsored
immigrant workers and began to provide housing in the towns, they may have moved
into a more regulated industry.
Technical regulation was first mooted in the 1630s when there were complaints
that clothiers could make Spanish Cloth in any way that they wanted. 176 In 1633,
Anthony Withers, in his inquiry into the state of the cloth industry in the west of
England, commented on the development of the Spanish Cloth industry and saw an
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opportunity to regulate it. In doing so, he listed the dominant or preferred technical
specifications of Spanish cloth:
Noe Spanish cloth to be made less then 20 yds in length nor above xxiiii yds …
All Spanish cloth to be made six quarters & halfe quarters of a yd in breadth eld
and cloth wthin ye liste. If ye cloth be 20 yds & not above, then to way 42 lb: at
ye least being fully … dressed, & for soe mutch as it shall containe more then
20 yds in length, to way after yr rate of 2lb:2oz for ye yard, & in like proportion
for yr halfe yard.177

Withers failed in his bid to convince the Privy Council that regulation was necessary or
desirable, and so technical and product innovation continued. His proposed regulations
would have impeded further reductions in the weight of the cloth. Already by 1633, and
according to Wither’s proposals, the cloth was lighter than alternatives. Withers quoted
a minimum weight of 2lb. 2oz. per linear yard of cloth. This is around 1.3 lb. (or 20.8
oz.) per square yard, placing these cloths among the lighter woollens.178 It may have
been even lighter; Mann quoted figures for Spanish Cloth in 1632 of only 16 oz. per
square yard. Other medleys, such as those made at Reading, were required by the 1607
statute to be at least 23.6 oz. per square yard. Thus Spanish Cloth was by the 1630s
between 12 and 30 per cent lighter than other medleys. As already stated, regulation
would have impeded experimentation and the continued reduction in the unit weight of
the cloth. Regulation would also have interfered with the ability of English clothiers to
keep pace with the innovations of continental Spanish Cloth clothiers. The Dutch
lakens, also a medley made with Spanish wool, was already superior in many respects
to the English textiles.
But by the 1650s, John Ashe saw advantages, or opportunities, in regulation. In
1656, a bill came before Parliament to regulate ‘broad mixed woollen clothes’ within
the West Riding of Yorkshire, in order to better compete against Dutch cloth. Ashe was
in favour of the bill: ‘I do very much approve of this bill, and desire it have a second
reading. I gave you the reason before why our manufactures are almost lost, and
snatched into Holland only for want of regulation.’179 Those speaking against the bill
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saw it as a move by wealthy clothiers to further monopolise the Yorkshire industry,180
and this may also have been John Ashe’s motive, if West Country Spanish Cloth was
also to be regulated. He certainly dominated that industry. The bill failed, and no further
regulation was proposed for the Spanish Cloth industry at that time. A further attempt to
regulate Spanish Cloth was made in 1667 but this too failed181 and was not likely to
succeed thereafter. By this time, government attitudes probably had changed. According
to Ramsay, support for laissez-faire in the English economy ‘must be dated to some
period after 1660’.182 He suggested it was accepted by the 1690s. While regulation in
the 1650s may have assisted in maintaining the high quality of the exported cloth, it
could potentially have hindered the introduction of further significant improvements in
manufacture and appearance from the late 1650s.
Making a fine lightweight Spanish Cloth
The English clothiers producing Spanish Cloth appreciated that similar Dutch cloth was
of a higher quality and of better workmanship. This is reflected in John Ashe’s
comments from Antwerp to his father at Freshford in 1657 of the difficulties in finding
a market for the Ashes’ cloth because of faults, poor mixing of the wools, and dull
colours in English cloth. Political lobbyists recognised the superiority of Dutch
industry.183 The Dutch had invented a lighter weight warp of Spanish wool by this time.
Not only was their cloth of better quality, it was also lighter. The answer to the ills of
the English Spanish Cloth industry was to be had not in regulation but in getting the
Dutch to bring their expertise to England. Dutch immigrants, brought over by clothiers
such as Paul Methuen, introduced the techniques for the manufacture of a truly
lightweight Spanish cloth in England.
The technical changes were introduced into England by these Dutch artisans
sometime between 1657 and 1659. There is evidence of these changes in the accounts.
Jonathan Ashe was selling the same types of Spanish cloths in 1657 as he was in 1640;
that is red, blue, green, white, yellow, and black markes. After 1657 new types of cloth
appeared in his accounts. The first entered his books in May 1657 as ‘Cloth black,
Holland make’ when Jonathan bought a piece from a Mr Waymans for 21s/yd. Further
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purchases from Waymans were identified as ‘cloth of Holland’ and ‘fine Duch black’.
Whether this cloth was made in England or imported from Holland where the best black
mourning cloth was produced, is unclear.184 The second new type was being made in
England by June 1659 when Paul Methuen began selling ‘gold markes’ of ‘Duch
making’ to Jonathan. 185 Methuen generally sold these for 24–25s/yd which Jonathan
then sold with a 1s/yd mark-up in Paris. This made it the most expensive of the Spanish
cloths that Jonathan traded in. One ‘fine gold’ was sold for as much as 28s/yd.186
In all likelihood, these ‘gold markes of Duch making’ incorporated the
improvements introduced by the Dutch spinners whom Paul Methuen recruited and
settled in Bradford in 1658–59. In July 1655, Paul Methuen and John Yerbury
(probably the clothier of Beckington married to Dorothy Methuen who was Paul’s sister
or niece187) and servant had sought permission to travel to ‘Flanders’.188 Their purpose
is not stated but it is reasonable to suppose it was something to do with their cloth trade.
By 1657–58, but possibly earlier, Paul Methuen had recruited a Dutch ‘spinner’ named
Derick Jonson to come to Bradford-on-Avon and teach his local workers the improved
techniques recently developed in Leiden. This has sometimes been used as evidence of
the date of the first all-Spanish wool cloth produced in England by incorporating a
Spanish wool warp.189 My evidence fits with the claim that what Methuen was doing
was to introduce the techniques to make a lighter weight cloth of Spanish wool. Spanish
wool was already being used in the warp of Spanish Cloth in England but due to
limitations in spinning and carding, this type of warp was relatively thick and heavy.
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Improvements developed at Leiden allowed a fine warp of Spanish wool to be made.
The warp count in Leiden cloths increased from 2,200–2,400 in the 1630s to 3,600 by
1650 indicating the creation of finer warp threads. 190 Chorley believes the ‘modern’
superfine broadcloth industry in the west of England began once these innovations were
adopted. The evidence in Jonathan Ashe’s accounts supports Chorley’s thesis. It was
this ‘modern’ industry which truly revolutionised cloth production in the west. 191
Christopher Brewer expanded on this development by recruiting and housing 24 more
Dutch immigrants in Bradford in the 1670s. John Aubrey’s comments in the 1680s
quoting the Ashes’ claim that they now used only half the wool in making a Spanish
Cloth ‘so thinne’,192 as they did before the Civil Wars suggests that finer spinning and a
lighter, finer warp were achieved in the west of England soon after the end of the Civil
Wars.
Another significant change in 1659 was the purchase of some much cheaper
Spanish wool. From mid-1659, Jonathan Ashe also began providing Paul Methuen with
cheap ‘short’ or ‘fine’ Spanish wool between 10 and 13d/lb., half the price of
Methuen’s other regular purchases of superfine and fine wools. Methuen bought five
bags of this cheap fine wool out of a total of 164 purchases from January to November
1660. This amount was sufficient to make only about 10 cloths.193 This is additional
evidence of changes in manufacturing technique, possibly to copy the type of laken
being made in Leiden which featured a weft of short prime Segovia wool over a warp of
longer stapled Segovia wool as described by Posthumus.194
Building urban industrial housing
The recruitment of Dutch artisans pushed the industry towards a more urban based
production process. The Dutch recruited by Methuen, and a larger group recruited by
William Brewer in 1674, were required by the Bradford-on-Avon civic authorities to
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reside within the town and to be housed and supported by their sponsors. 195 This
concentrated their expertise within the town, rather than being dispersed throughout the
countryside. While this restriction may have been imposed by the civic authorities, there
would have been advantages to the clothiers in these arrangements in any case.
Introduction of new manufacturing techniques would have to be carefully managed,
probably in the face of some opposition from the established spinners and carders.
Chorley states that in Leiden, ‘spinning, scribbling and carding had become more
professionalized, no longer largely female and rural as they had traditionally been, but,
particularly in the draperie, also urban and male’. 196 Methuen may have similarly
elected to house his Dutch artisans close to his urban infrastructure, regardless of the
wishes of the Bradford civic authorities, in order to maximise the impact of these
introduced techniques. There are other examples of this concentration of expertise from
the Continent. The Waldstein woollen factory in Germany in the early eighteenth
century, for example, was deliberately constructed so as to concentrate English and
Dutch immigrant expertise, as it was difficult to promote new technical processes to the
local workers, and the factory owners did not want to dilute effort.197 The owners of this
factory drew together the best of all available technology but faced a challenge in
introducing several new techniques simultaneously. Methuen probably faced similar
challenges in England.
Other clothier families known to the Ashes and Paul Methuen were also
developing urban infrastructure. The housing estates in Trinity Fields in Frome, built in
the early 1660s by the clothiers, Richard Yerbury and Sarah Whitechurch, for their
spinners, dyers, and card workers, are a further example of the consolidation of textile
workers in towns.198 Yerbury’s carders, dyers, spinners, and weavers worked from these
houses. Such a concentration of workers illustrates the start of an industrialising
workforce; they were urbanising, leasing their living and working space from their
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employers (the clothiers), producing materials in a more controlled work environment,
and their artisanal work was their primary or only occupation.199
There were some unique features surrounding the status of clothworkers in the
Somerset/Wiltshire border region, which may have accelerated the provision of urban
housing. Throughout the seventeenth century, a ‘rural proletariat’ of cottagers had
grown up around the cloth towns.200 They lived on small plots of land, were reliant on
work in the textile industry, and bought most of their food at the market rather than
growing it themselves. Many no longer combined agricultural with artisanal work.
Some had secure leases to their small plots, while others squatted on common forested
land. At Kingswood in 1597, 100 of 170 spinners and weavers had only small gardens
attached to their homes and were therefore totally reliant on the cloth industry for
income. 201 In and around Frome, many clothworkers lived in the Frome/Selwood
Forest. There, they had some residual common law rights but as the forest was
progressively enclosed they, along with other poorer people, were not adequately
compensated for their losses. Their distress led to the riots and the breaking down of
enclosures in the 1620–30s, and during and after the Civil War. It was John Ashe’s
responsibility as a JP for Somerset, under direction from the Council of State, to settle
some of these disturbances in the mid-1650s, which he did by first committing the
parties to settle at law.202
The provision of houses for the clothworkers in the town of Frome by Yerbury
and others from the 1660s (if not earlier) may have provided part of the resolution to the
disturbances arising from the plight of this rural proletariat. It seems more orderly and
secure than their scattered and uncertain status in the surrounding forest areas. It also
would have resolved the conflict with the enclosing landlords. Furthermore, the urban
housing of clothworkers was a step away from the rural putting-out system in which the
workers were less beholden to the clothier for their living and working space. As a
landless proletariat, they sacrificed independence for job security. The developments at
Frome were not a factory system, which did not develop until the eighteenth century
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through the mechanisation of spinning and weaving, but they were a step towards
establishing some of the features of the future urban factory system.
Whether the added responsibility that Methuen and Brewer had towards their
immigrant workers changed the overall wages position of the textile workers would be
worth exploring further. Because the municipal authorities required Methuen and
Brewer to cover the welfare of their immigrant workers and not rely on the poor laws,
this would presumably have led the clothiers to more fully remunerate their workers.
But the general body of spinners and weavers were vulnerable to wage manipulation by
clothiers. Although a statute of 1603 (1 James I c. 6) set minimum wages for workers in
all occupations including the textile industries, it was only unevenly applied to textile
workers.203 The JPs were responsible for assessing wage rates within the county. The
Somerset JPs, presumably including John Ashe, reviewed agricultural rates on six
occasions between 1648 and 1655, to match the fluctuations in the price of food, but
there is no record of them assessing the wage rates for textile workers. 204 The Privy
Council specifically directed JPs to address the situation of textile workers only
occasionally; the Wiltshire JPs did so in 1655, although it was to set a maximum
wage.205 But the spinners’ and weavers’ wages rates generally lagged behind changes in
prices, so they suffered whenever food prices rose. Every downturn in the industry or
poor harvest triggered riots among the spinners and the poorer weavers. Ramsay records
the occurrence of such riots in Wiltshire in 1614, 1621–24, and 1646–47.206 As late as
the 1680s, John Aubrey observed that their meagre wages were barely sufficient to keep
the spinners alive.207
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Conclusion
By 1660, the Spanish Cloth industry in England was well placed to expand. The
families in the Spanish Cloth industry in this era succeeded by consolidating vertical
and horizontal connections with kin, many of whom shared common practices in
religion. There are hints that these kinship and religious links were becoming less
important in raw material supply as this trade expanded, but the links remained crucial
in production and marketing. These links were also important in negotiating political
upheaval. The clothiers and merchants in England cooperated to keep their trade going
during the Civil Wars, regardless of their political allegiances. They deftly manoeuvred
between Royalists and Parliamentarians throughout the Interregnum.
In the 1650s, the English clothiers sponsored Dutch artisans to settle in the West
Country and introduce the techniques of the continental drapery to make a fine
lightweight cloth made entirely of Spanish wool. The future of the industry was in
producing the type of Spanish Cloth that could compete with the Dutch lakens. The
English may have had an opportunity to use their control of the Atlantic trade triangles
and European carrying trade in Spanish wool to protect the English cloth industry but
they never took it, probably because the market in England was not large enough to
absorb the volumes of wool. The start of an urban-based industry can be observed, with
a gradual migration of local workers into the larger towns like Frome, Trowbridge, and
Bradford-on-Avon into houses provided by the clothiers. The future of Spanish wool in
English cloth manufacture was assured.
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Conclusion
This thesis addresses why and how Spanish wool was first adopted in English cloth
manufacture. I have analysed why small and regionally isolated groups of West Country
and Suffolk clothiers began to use Spanish wool in their fine woollen cloth in place of
English wools. I have determined how they and their merchant kin then succeeded in
developing an industry based on new types of cloth using Spanish wool. This was a
highly risky entrepreneurial endeavour that required the development of new trade
routes for the supply of raw materials, the introduction of multiple innovations in cloth
manufacture, and the opening of new international markets for the cloth. The enterprise
could have failed at any one of multiple points.
This thesis adds to existing scholarship. Using an agronomic understanding of
sheep husbandry in the early modern period, I conclude that the decline in the supply of
English fine wool and the improvement in quality and supply of Spanish fine wool was
because of informed and rational decisions by the sheep masters in both countries. I
have established a clear chronology of the developments in the cloth industries in which
Spanish wool was adopted in England. I have shown the kinship links between Cardinal
and Spanish Cloth clothiers to explain how and where the transfer of knowledge
occurred. I have resolved some of the uncertainty around the technical developments in
the industry. I established that an all-Spanish wool cloth was first made in England
much earlier than previously thought. I identified the place of this industry in the wider
trade developments of the time. Spanish wool, dyes, oil, and probably soap, were
supplied from the Iberian Peninsula throughout the period. Exchange through the
Atlantic trade triangles in which cod was traded for Iberian goods for these textile
industries began as early as the sixteenth century. I describe the markets for these new
textiles with much greater detail than previously documented and show how they were
marketed in both traditional markets and at the edges of the expanding English trade
routes. Finally, I have given an example of early modern entrepreneurship, and how
kinship and religion were important in creating the crucible of innovation necessary for
this new industry to succeed. I identified the strategic marriages and common religion
affiliations that made this entrepreneurial activity so successful.
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An example of early modern entrepreneurship
The members of this small group of families fit the definition of entrepreneurs, through
initiating innovation, owning the risks in doing so, and having the judgement to succeed
more often than fail. All of the types of innovation distinguished by Schumpeter can be
seen within the Cardinal and Spanish Cloth industries. These entrepreneurs developed
new products which they marketed to meet the emerging demand for fashionable
clothes. They adopted or invented new production processes in carding, spinning,
weaving, and finishing the cloth that improved the feel, weight, and colours of the cloth.
They opened up new markets for their cloth in France, the Mediterranean, the American
colonies, and India. They exploited new sources of supply, of dyes from the Spanish
and Portuguese colonies and Atlantic islands, and of oil, soap, and later, wool, from the
Iberian Peninsula, all procured through Iberian entrepôts. They were pioneers in the
trade triangles linking England, through the Newfoundland and New England cod
fisheries, with Spain. They developed their own marketing arm, independent from the
chartered companies, giving them vertical control of their industry.
These entrepreneurs limited the risks associated with these initiatives by creating
a tight network of trading partners through kinship and shared religion. It is notable how
few families were responsible for pioneering this industry, and also how their origins
were from such a small geographic area. The high levels of trust within this social
network encouraged cooperation, the ready exchange of ideas, and development of
informal forums within which disagreements could be mediated and resolved without
recourse to litigation. In contrast, there is evidence that they were litigious towards
those outside their group, and were prepared to challenge competitors. Other benefits
from such a tight network include the ability to raise capital and cover losses, and to
ensure succession especially in the case of illness or death. Continuity in raw material
supply, production, and marketing was essential and any breaks in that continuity had to
be quickly mended. As the industry grew and matured, the reliance on such a tight
social network for some components of the production chain did diminish. They drew
on a much broader group of merchants than their immediate kin for their wool supplies
by the 1650s.
These industries provide another example of how important kinship was to
successful early modern commerce. But they go further in demonstrating how important
kinship, reinforced by common religion, was to the incubation of a new industry in the
early modern period. A small secure group could successfully drive major innovation.
Examples of this phenomenon are less obvious in the literature. A network of family
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connections ensured there was continuity of raw material supply, production, and
marketing. Any gaps, caused by death or illness of participants, or by loss of capital,
could be quickly plugged. International links provided a source for new ideas. The
peculiar features of this group allowed them to create and maintain a cradle of
innovation.

Centrality of kinship
A closely related group of clothiers, merchants, and merchant/mariners developed the
Cardinal and then Spanish Cloth industries. This very small group of families provided
the raw materials, carried out the production, and marketed much of the cloth. The
business network was built through strategic marriages and then preserved through
creative succession strategies, where the most able individuals took on the business,
whether they were sons, wives, mothers-in-law, or sons-in-law. These links through
marriage were sustained across at least three generations and through the eighty crucial
formative years of the industry. In the late sixteenth century, these kinship bonds were
formed around the Pitt and Mounsell families of Melcombe Regis in Dorset. They were
linked with a number of merchant/mariner families, such as the Middeltons, Barefoots,
and Batemans, and clothier families in and around Shepton Mallet, including the Ashe,
Stroud, Bisse, and Barnard families. These clothier families were themselves
intermarried. In the early seventeenth century, this kinship network expanded to include
clothier/merchant families from Dorchester, such as the Whiteways and the Bonds.
These marriages linked families from the textile regions of the hinterland with those in
the adjacent south coast ports.
The marriages between these families cemented links between sections of the
industry. Often both husbands and wives were active in trade, further consolidating
commercial links. To give just one example, Grace Ash (née Pitt) was an active clothier
at Westcombe with her husband, James. She was raised in the international trading
world of the port of Melcombe Regis where her father and brothers were among the
principal merchant/mariners, trading to Newfoundland, Spain, and France. These links
created a tight mosaic of inter-connections within the industry whereby close kin
controlled raw material supply, production, and marketing of the cloth.
In the mid-seventeenth century, while links continued to be made through
strategic marriages, the more successful families began to create vertical integration of
the industry within the one family. The Ashes were notable in this. Several of James and
Grace’s sons became clothiers, while another three sons became merchants in London
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and Antwerp. Their daughters married clothiers or merchants. Sons in the third
generation similarly were either clothiers or merchants and all were engaged in the
extended family business.
Aside from their part in strategic marriages, women in this industry were
business managers with their husbands and children. Grace Ashe, Elizabeth Ashe, and
Anne Davison were active clothiers working alongside their husbands and children, and
sometimes running the family business alone in their husbands’ absence. Widows also
continued businesses to ensure succession. After their husbands died, Alice Pitt and
Phillipa Pitt, with their sons, maintained their trade to Newfoundland waters and Spain.
While all of the individuals I studied were entrepreneurial, not all were
successful. William Leonard, a pioneer in the Cardinal Cloth industry, innovated but
was troubled by risk. William Cardinal had the drive to develop and market a new cloth,
but his product was superseded. Benedict Webb, a pioneer of the Spanish Cloth
industry, had vision but lacked business judgement. For structural change to occur in an
industry, the inventive and innovative activities of the entrepreneur must be followed by
diffusion and imitation by others. Members of the Ashe family therefore were the model
entrepreneurs, as they were spectacularly successful over several generations in
uncertain circumstances, and many others sought to imitate them.

Reinforcing role of religion
A ubiquitous feature of this group of clothiers and merchants was their Puritanism and
some were notably committed. William Cardinal was active in the Elizabethan classis
movement. The Weymouth merchant John Mounsell was a Puritan diarist, the
Mounsells’ and John Pitt’s actions as mayor of Weymouth enforced Puritan disciplines,
the Bonds, Whiteways, and Goulds supported Reverend John White’s imposition of
godly discipline upon the town of Dorchester, and they and the Pitts supported his
efforts to establish Puritan colonies in New England. James and John Ashe in Batcombe
and Beckington introduced Puritan worship and were opposed to Archbishop Laud. The
Cardinal clothiers were early adherents to Elizabethan Puritanism, in widely separate
locations. This connection of geographically isolated co-religionists across southern
England could fit into Margaret Spufford’s model of commercial ties in the cloth trade
across southern England being channels for dissenting evangelism, or vice-versa.
Commerce and religion could have spread iteratively.
Common religious belief was clearly important in creating kinship links.
Whether Puritanism had any influence upon their trade is less clear. The economic
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philosophies of the Elizabethan Puritans were in some flux in the sixteenth century. As
described in Chapter 2, the current view among social historians is that by the
seventeenth century most established early modern Christian denominations shared
common economic philosophies. This indicates that a commercial philosophy was
unlikely to have been either initially shared among early Puritans, nor later unique to
other denominations. Thus, if there was any commercial benefit of shared religion,
including Puritanism, it was more likely through building trust among adherents, and so
reducing transaction costs. This would reinforce the benefits of a close kinship network
to commercial endeavour. The classis rules developed at Dedham and Dorchester to
mediate disputes are a practical demonstration of this.

Negotiating political events
Ultimately these entrepreneurs succeeded because they had good judgement. This is
evident in their political decisions. Over the eighty years, examined here, there were
many political disruptions that directly or indirectly affected the English textile
industries. The Spanish Cloth industry survived these disruptions because of actions by
the clothiers and merchants to mitigate their impacts. Their judgement is evident in their
adroit negotiation of political disruptions throughout the seventeenth century. They did
not join the King’s New Merchant Adventurers to establish the Cockayne Project set up
by James I to manage the export of all coloured cloth. They survived by avoiding this
new London-based chartered company. The clothiers used their long-established
familial links through the south coast ports to hide their trade from the New Merchant
Adventurers. The Spanish Cloth industry was well-established by the 1620s, soon after
the demise of that Company, when records of Spanish Cloth emerge in the clothiers’
accounts. They pursued risky strategies during the Civil Wars and Interregnum, by
having a foot in both the Parliamentarian and Royalist camps, but this allowed them to
preserve and even expand their trade through the whole period. The English Civil Wars
did

cause

short-term

disruption,

but

cooperation

between

Royalists

and

Parliamentarians in the industry ensured that they maintained their production and trade.
They cooperated in trade despite some having significant and opposing political roles
during the conflict. During the Interregnum, the Ashes played to both sides of the
political divide, keeping their options open. The family was represented both in
Cromwell’s Parliaments and at Charles’s exiled court, all the while continuing their
family trade. Their seemingly contradictory actions are explicable when livelihood was
more of a priority than political allegiance.
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Changing supplies of fine English and Spanish wool
A preliminary question in the thesis was why English clothiers considered using
Spanish wool when their alternative – fine English wool – had such a long-standing
reputation. Their decision to use Spanish wool in place of the fine English wools was
taken at a time, in the late sixteenth century, when the supply of the latter was declining
and both the supply and quality of Spanish merino wool were improving. These trends
were the result of conscious decisions by the sheep masters in each country: in England
to use dual-purpose animals raised on enclosed pasture to satisfy the demand for meat
from the growing urban populations and coarse wool for worsted manufacture, and in
Spain to use the transhumant flocks to target the international market for fine wool. In
the light of modern agronomic understanding of sheep husbandry, it is hard to argue the
changes in wool type and quality were inadvertent, or caused by environmental factors
alone. The huge improvements in both carcass weight and the volume of coarse wool of
the English dual-purpose animals could only be achieved through targeted and sustained
breeding strategies. These breeding strategies could be most effectively pursued, in the
sixteenth century, by sheep masters acting individually on enclosed lands. The
continuous improvement in the fineness of Spanish wools similarly could not have been
achieved without a targeted breeding strategy, albeit under a very differently structured
and cooperative agricultural regime. It is plausible that the English clothiers who began
using Spanish wool had an understanding of these long-term trends and were
anticipating the future. The West Country clothiers stated the supply of fine English
wool was diminishing in the late sixteenth century. Furthermore, many clothiers were
woolgrowers themselves. Their rational economic strategy would be to maximise their
profits by raising dual-purpose sheep for the domestic meat and coarse wool markets,
and to purchase Spanish wool at competitive prices for their fine cloth production. If
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century sheep masters and clothiers understood the
influences of nutrition and breeding on wool and meat characteristics, as contemporary
agricultural manuals and their actions suggest, then the clothiers’ move to Spanish wool
was not serendipitous, but rather calculated in anticipation of a continuing contraction in
the supply of fine English wool. This supports the claim that an agricultural revolution
in England was beginning as early as the sixteenth century.

Innovations in production
The Spanish Cloth of the late seventeenth century, lightweight, colourful, and made
entirely of high-quality Spanish Segovia wool, was the saviour of the West Country
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textile industry. But it was the product of eighty years of innovation and with
contemporary commentators giving no inkling of this long history, it is understandable
that the chronology has subsequently been blurred. Close reading of clothiers’ accounts
and other sources gives clarity around the chronology of the innovations and how they
were connected.
The chronology of using Spanish wool in English textile manufacture is one of
continuous improvements, each innovation being built upon previous ones. There is a
direct path from Cardinal production through to the various iterations of Spanish Cloth.
Spanish wool began to be used in the 1570s, by two separate groups of Puritan clothiers
in Somerset and Suffolk who replaced English wool with it in the weft of their woaddyed woollen cloth. This new cloth was sufficiently distinctive, through using better
quality Spanish wool, for the clothiers to call it ‘Cardinals’. These clothiers also had a
long pedigree as Iberian merchants, selling their English cloth in exchange for dyes and
oil for cloth manufacture and Spanish wool for the English felt hat industry. While the
Cardinal industry did not last for long into the seventeenth century, it laid the
groundwork for the adoption of Spanish wool into the manufacture of other types of
cloth. Some of the techniques of wool preparation and of dyeing in the wool were
resolved in this phase and were absorbed by the next wave of pioneers.
Benedict Webb began making a new type of medley cloth at Taunton in
Somerset and then Kingswood in the 1580s to 90s. He called it ‘Webb’s Cloth’ but it
was marketed abroad as ‘Spanish cloth’. The new textile was modelled on the medleys
that Webb had observed being made around Rouen in France. The innovations he
introduced from France were in wool preparation and weaving, but Webb used English
wool rather than continental wools. The Spanish Cloth industry in Devon was an
offshoot of this industry and also never used Spanish wool. The other offshoot, around
Shepton Mallet, was where the next wave of innovations occurred, from around 1610.
This was the epicentre of the industry using Spanish wool. It was focused on two minor
headwaters of the River Alham in the Mendip Hills at Westcombe and Batcombe. The
industry was driven by a small group of closely related families, principally the Ashes,
along with their kin among the Bisses, Strouds, and Barnards. These clothiers combined
their knowledge of both Cardinal and traditional medley manufacture, to make Spanish
Cloth with both English and Spanish wools; some entirely of English wool, some with a
weft of Spanish wool over a warp of English, and some made entirely of Spanish wool.
The Ashes expanded their production over the brow of the Mendips into the valleys of
the Frome and Avon Rivers in the 1630s, buying fulling mills along both rivers. Only a
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small amount of their Spanish Cloth was made entirely of Spanish wool. It was very
profitable but only had a small, though fashionable market. This cloth, made with
expensive superfine Segovia wool, was worth around £30 per 24-yard cloth, and sold
for three times as much as their all-English wool cloths and twice as much as those with
an English warp and Spanish weft. But the major advance, in producing a truly
lightweight Spanish Cloth made entirely of Spanish wool, did not occur until the late
1650s, when Paul Methuen brought Dutch artisans to Bradford-on-Avon, so as to
transmit the innovations in using Spanish wool in laken production they had achieved at
Leiden. This lightweight cloth used only half the Spanish Segovia wool of the earlier
type, and thus sold at more competitive prices and into a broader market.
Both the Cardinal and Spanish Cloth industries were initially melded into the
existing putting-out system of the West Country textile industry, where wool
preparation and weaving was done by piece-work. However, there were signs of
changes to this system, driven in part by the adoption of Spanish wool. The Spanish
Cloth clothiers were buying some of their yarn from market spinners who operated in an
open market. Also, weaving with Spanish wools was becoming a more specialised task
and only 10 per cent of the weavers working for James and Grace Ashe wove with
superfine Segovia wool to make all-Spanish wool cloth. Furthermore, by the 1650s the
industry was becoming more urban, with wealthy clothiers, such as John Yerbury in
Frome, building rows of houses and workshops, without attached agricultural land, on
the outskirts of the town for their carders, spinners, and weavers. The immigrant Dutch
artisans brought to Bradford-on-Avon by Paul Methuen around 1657 had to be housed
within the town and Methuen was responsible, rather than the municipality, for their
wellbeing. Introducing new materials and techniques required a closer, but more
dependent, relationship between the clothiers and their workers. These are all changes
towards a more urban-based system where the workers were employees of the clothiers.

Triangular raw material supply
Clothiers initially relied on the Spanish wool that was brought into England for the felt
hat industry. Some of the clothiers were also Iberian merchants and were well placed to
secure supplies of wool, dyestuffs, and oil in exchange, in part, for their cargoes of
English cloth. But when the demand for English cloth in Spain dried up, the English
needed another commodity to exchange. Newfoundland cod was that commodity. West
Country merchant/mariners, including the Mounsell and Pitt families of Melcombe
Regis, pioneered this new trade. As these two families were tied closely by multiple
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marriages to the clothier families of Shepton Mallet, it is no surprise that they were
pioneers from the 1590s in the triangular trade in which Newfoundland cod was
exchanged at the Biscay ports for wool, dyestuffs, and olive oil for the textile industry,
and other goods.
The merchant/mariner kinfolk of the Shepton Mallet clothiers were involved in
the Atlantic triangular trade of both Newfoundland and New England from the 1590s to
at least the 1660s. Some of these merchants were foundation investors, and sometimes
directors, of successively the Dorchester, New England, and Massachusetts Bay
Companies. The Shepton Mallett clothiers bought Spanish wool through these triangles
from their merchant kin from the early 1600s. The merchants often had family members
acting as their factors in Bilbao to arrange the sale of cod and purchase of Spanish wool
and other commodities. By the 1650s, once regular trade networks were established
between London and New England colonial trading houses, the Ashes bought from a
much larger group than their immediate kin.
The Cardinal, Spanish Cloth, and other coloured cloth industries in England
could not have succeeded without securing supplies of wool, dyestuffs, oil, and soap
from the Iberian Peninsula. This requirement was, at least partially, responsible for the
Atlantic triangular trade that developed out of English participation in the
Newfoundland cod fishery. There was already a demand for Iberian wool, dyes, and oil
in the 1570s for Cardinal and felt hat manufacture when the English began fishing the
Newfoundland waters, and these raw materials formed part of the import cargoes. But it
was the Spanish Cloth clothiers in the mid-seventeenth century who used their links
with the Newfoundland and New England merchant/mariners to fully develop and
secure their Spanish wool supply.
The English merchants gained control of the Spanish carrying trade for periods
from 1621–25 and 1630–47. There was no shortage of Spanish wool to English
industry, at least during these periods. The types and quantity of Spanish Cloth being
produced therefore were not limited or dictated by raw material supply. Rather they
were determined by consumer demand that was driven by price and fashion.
The mix of products did vary year on year, in response to that demand, with
only a brief period in the 1630s when the Ashes concentrated upon the most expensive
type of Spanish Cloth. At other times, Spanish Cloth either made entirely of English
wool, or a weft of Spanish wool over a warp of English, was in greater demand. At the
highest end of the market, using superfine Segovia wool and expensive dyestuffs
provided a cloth with a soft feel that came in appealing colours. Lightweight became
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desirable as a further characteristic, which was achieved in the last iteration of Spanish
Cloth. This type only used half the wool compared to earlier iterations. It was not until
this cheaper, lightweight cloth was developed in the late 1650s that an all-Spanish wool
cloth became broadly popular. A light, soft cloth in a medley of colours was a truly
fashionable item.
While Spanish wool was important in achieving a soft feel to the cloth, it was
colour that drove fashion. Colour could be manipulated in Cardinals, but even more so
in Spanish Cloth. Fashions changed constantly. New dyes allowed a vast palette of
colours to be drawn upon to respond to these changes. The Iberian ports were entrepôts
for new dyes coming from the Spanish and Portuguese trades to the Americas and Far
East. The clothiers had their own dyeing houses and constantly sought new exotic
dyestuffs, including cochineal, indigo, pernambucco (brazil wood), and other dyewoods
to mix and create new colours. They marketed their cloth with similarly exotic names,
including ‘claret wyne, partridge grey, bever grey, French ware gold, parott greene, and
sad sinimon’,1 which reflected the new shades and combinations of colours.

Expanding markets
European trade horizons broadened hugely over the period from the 1580s to 1660s.
The English textile industry was affected by these developments as much as any other
industry. In the 1580s, when Cardinals began to be made, they were sold through
relatively simple bilateral trade to the Iberian Peninsula, France, and to markets in the
Low Countries. The return cargoes were diverse, but included dyestuffs, oil, and some
Spanish and Portuguese wool.
By the early seventeenth century, when the Spanish Cloth industry commenced,
the Iberian market for English cloth had declined. Spanish Cloth was produced for the
English domestic market and was exported to the Low Countries, with a growing
market in France. The West Country clothiers continued to export through their local
ports, including Weymouth and Bristol. The Ashes, principally James and Grace Ashe
at Westcombe and their son John Ashe at Freshford, whose combined production by
this time constituted around 14 per cent of the total Spanish Cloth export trade through
London, were major participants in the industry, and sought to develop vertical
integration of their trade. The family established a trading house in London in the
1620s, independent of the main cloth market at Blackwell Hall, and from this date
1
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London dominated both their domestic and export trade. The Ashes and other clothier
kin traded through this London base primarily to France. Cloth was sold on commission
to a number of Paris companies. The commission-based sales had the advantages of an
assured trade and prices as long as the changes in Paris fashion could be quickly
responded to. The Ashes had factors in Antwerp from the 1630s, initially John Shaw
who was later joined by John Ashe and Joseph Ashe. In Antwerp, they sold on the open
market, which was more fickle than their Paris sales. An overriding objective in
marketing their cloth was to appeal to fashion. This shows in both their domestic and
international European trade. Vertical integration of their trade, and selling on
commission, gave them greater control over their production and allowed them to plan
with more certainty.
By the 1640s, these merchants were developing other markets for Spanish Cloth.
Although not well documented in the surviving accounts, their Mediterranean trade
must have been substantial and well established, sufficient for Edward Ashe to make an
offer to the Privy Council in 1653 to coordinate a merchant fleet in Venice, Naples, and
Leghorn to rescue British seamen imprisoned in Algiers. Similarly, the Ashes’ trade to
the East India Company factories at Surat and other ports in India received passing
mention in their accounts but the documented voyages involved very large sums of
capital. Their West Indian trade was in partnership with kinsmen who were resident
there. They were looking to expand their trade as far as possible.

Limited regulation
The Cardinal and Spanish Cloth industries were rural-based industries managed on the
putting-out system. As such they were outside guild regulation. Furthermore, the
specifications for Spanish Cloth were never regulated by statute, despite some
determined efforts by mercantilists to do so. The lack of technical regulation meant
Spanish Cloth was made ‘any which way’, which offended government officials but not
the clothiers, who used this freedom to experiment. But the clothiers were not always
against regulation if it was in their interest, as John Ashe showed. In the 1650s, he
supported regulation to maintain quality of the Spanish Cloth, probably to protect his
share of the export market. Merchants were more agnostic about regulation and traded
both as interlopers outside company charters, and as members of chartered companies.
Robert Middleton and Robert Bateman had the largest stint in the Merchant
Adventurers’ trade in 1614, and were foundation investors in the East India Company.
Others of these merchants were members of the Spanish, French, and Levant
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Companies, as well as the American colonising companies. But they favoured free trade
in the cod fisheries and opposed any effort to regulate it. These attitudes may seem
contradictory, but make sense if viewed as taking the path they judged would likely to
be in their own best interest.

Future research
This research opens up new lines of inquiry. The peculiar but long-standing residencies
of Puritan factors in Catholic Spain, and their subsequent commercial careers and lives
on return to England would make an interesting sociological study. There is scope and
the sources for considerably more analysis of the Spanish Cloth industry. More can be
discovered – from the merchants’ and clothiers’ accounts of the 1650–60s, and from the
surviving records of the lesser clothiers who manufactured Spanish Cloth – that was
beyond the scope of this thesis. The Wansey family of Warminster, for instance, left
comprehensive records from the 1650s into the early 1700s that document the day-today costs of their textile manufacture. The Wanseys’ accounts warrant further research,
especially those for the period 1654–56,2 as these records were not available to Mann.3
Additionally, a number of the clothiers and merchants followed the Puritan practice of
keeping diaries. Close reading of such diaries could give greater insight into their
attitudes to commerce and trade.
This thesis has answered a number of key questions about why and how, after
over 400 years of being the best fibre available, English wool lost its place to Spanish
wool for fine woollen manufacture in England. A small kinship group of entrepreneurial
clothiers and merchants from an isolated part of the West Country of England triggered
this change, exercising a familial entrepreneurship appropriate to their early modern
times. Merino wool became the wool of choice for high-quality woollens, a reputation
that has endured to the present day.

2

WSA, 3429/1, The ‘Caysh boock’ of George Wansey, clothier of Warminster, 1655–86.

3

Julia de Lacy Mann, ‘A Wiltshire Family of Clothiers: George and Hester Wansey, 1683–1714’,

Economic History Review, New Series, vol. 9, no. 2, 1956.
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Appendix 1
Names and Descriptions of Cardinals and Spanish Cloth used throughout this thesis

My nomenclature

Description

Other names

Cardinals

A woad-dyed, woollen cloth with Spanish
Spanish sorts Suffolk6
wool in the weft; exported both finished and
unfinished

Spanish Cloth

A medley cloth in the French/Dutch style

Webb’s cloth

Spanish cloth1,3

Spanish Cloth (Spanish
wools)

A medley cloth in the French/Dutch style,
made wholly with Spanish wool

Segovia and Secundo cloth.
Yellow marke.2 Dutch cloth.
Gold marke.5

Narrow-listed broadcloth Somerset making3,4

Spanish Cloth (mixed
wools)

A medley cloth in the French/Dutch style,
made with an English wool warp and a
Spanish wool weft

Blue markes2

Spanish Cloth (English
wools)

A medley cloth in the French/Dutch style,
made entirely of English or Irish wool

Red marke2

Name in Customs accounts
Cardinal6

Narrow-listed broadcloth3,4
Narrow-listed Spanish broadcloth4

Sources:
1
3

Supple, Commercial Crisis and Change; Ramsay, Wiltshire Woollen Industry; Mann, Cloth Industry.
TNA, E 190/873/9.

4

TNA, E 190/876/6.

5

TNA, C 107/18/1.

6

MS Harley 70.
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2

TNA, C 107/17/6.
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Appendix 2
Evolution of all carded woollen and Spanish Cloth
Phase

Warp

Weft

Types of wool and cloth

Date and place of introduction in
Europe (if known)

Date and place of introduction in
England (if known)

1

Combed

Combed

Various wools

before 14001

before 14001

2

Combed

Carded

English

by 14001

?

English warp and Spanish weft

in the 1400s1

Coarse English wools

early 1400s1

Mixed warp of fine English and Spanish wools
(e.g. drap d’Armentiere plat liste)

mid-1500s at Armentieres and
Bailleul1,2

Fine English warp and Spanish weft (e.g. drap
d’Armentiere crombe liste)

mid-1500s at Armentieres and
Bailleul1,2

3

Carded

Carded

by 15001

English versions of draps d’Armentiere using
fine English wool

1560s at Coventry3

Spanish Cloth; all English wool; later Spanish
weft and English warp

1580s at Taunton3

3A

Carded

Carded

Spanish; heavy warp with 2,000 warp threads;
developed after scribbling bench invented

before 1626 at Leiden1,4

by 1626 at Shepton Mallet6

3B

Carded

Carded

Spanish; light warp with 3,600 warp threads

mid-1600s at Leiden1,4

late 1650s at Bradford-on-Avon5

231

3
Sources: 1 Chorley, ‘Evolution of the Woollen’, pp. 7–25 2 Munro, ‘Spanish merino wools’, pp. 474–45
Kerridge, Textile Manufactures, pp. 34–35
4
5
Chorley, ‘Evolution of the Woollen’, p. 23; Posthumus, De Geschiedensis van de Leidsche Lakenindustrie, 2:295
Mann, Cloth Industry, p. 11
6
TNA, C 107/20/1.
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Appendix 3
Webb family tree

Robert Webbe clothier
of Kingswood d. 1558.

John Webb merchant
of Exeter d. 1585 =
Agnes

Christian Webb =
John Browning

Nicholas Webb clothier
of Kingswood d. 1597

Robert Webb clothier of
Beckington d. 1611 =
Elizabeth Webb da. of
Thomas Webb clothier
of Beckington d. 1585

Thomas Webb 1570 d.
1600 =
Bridget Scutt

Benedict Webb clothier
of Kingswood

Robert Webb 1592-1641
sold Beckington manor
to John and Edward Ashe
in 1633

Other brothers

Benedict Webb clothier
of Kingswood =
Alice Trowbridge of
Taunton

Nicholas Webb of
Wootton under Edge

Agnes Webb =
William Joliffe

other daughters

Elizabeth Joliffe =
Edward Ashe
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Willliam Webb clothier
of Kingswood
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Appendix 4
Mounsell family tree

Peter Mounsell
of Launceston and Blandford

John Mounsell m. 1568 d. 1586 =
Joan Pitt, dau. of John Pitt of Causeway, d. 1607

Margaret Mounsell b.
1575 m. 1591 d. 1610 =
Robert Middleton b.
1563 d. 1616

Joan Mounsell b. 1577
m. 1594 d. 1602 =
Robert Bateman b. 1561
d. 1644

John Mounsell b. 1581
m. 1608 d. 1637 =
Margery Ashe dau. of
James Ashe of
Westcombe, living 1637

Joan Mounsell b. 1610 =
Latymer Simpson of Freshford

Mary Mounsell b. 1579
m. 1598 =
William Whiteway the
elder of Dorchester,
living 1637

5 other children
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Peter Mounsell of the
Middle Temple London
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Appendix 5
Pitt family tree

Richard Pitt of Causeway m. 1498 =
Johanna Samways of Weymouth

John Pitt of Causeway m. 1520 d. 1587 =
Margaret Lawse of Sherborne

6 other children

John Pitt b. 1566 m. 1586 d.
1625 = Alice Ashe da. of
John Ashe of Westcombe d.
1626

Richard Pitt of Melcombe b.
1530 d. 1622 =
1. Margaret Bailey m. 1564
2. Elizabeth Orchard m.
1598

Margaret Pitt b. 1567 m.
1583 = John Bond of
Purbeck d. ~1631

William Pitt of Poole =
Amy Mann of Poole da. of
John Mann of Poole
Spanish merchant

Grace Pitt b. 1579 m. 1596
= James Ashe of
Westcombe

Thomas Pitt m.1568 d.1587
= Susan? of Antwerp

Matthew Pitt b.1576
d.1624 = 1. Christian
Barnard da. of John Barnard
of Shepton Mallett m. 1597
2. Philip(a) Daniel of
Beauminster m. 1600
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John Pitt of Bridport =
Agnes Davidge of Bridport

Amy Pitt b. 1582 m. 1596 =
James Strode of Shepton
Mallett

Joan Pitt d. 1607 =
1. John Mounsell of
Melcombe Regis m. 1568 d.
1586
2. Thomas Barefoot of
Knowle m. 1588 d. 1610

7 other children
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Appendix 6
Ashe family tree

John Ashe of Wescombe =
Anne Strode of Shepton Mallett

Alice Ashe =
John Pitt of Melcombe

Grace Ashe

Sarah =
John Shaw of
London

John Ashe0 b. 1597
d. 1659 =
Elizabeth Davison
d. 1673

Grace Ashe =
Paul Methuen

Edward Ashe =
1. Elizabeth
Woodward
2. Elizabeth Jolliffe

Mary =
Jacob Selfe of
Beanacre

James Ashe of Westcombe b.
1554 d. 1643 =
Grace Pitt b. 1556 d. 1647

Joseph Ashe =
Mary Wilson

Jonathon Ashe =
Rebecca Leaver

Margaret (Margery) Ashe =
John Mounsell of Weymouth

Samuel Ashe =
Ann Playdell

Anne Ashe =
James Mann

Alice Ashe =
Edward Harris

3 other sons

Joseph (app. to Edw
1654)
John (Antwerp)

Legend
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Parliamentarian
Royalist
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Appendix 7
Davison family tree

Henry Davison clothier
of Freshford 1543-1604
= Elizabeth

Henry Davison b. 1580 m. 1606
d. 1658 clothier of Freshford =
Anne Chivers dau. of Henry
Chivers of Quemerford, d. 1670

2 other daughters, one
son

Joseph Davison =
Joanna Bluet

Elizabeth Davison =
John Ashe

Paul Methuen =
(2) Grace Ashe
(1) Sarah Davison

Rebecca Davison =
Upton Bisse son of
Edward Bisse of Shepton
Mallett

Jane Davison =
John Curl

See Ashe family tree
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Appendix 8
Glossary

Broadcloth

A woollen cloth of a regulated width

Brogger

A broker; an individual who bought and sold wool; a
middleman

Commons

Land over which existed common rights of use

Cotted/cotting

The keeping of sheep in covered buildings, either at night, or
during inclement weather and season

Crimp

The waviness of a fibre; generally, the higher number of
crimps/unit length, generally the finer the fibre diameter

Demesne

A piece of land attached to a manor and retained by the owner
for their own use

Enclosed field

A field physically enclosed by a wall, fence, or hedge

Enclosure

The process by which property rights were changed, to
remove common property rights, to consolidate property and
create separate holdings under individual title.

Fallow

Land left uncropped to allow soil fertility to recover

Fibre diameter

The thickness of individual wool fibres

Field sheep

Sheep breeds used on open fields

Fold

Holding sheep on arable land overnight; their deposits of
dung and urine improve soil fertility

Foldcourse

Special rights pertaining to folding flock of sheep on open
fields

Fulling

Pounding woollen cloth in soapy water and urine to felt fibres
into a softer cloth

Kemp

A hard brittle fibre found in the fleece

Kersey

A carded woollen with twill weave that created a diagonal
pattern in the cloth; only lightly fulled to retain visible pattern

Medley

A woollen cloth; different wool fibres, generally of different
colours, are mixed before being spun into yarn

Medullated fibre

Coarse wool fibre with a hollow central core

Mesta

Honrado Concejo de la Mesta (Honorable Council of the
Mesta); an association of sheep masters in Castille

Noil

Short-fibres of wool drawn apart from longer fibres during
combing; used in wefts of cheap woollens
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Open field

Cultivated field managed communally; often several hundred
acres in size

Pasture sheep

Sheep breeds used on enclosed fields

Perpetuana

A hybrid worsted with a combed warp and carded weft

Putting out

A system whereby spinning and weaving was carried out by
individuals in their own homes on a piece-work basis

Sanfoil/Sainfoin

Perennial pasture legume; Onobrychis genus

Scales

Serrations around the diameter of the wool fibre

Severalty

Free of common rights

Staple

A naturally formed cluster of wool fibres; staple length in a
shorn fleece generally refers to one year’s growth

Staple

Designated selling point for wool or cloth, e.g. the Calais
Staple

Thrum

A carded roll of wool, before spinning; probably made using a
scribbling bench and then fine cards

Tod

English measure of weight in the internal wool trade,
equivalent to 28 lbs.

Transhumance

Seasonal, migratory herding

Tumming

See Thrum

Tup

A ram

Tupping

Mating

Union yarn

A blended yarn, made using wool from several sources

Warp

The lengthwise elements in a piece of woven cloth

Weft

The transverse elements in a piece of woven cloth

Wether

A castrated male sheep

Woof

Alternative word for ‘Weft’

Woollen

A fulled (felted) cloth generally made from carded yarn

Worsted

A cloth made of combed yarn
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Appendix 9
Spanish wool merchants supplying the Ashe family 1645–60
Sales of Spanish wool1
Merchant

No. Calendar years £ value
Comments
years
New England (NE) traders2

1

2

3
4
5
6

Richard Basse

6

1650–55

2539

Joseph Jackson

1

1656

2500

Ashe kin

Benjamin
Whetcombe

8

1646–51, 57,
60

2106

Ashe kin

Nathaniel Manton

3

1653–55

2066

Greenland interloper

Richard Ford

5

1654, 56–57,
59, 60

1990

Richard & Robert
Black

3

1647–48, 54

1771

John Brewer

7

1647–53

1329

Henry Sweeting

2

1648–49

1232

Gregory
Westcombe

2

1657, 60

1213

Ashe kin

Nathaniel Wright

3

1647–49

997

Also Newfoundland trader

John Sweeting

3

1650–52

973

London merchant, trading to East
Indies, Brazil, Portugal/Madiera 1650s
with Dashwoods3

Jacob Lane4

2

1656, 58

753

Captain Cranley

1

1650

723

Capt in East India Company; Letters of
marque. Comm’er for Navy. Medit.
trader5

White

2

1649, 52

669

John White of Bristol?6

William Jolly
(Jolliffe)7

3

1647–48, 60

658

Merchants/wool traders; Ashe kin

Wool sales are recorded TNA, C 107/17/5, A cash book of payments and receipts, 1645–55; and TNA,
C 107/18/1, Account book of the business of Jonathan Ashe, merchant, 1656–60.
For references to traders, see William Aspinwall, A Volume relating to the early history of Boston,
containing the Aspinwall notarial records from 1644 to 1651, Boston, Municipal Printing Office, 1903.
MarineLives, 2012–17, at www.marinelives.org.
There are many references to the Lane family in Aspinwall, there is, however, no Jacob.
Aspinwall, Notarial records, p. 98.
Aspinwall, Notarial records, p. 426.
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Factor in Bilbao receiving cod 16508

John Hart

1

1654

421

Thomas Papillion

2

1650–51

325

Philip Jackson

2

1656, 57

300

Factor living in Spain; Ashe kin9

Thomas Tucker

2

1651, 54

269

Thomas Tucker and Co., merchants
London10

Joseph
Throgmorton

1

1660

207

Factor in Bilbao11

John Jackson

3

1650, 56, 57

200

Ashe kin

William
Westcombe

1

1660

191

NE traders; connected to Benjamin,
Richard Westcombe above; Ashe kin

Hugh Forde

1

1657

156

NE traders; connected to Richard Ford,
above

John Clarke

1

1655

147

Jonas Clarke of New England?12

Newfoundland traders
Stephen White

2

1655, 58

336

In Nathaniel Wright’s will13

DeLabore & Co.

2

1651, 57

141

Newfoundland sack merchant; Kent
Island project (fur trade)14

No proven connection to the cod fisheries

7

8
9

John Weake

2

1659–60

3569

Dyer of London 1650s?

Francis Clarke

3

1651–52, 55

1117

William Stroude

3

1658–60

780

Edward Ashe’s apprentice in 1632?15
Merchant of London; Ashe kin16

Arnold Sartillion

3

1557–59

698

Trader to Hamburg, Germany17

Thomas Man

1

1648

624

Lawrence Debusty

1

1658

609

Merchant of London; trading to
France18

See John Jolliffe in Aspinwall, Notarial records, p. 186, cousin to William Jolly; John Gaisford,
‘Capital in the Countryside: Social Change in West Wiltshire, 1530–1680’, PhD, Birkbeck, University
of London, 2015, p. 309.
Aspinwall, Notarial records, pp. 295, 301.
Regina Grafe, ‘Northern Spain between the Iberian and Atlantic Worlds: Trade and Regional
Specialisation, 1550–1650’, PhD thesis, University of London, 2001, p. 207.

10
11
12
13

Aspinwall, Notarial records, p. 222.
Aspinwall, Notarial records, p. 333.
Aspinwall, Notarial records, p. 379.
TNA, PROB 11/274/558, Will of Nathaniel Wright, 1658.

14

Peter E. Pope, Fish into Wine, Williamsburg, University of North Carolina Press, 2004, pp. 112, 115;
Brenner, Merchants and Revolution, p. 124.

15
16
17

See Chapter 4.
TNA, PROB 11/334/75, Will of William Stroud, merchant of London, 1670.
Also Peter Sartillion. TNA, SP 29/190, fol. 70, Similar warrants, 1666.
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John Frederick

1

1659

421

Thomas Lamb

1

1655

345

George Grutt

1

1654

310

Edward Ashe

3

1650, 52, 54

266

Edison

1

1654

245

Swinnock

1

1654

216

Sanage

1

1654

203

Robert Vircus

1

1648

200

Abmy Jolly

1

1648

200

Arthur Hall

1

1648

168

Thomas Seaward

1

1657

166

Smythson

2

1646–47

154

Thomas Langham

1

1660

147

Bacham

1

1650

142

Pumster

1

1659

123

Lethelier John

1

1660

98

Roydon

2

1652–53

97

Ratcliffe

1

1655

62

Dunster

1

1660

36

Toceler

1

1654

29

Broaker

1

1650

5

Thomas Lawrence

1

1655

0

Oil, soap

Edward Martin

1

1654

0

Oil and soap

18

Ashe kin

Short wool

TNA, SP 29/258, fol. 43, Note of passports required for Lawrence Debusty, resident of London, to go
to France, 1669.
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Appendix 10
Confounding factors in estimating the amount of Spanish wool
used in English Spanish Cloth production
The factors that confound any estimates of the amount of Spanish wool used in the
Spanish Cloth industry are analysed individually below. These factors expand or
contract the estimates of wool used.

Processing losses
A considerable amount of wool would have been lost at each stage of processing. The
only documented figure for Spanish wool losses in the early modern period is for
scouring where the losses were 12 per cent. This was much less than for English wools
which, being washed on the sheep’s back, were not as clean as Spanish which was
washed after shearing. 1 The wastage from carding, spinning, and weaving was
recovered but that wool was generally then used in other inferior cloth. 2 The overall
wool losses in the processes of Spanish Cloth manufacture could therefore have been
significant and up to 50 per cent (see Chapter 3, n. 110, above). Other historians have
quoted 25 per cent.

Proportions of types of Spanish Cloth
The proportions of the three different types of Spanish Cloth were not identified in the
customs records. The Ashes exported a mix of the three types, and with considerable
variations in the mix between years. Using James and Grace’s production mix from
1627 to 1648 as a guide,3 the amount of Spanish wool would be half of that used if all
of their cloth had been made completely of Spanish wool. James and Grace would have

1

Julia de Lacy Mann, The Cloth Industry in the West of England from 1640 to 1880, Oxford, Clarendon

Press, 1971, p. 281.
2

Eric Kerridge, Textile Manufactures in Early Modern England, Manchester, Manchester University

Press, 1985, p. 158. Noils could be up to 18–25% of the spun yarn.
3

In 1641, for example, 3% of their production was all-Spanish wool cloth, 75% had Spanish wool wefts,

and the remainder were all-English wool cloths.
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used around 5 tons in 1641.4 There were not a huge number of Spanish Cloth clothiers
using Spanish wool in their cloths. I can identify ten to twenty clothiers in the 1630s–
40s, in the Spanish Cloth district along the Alham, Frome, and Avon Rivers and their
tributaries. Many others, including the Devon clothiers, were using only English and
Irish wools.5

Amount of wool used in felt hat manufacture
Some Spanish wool was absorbed into the felt hat making industry. There are no
contemporary sources to quantify the demand.6 However, the industry was growing in
Bristol through the first half of the seventeenth century and peaked in the 1630s.
Despite the decline of the urban Bristol felt hat industry thereafter, production seems to
have been sustained through expanding rural growth of the industry in the Bristol
hinterland. 7 Contemporary commentary suggests that felt hat making was the main
market for Spanish wool in at least the first two decades of the seventeenth century and
probably longer. In 1617, it was noted by Spanish and Eastland merchants that the
amount of Spanish wool being imported into England between 1606 and 1617 had
dropped by 50 per cent, which they put down to the fact that feltmakers around London
were using less of it, preferring English wool.8 They did not even mention its use in
cloth. The felt hat makers were being criticised for competing with the cloth industry for
fine English wool rather than continuing with Spanish wool. 9 Manifestos of cargoes
unloaded in Barnstaple from Spain out of the George list 59 sacks of lambs wool and

4

In 1641, they produced 17 all-Spanish wool cloths, 560 with a Spanish wool weft, and the remainder

were all-English wool cloths. I have estimated 40 lb. of Spanish wool in their Spanish Cloth (Spanish
wools) cloths and 20 lb. in their Spanish Cloth (mixed wools) cloths.
5

The author of A Treatise of Wool published in 1685 thought that there were only 100 clothiers that used

Spanish wool, all located within 20–30 miles of the Somerset/Wiltshire border. See George Clark, A
Treatise of Wool and the Manufacture of it, London, Printed for William Crooke, 1685.
6
7

Christopher Heal, personal communication, 3 October 2015.
Christopher John Heal, ‘The Felt Hat Industry of Bristol and South Gloucestershire, 1530–1909’, PhD

thesis, University of Bristol, 2012, pp. 105, 158.
8
9

TNA, SP 14/94, fol. 208, Petition of the Spanish and Eastland Merchants to the Council, 1617.
TNA, SP 14/94, fol. 208.
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290 sacks of (Secundo) Segovia wool.10 Lambs wool was sought after by the felt hat
makers.11 One felt hat maker’s inventory showed he was using cheap Spanish lambs and
sheep’s wool, both worth 9d/lb., as well as English and Irish wool. 12 There is no record
of Spanish Cloth clothiers using lambs wool. They used only superfine and refine
(Secundo) Segovia wools. Both industries therefore were absorbing the imports of
Spanish wools.

Domestic consumption of Spanish Cloth
There are no records of the overall domestic consumption of Spanish Cloth within
England. However, Mann states the industry largely relied on home consumption13 and
that Spanish Cloth was favoured by the gentry because it was such a fashionable item.14
Some of this cloth was made of English wool, as was the Spanish Cloth worn and
promoted by Charles II in 1677.15 While the Ashes and their close kin made sales in
London, Bristol, and rural towns, around 50 per cent of their cloth was exported in the
1640s. As they were among the major producers of Spanish Cloth, this suggests the
export market was as important as the domestic one.

Amount of Spanish Cloth exported
The published records of Spanish Cloth exports, both through the outports and London
are incomplete. It would be possible to better quantify this, but a large number of ports
would need to be assessed and for some there is only a poor surviving sample of port
books. There was a good trade in Spanish Cloth through Weymouth in 1635–36, for

10

Regina Grafe, ‘Northern Spain between the Iberian and Atlantic Worlds: Trade and Regional

Specialisation, 1550–1650’, PhD thesis, University of London, 2001, p. 150.
11

Heal, ‘Felt Hat Industry’, p. 110. A distinguishing feature would be price. The feltmakers examined by

Heal held Spanish fleece and lambs wool worth 9d/lb. in their inventories. The Ashes only bought fine
Spanish wool worth 30d/lb. or more.
12
13
14
15

Heal, ‘Felt Hat Industry’, p. 110.
Mann, Cloth Industry, p. 15.
Mann, Cloth Industry, p. 7.
F. H. Blackburne Daniell (ed.), Calendar of State Papers Domestic: Charles II, 1677–78, London,

HMSO, 1911, p. 70.
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example,16 but many of the other Weymouth port books around this time are illegible.
Also, some exports may have not been recorded. Mann states there were no exports
through Bristol but the Ashes had a strong trade with merchants there. The London
records are also incomplete. Supple’s figures for Spanish Cloth export through London
from 1606 to 1640 do not cover exports to France.17 Given that the Ashes’ main market
for their Spanish Cloths was in Paris and some other French towns, Supple’s figures
almost certainly underestimate the total London exports of Spanish Cloths.

Wool exports
There were re-exports and coastal trade in wool from the outports. Barbary and Turkey
wool was being re-exported from Weymouth in the 1620s and 1630s to the Continent.
Some wool arrived in Exeter from London and other English ports at least from the
1620s through to the 1680s, including 3,800 lb. of Spanish wool in 1624. 18 Spanish
wool also entered Weymouth from Dover in 1626.19 These movements confound any
analysis of the overall volume of wool used within England.

16
17

TNA, E190/876/6, Port Book of Weymouth and Melcombe Regis, 1635–36.
B. E. Supple, Commercial Crisis and Change in England 1600–1642, Cambridge, Cambridge

University Press, 1970, Appendix A.
18

W. B. Stephens, ‘The Economic and Commercial Development of the City and Port of Exeter, 1625–
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